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Preface

This book is a non-technical account of the main outlines of the history of Chinese thought, from the earliest times that are known to the present day. It does not pretend to be an exhaustive history of Chinese philosophy. It has been written in the belief that it is important, for a number of reasons, that we in the West should know Chinese thought far better than we do, and that many of us would find it extremely interesting if we once got into it. It is hoped that it may serve as an introduction to the subject, which will facilitate the enjoyment of more complete and technical works.

A disproportionately large amount of space has been given to the history of Chinese thought before the beginning of the Christian Era. This is not because later developments are considered either unimportant or uninteresting; they are neither, and deserve more careful study than they have received. This volume is especially concerned, however, with the thought of the Chinese themselves, and Chinese thought prior to the Christian Era appears to have been essentially indigenous, while that of later times has been considerably influenced by ideas received from the outside world. Still more important, the ideas developed in the ancient period have continued to play a dominant role, even in our own day.

While this book makes no pretence of being an exhaustive treatise, it has not been written carelessly or hastily. Much of the material was originally assembled for a series of public lectures delivered at the University of Chicago three years ago. A few of those who heard them urged that the material should be published and that only a little further work on it would be necessary. The latter supposition, at least, proved to be erroneous. The preparation of a summary treatment can be more demanding than a full statement, for there is always the gnawing
wife must have become exceedingly weary of it, she has always been able to furnish, when the need arose, a fresh and inspiring suggestion to ameliorate a seemingly hopeless chapter. My colleague T. H. Tsien has given me invaluable aid concerning bibliography. My special thanks are also due, for suggestions, counsel, and criticism, to George V. Bobrinskoy, John K. Fairbank, Norton S. Ginsburg, Clarence H. Hamilton, Francis L. K. Hsü, Charles O. Hucker, Edward A. Kracke, Jr., Earl H. Pritchard, Richard L. Walker, and Francis R. Walton. Miss June Work has not only prepared the manuscript for publication but has also brought to my attention valuable materials that had escaped me.

H. G. Creel

*Palos Park, Illinois*
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CHAPTER I

Chinese thought in the modern world

It is related that around the middle of the nineteenth century a learned Chinese was asked if he did not think it would be educational to travel in lands outside of China. His reply was that one who knows the Chinese classics has nothing left to learn.

This exemplifies the self-satisfaction and lack of curiosity about the outside world that many of us think of as typical of China. We believe, quite rightly, that such an attitude placed China at a grave disadvantage in dealing with other nations, and was the cause of many of the troubles she has suffered.

Today the shoe is on the other foot. It is not China that is ignorant of and indifferent concerning the culture of the West, but the West that knows almost nothing about China and makes little attempt to learn. And the West is paying, and will continue to pay, the price of ignorance.

It is pleasant to think that it is sheer, hopeless poverty, about which we could have done nothing anyway, that caused China to become Communist. It is satisfying to believe that it is the propaganda of the Soviet Union that has made the Chinese so bitterly anti-Western. These conceits are not only consoling but even true, up to a point. But they leave out the fact that while Chinese poverty and Russian propaganda provided a fertile soil for anti-Western feeling to grow in, its seeds were planted, and its growth has been nurtured, by the ineptitude with which Westerners have been dealing with the Chinese for more than a century. While some of the difficulty has been the result of greed and arrogance, a more important role has been played by ignorance and indifference.
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One misconception, dearly beloved of a certain type of military "expert" on the Far East, has been the dictum that "the Chinese can't fight". We have learned about that in Korea. We would have known better all along, if we had known Chinese history. For that would have told us that, while the Chinese soldier can save his skin as well as the next man when he sees no point in dying, he can be a formidable foe when he believes in the cause for which he is fighting.

Another idea, even more widespread, is that except for a few scholars the Chinese people are a mass of illiterate and, mentally, almost inert people who neither know nor care what goes on in the world at large, or even in China as a whole. Among them, it is supposed, such a force as "public opinion" could hardly be said to exist, except as the masses are told what to think by the bureaucrats who dominate them. In accord with this theory it has been assumed that in order to control China a foreign government needed only to cultivate the favour of the high officials, or pay regular bribes to a few warlords. The people in general, it has been thought, could be ignored.

I am ashamed to say that as a young man, before I had lived in China, I shared this impression. I am ashamed of it because, as a student of Chinese culture, I should have known better. I knew that before the dawn of the Christian Era some sons of peasants, in China, were studying philosophy, and that it is more than two thousand years since an erstwhile swineherd was made prime minister of the Chinese empire, supposedly because of his mastery of one of the classics.* I also knew that for most of the time, during the last two thousand years, many of the highest offices in the land have been filled on the basis of competitive examinations, open to almost every male. While success presupposed a formidable education, it occasionally did happen that a man who had once followed the plough achieved

*Concerning this event see Creel, Confucius, the Man and the Myth, pp. 259–262. I do not at all believe that it was actually his learning that won him preferment, but it was generally advertised that this was so, which is the important point for our present purpose.
exalted circles, but also brought the ideas and the practices of commoners into the bosom of aristocratic families. Sometimes, it is lamented, even the court itself was “corrupted” in this way.

Even more important was the examination system, which has already been mentioned. The examinations led to governmental office, and governmental office was the best way, and in effect the only way, to economic wealth, social prestige, and political power. The examinations were open to almost everybody – if he knew the classics which embodied the traditions of the Chinese nation. It is doubtful that any body of tradition was ever endowed with a more effective incentive to its study.

Everybody wanted to be an official. Not everyone could, but everyone could dream about it. An enormously popular game was called “Advancement in Officialdom”; it was played even by illiterates.

Everyone also wanted to know the traditions. Not all could read the classics, but everyone without exception was familiar with much of their content in the form of proverbs. Other devices also brought much of the scholar’s world into the ken of even the poorest and least educated. The Chinese are inordinately fond of the drama, and the ideals and much of the content of plays are classical in character. Not every Chinese could attend the theatre, but everywhere there have been story-tellers who recited episodes from these plays in the market place and at the street corner, for the tossed coins of those who passed. If one were penniless, he needed only to stand well back, and listen.

One type of story-teller was called a “talker of books”. This apparently means that he presented, in oral form comprehensible to uneducated listeners, the content of works which were written and studied by scholars. There is reason to believe, in fact, that some of the materials used by story-tellers were originally prepared by court historians for teaching young aristocrats. Here the link between the scholar at court and the peasant at the fair was direct indeed.
These things gave the whole Chinese people an unusual similarity of mental outlook. The thought of the scholar did, naturally, involve a complexity and a jargon which would have puzzled the peasant hopelessly, but the differences were for the most part of degree rather than kind. The historic events and the heroic and mythological figures that the Chinese scholar used to embellish and illustrate his discourse were familiar to the humblest farmer, in a way that could not be matched by the knowledge of Greek and Roman antiquity among the common folk of Europe and America.

Against all this it may be argued that in fact the common people in China have usually been rather indifferent to political events, and even the scholars have often held aloof from the struggles attending a change of dynasty. Again, during the “war lord” period in the present century, Chinese soldiers fought lukewarmly if at all, and were easily persuaded to surrender by the “silver bullets” of bribery.

All this is quite true. But to conclude from it, as many have, that the Chinese have no patriotism and care nothing about what becomes of their country, is to err gravely. Confucian doctrine has assumed that a proper sovereign would leave the actual ruling of the country to his ministers, who would be chosen and who would conduct themselves according to the time-honoured principles. Some Chinese, and even some scholars, have tended to be indifferent as to who should occupy the throne. But they have been so insistent that the government should be run according to the traditional pattern that even foreign conquerors have usually found it necessary to conform.

If Chinese have often been politically indifferent, they have always had, for as long as the record runs, a fierce and unquenchable national pride exceeded by that of no other people. In Paris or San Francisco or Singapore, Chinese are still Chinese even after generations of sojourn. They seem all but unalterable.
For thousands of years this pride, and isolation from the other principal centres of early civilization, caused the Chinese to assume that they were, without question, the most cultured, the most intelligent, and in all respects the most capable of men. This was not seriously challenged until almost the middle of the nineteenth century, when China was defeated in war and there began the process whereby her sovereignty was nibbled to pieces by a series of treaties.

These things were not the kind of incidents, within China's age-old political system, toward which the average Chinese felt indifferent. They were, on the contrary, a threat to the state and even to the Chinese nation. The effect upon a proud people may be imagined when public parks in Shanghai were posted CHINESE AND DOGS NOT ALLOWED. If the reader finds this hard to imagine, let him conceive the reaction of Americans or Britons to AMERICANS AND DOGS NOT ALLOWED in Central Park, or BRITISH AND DOGS NOT ALLOWED in Kew Gardens.

It may be argued (though it will scarcely convince a Chinese) that Shanghai was not Chinese. But foreign influence if not domination went to the heart of the country. The government post office was largely controlled by foreigners, and foreign troops were garrisoned in many cities. All over the world men speculated quite openly upon the date at which China would be divided among the powers.

If the Chinese had been politically indifferent, under this stimulus they ceased to be. For a full century thoughtful Chinese have been preoccupied, with increasing zeal and bitterness, with the problem of restoring China to a place of honour and independence in the world. Circumstances, and the position of leadership traditionally accorded to the scholar in China, caused this concern to be communicated, in time, to the whole people.

This was impressed upon me with peculiar force in the course of a trip through north China, devoted to the inspection of archeological sites, in 1935. Japan held Manchuria and was
pressing toward the acquisition of more Chinese territory. Everywhere, both within the zone of Japanese occupation and far from it, people with whom I talked were gravely alarmed at the threat to the Chinese nation. They included not only scholars, but also donkey drivers, boatmen, farmers, and innkeepers.

Concern not only with Chinese but even with world affairs appeared in unexpected places. Near Loyang I visited the White Horse Monastery, a venerable establishment to which, according to legend, the first Buddhist scriptures to enter China were brought in the first century A.D. In this romantic setting I was received by the abbot, an urbane gentleman who served me Huntley and Palmers' biscuits and talked of international politics. I was rather disappointed.

The high point was a visit to Hua Shan, the "Flowery Mountain", in eastern Shensi, a spot of the most bewildering natural beauty enhanced by sacred traditions which go back thousands of years. As I talked with my peasant guide he would from time to time write a character in the dust with his shoe, illustrating what I have often observed, that illiteracy in China is by no means so total as is sometimes imagined. A spice of fancied danger was lent by the fact that Communist guerillas were reported to be moving through the area. The peak of the sacred mountain is surrounded by sheer, towering cliffs, up which one must clamber by iron rungs set into the rock. At the top of one such climb we came upon a tiny Taoist temple, and I was immediately approached by the priest.

Taoist priests are reputed to be, in general, relatively uneducated. This one was shabbily dressed, and displayed none of the urbanity of a Chinese scholar. He asked from what country I came, and then, shaking a finger in my face, said, "Ha! You are an American. There is a question I want to ask you. In this great world struggle that is coming, on which side will America stand?"

This was four years before Munich. A few months later I travelled through Russia, Poland, Germany, France, England, and back to the United States. On this trip I talked with many
reports (both true and false) concerning equalitarian theory and practice in China played a role in the development of the concepts of human equality and political democracy in the West during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries? Yet this was commonplace at the time, and both Macaulay and Brunetière laid part of the blame for the French Revolution upon what they believed to be distorted notions of China’s political institutions.²

Most of us are aware that the institution of civil service examinations in the United States was adopted under influence chiefly from Britain. But how many of us know that just a century ago, when the question of whether to establish a civil service, recruited by examination, was being hotly debated in London, the example of the age-old Chinese civil service was very much in men’s minds? Observing the unquestionable similarities between the scheme proposed for Britain and that long used by the Chinese, opponents of the plan in Parliament condemned it as a “Chinese principle”, while others defended it on the same ground. As late as 1875 an article in the Fortnightly Review attacked the procedure of civil service examinations as “an adopted Chinese culture”.³

For us in the West to remain uninformed concerning Chinese thought is not only to continue in a state that is genuinely dangerous for the peace of the world. It is also to deprive ourselves of knowledge which might contribute importantly to our happiness.

We have followed the path of the conquest of nature. In so far as mechanical progress is concerned our achievements have been formidable. Indeed, it is now said that science may have the power to destroy all life upon the planet – a conquest of nature, indeed. Yet all this has brought us only limited satisfaction. Although all of us possess luxuries that even kings could not enjoy a short time ago, our desires have grown more rapidly than our possessions. We have been so busy building machines and creating wealth that we have paid little attention to rela-
supervised the destiny of their posterity. Normally, unless they were extremely displeased with their descendants, they gave them victory in war and prosperity in peace. In return for these favours it was expected that the descendants would provide for them the usual sacrifices and accord with their wishes in so far as these might be learned by divination or other means. The dependence of rulers great and small upon their ancestors is made clear in a great many documents. In an inscription on a bronze vessel we find one noble boasting that his illustrious ancestors above "grandly open up a path for their descendants below". One of the verses in the Book of Poetry ascribed the power of the Chou house, at a particular time, to the fact that it had "three [former] rulers in heaven" in addition to the one who reigned on earth.

In such a situation no plebeian could hope to become a ruler, either small or great. He lacked the essential qualification, powerful ancestors. Almost all the plebeians, except for a few who were artisans, were peasants, probably serfs. It is doubtful that they had any definite rights as against the nobility, who apparently treated them as they pleased. An early proclamation classes runaway male and female servants in the same category with strayed cattle. One of the verses in the Book of Poetry says: "The common people are contented, For every day they have enough to eat and to drink." Yet the same classic makes it clear that, in fact, they did not always have even enough to eat. One poem says:

Merciful Heaven has become awe-inspiring in its anger;
It is showering us with ruin,
Afflicting us with famine.
All the people are scattered in flight,
The settled regions and the open countryside are alike in their desolation.

Another tells us:

Good fortune has forsaken the people
For Heaven is striking them down.
The rich may get along,
But alas for the lone and solitary.
only of the church but also of "widows and orphans and strangers". Clearly enough, such statements are made for a variety of reasons and may or may not be evidence of genuinely humane feeling on the part of those who make them. But this does not alter the fact that the mere uttering of such views may have important effects upon history. A particularly important role was played by one such conception that was developed in the aftermath of the Chou conquest.

The Shang kings had sacrificed lavishly to their ancestors and believed that their assistance in various undertakings was of decisive importance. Undoubtedly the Shang rulers, like the Chou kings who succeeded them, believed that they ruled by divine right. The Chou had conquered by force of arms, but this could not be said, without further elaboration, to have transferred the divine *right* to rule. The justification of conquest has always been an embarrassing business. It usually calls for a certain amount of mythology, washed down the throats of the people by means of propaganda. Recently this mythology has often taken the form of a doctrine of "manifest destiny"; the Chou rulers called their doctrine that of "the decree of *Heaven*". "Heaven" was the name of the most important deity.

The Chou said that it had not been their desire to conquer the Shang territories. On the contrary, the burden of this conquest had been laid upon them by *Heaven*. Why? Because the last Shang king was a drunken scoundrel who oppressed his subjects and flouted the gods, cheating them of their sacrificial victims. For this reason *Heaven* had come to despair of his line and had withdrawn its "decree" to rule China from him. This decree had then been handed over to the leader of the Chou people, who had been commanded by *Heaven* to conquer Shang and take over the throne.

Although it is difficult to check on a story that concerns the conduct of the gods, and our knowledge of this period is meagre, we nevertheless know enough to discredit this account. Archeological evidence indicates that the last Shang king was not, in
fact, a wastrel. On the contrary, he seems to have been particularly energetic. Far from having been guilty of the neglect of religious ritual with which he is charged, he took an unusual personal interest in such practices and seems to have been very careful in performing them. But this, of course, would have made no difference to the Chou leaders, if only they could get people to believe their version of history. Eventually they did. Some documents which have come down to us appear to be literary forgeries, produced at that time to help the Chou propaganda. There is also some reason to believe that there was in existence a body of Shang literature that would have embarrassed that propaganda. It has disappeared, and it is logical to suppose that the Chou may have destroyed it, although there is no actual evidence that they did so.

The Chou justified their conquest of the Shang people by alleging that history had merely repeated itself. Many centuries earlier, they said, the Shang ruler known as T'ang the Successful had been appointed by Heaven, in exactly the same way, to replace the wicked last king of the previous dynasty, known as the Hsia (although there is a great deal of tradition concerning a Hsia dynasty, as yet we have no archeological evidence that can definitely be linked with it). This version of history provided the Chou conquest with a precedent and made it merely an incident in a recurring cycle. A Shang version of Shang history, still preserved to us in the Book of Poetry, records the matter quite differently. Thus it is possible that the Chou leaders, to justify their conquest, changed the whole pattern of Chinese history.

In the writings that have come down to us the Duke of Chou appears as a leading advocate of the doctrine of the decree of Heaven. He set it forth at great length in a proclamation that he made to the conquered Shang people. It will be noted that he sometimes refers to the chief deity as Ti, sometimes as Heaven: these names were used alternatively, at this time. The duke, speaking in the name of the king, said:
Ti sent down correction on Hsia, but the Hsia sovereign merely increased his luxurious ease, and was not willing to speak consolingly to the people. He was licentious and benighted, and could not for a single day yield himself to the guidance of Ti — these things you have heard. He was contemptuous of the commands of Ti. . . . His inflictions of heavy punishments only heightened the disorders within the domain of Hsia. He did not treat the multitude well . . . and their grief and vexation became greater every day. . . .

At this point Heaven sought a true lord for the people, and sent down its bright favouring decree to T'ang the Successful, who punished and destroyed the sovereign of Hsia. . . . From him down to Ti I [the last Shang king but one] the sovereigns all, with illustrious virtue, were careful in the use of punishments, and thus were able to exercise a stimulating influence over the people. . . . But when it came to your late ruler [the last Shang king] he was not able with your many states to continue to enjoy the Decree of Heaven.

Oh! the king speaks to the following effect: I announce and declare to you . . . it was not that Heaven desired to do away with the sovereign of Hsia, or with the sovereign of Shang.* But your ruler . . . was extremely dissolute, and despised the commands of Heaven . . . he was lazy and slothful, slighted the labours of government, and did not make pure sacrifices, so that Heaven sent down this ruin on him. . . .

Heaven then sought among your many regions . . . for one who might be attentive to its commands, but there was none able to do so. There was, however, our Chou king, who treated the multitudes well and was virtuous, and presided carefully over the sacrifices to the spirits and to Heaven. Heaven therefore instructed us to avail ourselves of its favour; it chose us and gave us the decree of Shang, to rule over your many regions.13

It would be impossible to exaggerate the importance of this idea for the history of Chinese politics and Chinese thought. From this time on, it was the normal pattern for rebels to claim possession of the “decree of Heaven”. As late as our own century the revolutionary party of Dr. Sun Yat-sen was at one time called “The Association for Changing the Decree”.

Even more important were the reasons for which it was alleged that Heaven had transferred its favour. In the document just quoted and in many others it was stated that Heaven rejected rulers because, among other crimes, they did not treat

*The text, at this point and one other in this translated passage, reads “Yin”, which is another name for “Shang”. I have changed these to the latter, for simplicity’s sake.
the people well. The result was to establish, in theory, the principle that the rulers existed for the sake of the people, rather than the reverse, and that they held their powers only in trust, as a kind of stewardship, subject to revocation if they did not use them well. At the beginning this was little more than a theory, and a theory born of the necessities of propaganda, but no matter. The theory existed, and in time it would come to be very important.

In this very early period that we are now considering, there were already in existence certain other ideas that have continued to be very important in Chinese thought. One was the emphasis on the family. As early as we have any clear knowledge of Chinese civilization, the paramount importance of the family is unmistakable. In the Book of Poetry we read:

Of all the men in the world
None are equal to brothers... .
Brothers quarrel inside the walls,
But they stand united against insult from without
While even the best of friends,
However numerous, will not fight for you.14

Western writers sometimes give the impression that Confucius almost invented filial piety, or at least that he emphasized it as it had never been emphasized before. But in a passage written long before the time of Confucius the Book of Poetry says: "No one is to be looked up to like a father, No one is to be depended on like a mother."15 Even at the beginning of the Chou period we find it said that filial piety is not merely a moral but even a legal obligation. A charge to a Chou vassal states that certain criminals are even worse than murderers, to wit: "The son who does not serve his father respectfully, but greatly wounds his father's heart; and the father who cannot cherish his son, but hates him; and the younger brother who does not bear in mind the evident intention of Heaven, and will not respect his elder brother; and the elder brother who forgets the tender regard in which he should hold his younger brother, and is unfriendly
to him." All such criminals, it is declared, must be punished without mercy.\textsuperscript{16}

The task that confronted the Chou rulers after their conquest was not an easy one. Their problem was not lack of territory to rule but lack of means to rule it. The only means of communication was by road, and the roads were poor. Although there were certain media of exchange, convenient money in our sense did not exist. Without good communications and money, direct rule over a large territory is almost impossible. The Chou rulers did what was almost the only thing they could do; they parcelled out their territories to vassals, who were for the most part their relatives or the chiefs of other tribes that had assisted them in the conquest. These feudal lords were left free to govern their local territories very much as they wished, so long as they kept the peace, paid the required tribute to the king, and led their soldiers to help him when they were needed.

At the beginning this feudal system worked very well. The Chou feudatories were little more than the commanders of walled garrison towns, who kept watch over a newly conquered and hostile populace. They needed the support of the Chou king and of one another. When individual vassals became unruly, the king punished them. In extreme cases he took their lands away and gave them to others.

After a few generations, however, the situation changed. The descendants of the original feudal lords were no longer strangers in their territories, and the former hostility of their people had in large measure vanished. Time had sanctified their authority, and local pride and self-interest rendered most of their subjects loyal. The stronger feudal lords annexed the territories of their weaker neighbours, and, when the king tried to interfere with this practice, they resisted him. The nobles formed parties and alliances, which quarrelled among themselves and with the king. Finally in 771 B.C. an attack by such a coalition, in league with certain "barbarian" tribes, ended in the death of the reigning
Chou king. His heir was established in a capital farther to the east, but from this time forward the Chou kings were little more than puppets in the hands of their most powerful vassals.

China was thus left without any effective central government. The wars between groups of feudal lords became more and more frequent and furious. The barbarian tribes on the borders not only invaded China but sometimes were called in by Chinese as allies against other Chinese. Even the powerless Chou king sometimes invited barbarian tribes to help him win back his patrimony, with unfortunate results. If the barbarians could have co-operated effectively, there is little doubt that they would have overrun China then, as coalitions of barbarian tribes sometimes did later.

The danger was recognized, and it was generally agreed that China should have a strong king, in place of the Chou puppets. The great feudal lords were in harmony on this point; they disagreed only on the question of which one of them should establish a new dynasty. Each one had a candidate: himself. To settle the point cost many centuries of war and uncounted hundreds of thousands of Chinese lives.

In the meantime the process of decentralization went on. Not only did the feudal lords disregard the orders of the king, usurp his powers, and do as they pleased. In a number of states the chief officials of the rulers treated their overlords in the same manner. Thus, for instance, in Lu, the native state of Confucius, the duke still nominally reigned, but all power was held by three of his relatives, who were the principal officers of the state. They not only ruled as they wished but sometimes murdered heirs to the ducal throne in order to place others, whom they favoured, on it. In 517 B.C. (when Confucius was thirty-four) the reigning Duke of Lu attempted to revolt against these usurping officers. He was unsuccessful and had to flee the state and live out the rest of his life in exile.

Not only the feudal lords were subject to such treatment.
power, privilege, and luxury. The inevitable result was misgovernment.

Many men realized this; even some of the aristocrats themselves recognized that many members of their class had come to be mere parasites upon society. This was particularly easy for the rulers of states to see, for they were victimized by the nobles almost as much as the people were. The principal officers of the ruler of a state were nominally his subordinates, charged with the various functions of the government. But commonly they not only neglected these duties but even used their private armies to flout, if not to usurp, the authority of the ruler.

In 535 B.C., when Confucius was sixteen years old, the duke of one small state tried to rectify this condition. Instead of giving the principal offices in his government to his noble relatives, who had undoubtedly been in the habit of bequeathing them to their sons as hereditary possessions of their families, this duke discharged his relatives from office. In their places he installed men from other states to perform their functions. This so enraged his relatives that they banded together, assassinated the duke, and put a stop to this invasion of custom and privilege.17

Who were these men from other states, whom the luckless duke tried to use as his officers? History does not tell us, but it is easy to guess. They can hardly have been plebeians; few plebeians would have known how to read and write, to say nothing of how to govern. These men probably belonged to the growing class of impoverished descendants of the nobility. The aristocrats practiced polygamy on a large scale; as a result, there soon came to be so many younger sons that it was quite impossible to provide fiefs and posts for all of them. Thus a large number of men, descended from the aristocrats, were cast adrift to fend for themselves. Some of them became mercenary soldiers. Others became minor functionaries at the courts, and some of these went from state to state seeking better jobs. It was probably such men that the duke in question tried to use as his
officers. From his point of view they would have had two advantages. Since he had appointed them to office and could remove them, they were more likely to be loyal to him than were nobles of independent power. Furthermore, it is reasonable to suppose that, as the result of competition, they were better able to govern well and almost certainly were more interested in doing so than most of the aristocrats who merely inherited their positions.

These depressed descendants of the nobility played an important role in history. They formed a mediating class, in touch with the common people and aware of their grievances, but educated and able to protest effectively, as the people were not. Beginning around the time of Confucius, some of these men were able to attain to increasingly higher office and to wield considerable influence upon the events of their day. We know their names, but little more about them.

One of them, however, was almost a complete failure in so far as realizing his ambitions in his own lifetime was concerned. He was a man of outstanding intellect and lofty ideals. Because he refused to compromise, none of the rulers of the day would give him any effective post in their governments. For this reason he was thrown back on teaching and forced to spend his time in elaborating his ideas to his students. As a result, although he personally failed, his ideas succeeded after his death in effecting drastic alterations in the theory and practice of government in China. It is for this reason that, even after twenty-five hundred years, we know the name of Confucius better than that of any other Chinese.
CHAPTER III

Confucius and the struggle for human happiness

Confucius was one of the handful of men who have deeply influenced human history by the force of their personal and intellectual gifts and achievements. The fact that such men appear upon the scene can never be completely explained; but, by examining the circumstances of their lives, we can at least increase our ability to understand them.

Our attempt to understand Confucius is made difficult by the large mass of legend and tradition that has accumulated about his name so thickly, over the centuries, that it becomes very hard to see the truth. These elaborations, not to say distortions, spring from two quite different motives. On the one hand, the faithful have wished to exalt him and have therefore performed such pious acts as building up an elaborate genealogy that traces his ancestry back to emperors. On the other, those whose interests were menaced by this revolutionary thinker have sought, and with partial success, to nullify his attacks upon entrenched privilege by distorting and misrepresenting what he had to say. Our only safe course, therefore, is completely to disregard the elaborate traditional story of his life and thought and trust only the more meagre testimony that can be gleaned from documents that can be proved to be early and reliable.¹

Confucius was born in 551 B.C. in the small state of Lu, which was located in what is now Shantung Province. What his ancestry was we cannot be certain, but it is probable that there were aristocrats among his forebears. As a young man he was, however, by his own testimony, “without rank and in humble circumstances”.² He had to make his own living, at tasks that
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were more or less menial. He was able to study, but seems to have been largely self-taught.

These experiences undoubtedly gave him a close view of the sufferings of the common people, about which he became deeply concerned. He felt that the world was sadly out of joint and that it was vital that drastic changes be made. He had opportunity not only to know the people but also to become familiar with the aristocrats, who were the hereditary lords of creation. Of most of the aristocrats he had a very poor opinion. He was undoubtedly speaking of the parasitic nobles of his time when he said: "It is difficult to expect anything from men who stuff themselves with food the whole day, while never using their minds in any way at all. Even gamblers do something, and to that degree are better than these idlers."

Unfortunately, however, the aristocrats were not always idle. They used considerable ingenuity in devising ever more expensive adjuncts to luxurious living, for which the people paid with taxes and forced labour. Above all, the nobles practised the art of war. In China, as perhaps in most other nations, the nobility was military in origin. In an earlier day these military officers had performed a useful function in protecting society, but as a class they had largely outlived their usefulness, and now they preyed on the people and on one another. Most of them felt that the arts of war were the only occupations worthy of the serious attention of a gentleman, and they made fun of those, even among their own numbers, who concerned themselves with the need for good government and orderly administration.

Confucius was not a pacifist. He believed that, regrettably, there are times when force must be used by moral men, in order to prevent themselves and the world from being enslaved by those for whom force is the only argument and the only sanction. But he considered force a last resort and one that must always be subordinate, not only ideally but as a matter of hard fact, to the power of justice. On the ideal and personal level he said: "If I feel in my heart that I am wrong, I must stand in fear
even though my opponent is the least formidable of men. But if my own heart tells me that I am right, I shall go forward even against thousands and tens of thousands.” On the more practical level, he believed that an army could not fight effectively unless even its common soldiers knew why they were fighting and were convinced of the justice of their cause. He believed that morale is dependent on moral conviction. He said: “To lead a people who have not been educated to war, is to throw them away.”

Confucius was aware that such ideas were completely at variance with those of the nobility. He not only realized it but tried to do something about it. Up to his time the term chün tzü, “gentleman”, had almost universally had a significance somewhat like the original meaning of our word “gentleman”. It denoted, that is, a man of good birth, whose ancestors had belonged to a stratum above that of the common herd. Such a person was a gentleman by birth; no one not born so could become a gentleman, and no gentleman could ever become less than one, no matter how vile his conduct might be. Confucius changed this usage completely. He asserted that any man might be a gentleman, if his conduct were noble, unselfish, just, and kind. On the other hand, he asserted that no man could be considered a gentleman on the ground of birth; this was solely a question of conduct and character.

Confucius was always markedly contemptuous of eloquence and of ornate language, and there is no record that he ever delivered a public lecture. Nevertheless, he must have been an unusually persuasive speaker to one person or to small groups. Even today, as we read the things he said, we can feel the magnetism of his personality. He talked about his ideas for reforming the world, which were many and bold, to those with whom he came in contact, and gradually there were attracted to him a number of men who became his students, or, as we commonly call them, his disciples. At the beginning some of them were only a little younger than himself.
In so far as we know, this group, composed of Confucius and those who studied with him, formed the first private school devoted to higher education in Chinese history. The sons of rulers and aristocrats had long had tutors; and men who were destined to be minor officials in the courts had studied, as apprentices of officials, with their superiors. That kind of teaching seems to have consisted chiefly of training in techniques, to enable men to carry on certain traditional functions. Confucius, however, was not concerned merely to train his charges, but to educate them, in the sense of, as one dictionary definition explains the word, “to develop and cultivate mentally or morally, to expand, strengthen, and discipline”.

There was a definite reason why Confucius diverged from the traditional pattern in his conception of the function of schooling. The two programmes were similar, in that both were designed to equip the student to be a governmental official. But, whereas in the usual view such an official was expected to be simply an instrument of his ruler, putting into practice what the ruler wished to be done and administering the government in the customary manner, Confucius expected his students to play the dynamic role of revolutionizing any government in which they might take part and making it serve the needs of the people. If they were to do so, they would obviously have to be prepared for this strenuous function by having their initiative, their character, and their intelligence developed to the utmost. No mere training in routine techniques would suffice.

With Confucius the belief that any man might become a gentleman, regardless of his birth, did not remain a matter of theory. He undertook to make his students into gentlemen, and he accepted them from the lowest as well as the highest social strata. “In education,” he said, “there should be no class distinctions.” Of his own catholicity in receiving students he said: “I have never refused to teach anyone, even though he came to me on foot, with nothing more to offer as tuition than a package of dried meat.”
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Among his students there were, in fact, members of the nobility along with others who were very poor. Confucius seems to have been impartial; but if he had any preference, it was probably for those who had little. He praised one of his disciples for being able, “though wearing a tattered hemp-quilted gown, to stand beside those wearing costly furs without the slightest embarrassment”.

Interestingly enough this same disciple, who here wears a tattered gown, was later on a very high official, occupying what was perhaps the most influential office in the state that could be held by one who did not inherit his place. This illustrates the fact that Confucius was not engaged in education merely for the sake of education, but was preparing his students to go out into the world to work and struggle for his principles. For this reason, although he accepted men of all classes as his students, he was very strict in his requirements as to their intellectual abilities. He said: “I point out the way only to the student who has first looked for it himself, and make him find his own illustrations before I give him one. If, when I give the student one corner of the subject, he cannot find the other three for himself, I do not repeat my lesson.”

Since he was undertaking to make men of humble background into “gentlemen”, able to hold their own in the halls of state with the most polished courtiers, he had to teach them court etiquette. He did so; but here again he profoundly altered the character of an ancient institution, in a manner that was to have the most important consequences. The Chinese term by which such etiquette is known is li; it is commonly translated, even as Confucius uses it, as “ritual” or “the rules of propriety”. These translations will do well enough, no doubt, for this institution as Confucius found it, but they are hopelessly inadequate to express what he made of it.

The original meaning of li was “to sacrifice”; it still has this sense in modern Chinese. It was extended to denote the ritual used in sacrifice and then to cover every sort of ceremony and
sanctions of morality and courtesy reinforced each other. We consider it courteous, but not necessarily a moral duty, to be polite to everyone with whom we come in contact. We consider it a moral duty, but not necessarily an obligation of courtesy, to return property we find to the loser, even though we may not know him. But the whole range of the obligations imposed by the highest conceptions of both courtesy and moral duty were included in li. To say "it is li" was equivalent to our "it is done", which is often far more persuasive than the most detailed argument.

This conception of li was extremely important in Confucius' programme of education. Psychiatrists say that our education, although it cultivates the intellect to a high degree, often fails signally to discipline the emotions. For this reason it is sometimes unable to produce a well-adjusted individual, capable of taking his place as a happy and useful member of society. Confucius considered intellectual cultivation to be of little worth if it were not accompanied by emotional balance; to produce such balance he depended upon education in li. The learning of the gentleman, he said, must be "disciplined by means of li"; one thus prepared to meet the world is strengthened, he believed, to hold true to his principles through any crisis and in the face of every temptation. 12

Another concept that was of basic importance in his philosophy and his education was that of the tao, usually translated as "the way". The earliest meaning of tao was "road" or "path". Before the time of Confucius the term was usually employed either in this sense or as meaning a way of conduct, which might be indifferently good or bad. After Confucius' time it was used, especially by the Taoists (who get their name from this term), as a mystical concept standing for the primal stuff of the universe or the totality of all things.

This later idea has very commonly been read back into Confucius' use of the term. There are a few passages in the Analects that seem to make this plausible, but these are also capable of
motivated by love for all men. This ideal of the Way was handed down, Han Yü wrote, by the sage rulers of the past to the Duke of Chou and thus to Confucius and Mencius. But it was not, he insisted, a fixed and immutable thing, but one that varied with the individual and the circumstances.\textsuperscript{15}

Yet if Confucius did not regard the Way as a cosmic absolute, he was none the less exacting in his demand that his disciples adhere to it unswervingly. He rejected the standard of feudal loyalty due to an overlord and in its place demanded loyalty to principle, to the Way.\textsuperscript{16} Despite the fact that he did not base his philosophy on religious beliefs or on any particular dogma as to the ultimate nature of the universe, he was able to inspire a remarkable number of men with the most complete devotion to his ideals.

Confucius demanded the utmost zeal of his followers. He expected them, as a matter of course, to be prepared at all times to lay down their lives for their principles.\textsuperscript{17} And they did so. Over the centuries, the Confucians have produced a goodly company of martyrs, who have given their lives in defence of the Way. Some of them have died as revolutionaries, who had taken up arms against tyranny; this was the fate of Confucius’ own heir in the eighth generation. Others have died at the hand of the executioner, for daring to obey Confucius’ injunction to criticize an erring ruler fearlessly, on behalf of the common good.\textsuperscript{18}

Han Yü, whose essay on the Way we have considered, narrowly escaped martyrdom. He rose to high office more than once but was repeatedly punished for his outspokenly critical memorials to the throne. When his emperor became a devout Buddhist and organized an elaborate celebration in which he personally welcomed an alleged bone of the Buddha that was transported with great honours as a relic, Han Yü wrote to the emperor denouncing this action in no uncertain terms. He declared that this veneration paid to a “dry and rotten bone” would only mislead the common people into superstition, and
urged that the relic be destroyed. The emperor was, of course, furious. Han’s life was saved by the intercession of friends, but he was banished to the wilds of the southern coast. There he devoted himself to improving the life of the people and bore his exile with fortitude, secure in the knowledge that he had fought the good fight and joined the company of those who, in many times and places, had remained true to the Way. He would have faced death in the same manner. The function of the Way, for Confucians, has been much like that of “the faith” for Christians.

The problem of Confucius’ relationship to religion is a difficult one. Certainly he was not primarily, as has sometimes been supposed, a religious prophet or teacher. In fact, it is easy to cite passages from the Analects that show that he was reluctant to discuss religious questions. Although he talked a great deal about the way that men should follow, one of his disciples said that he did not discuss “the way [that is, the tao] of Heaven”.

Another disciple asked how one should serve spirits; Confucius told him: “You are not yet able to serve men; how can you serve spirits?” The disciple asked about death; the Master told him: “You do not yet understand life; how can you understand death?”

From these and certain other passages it has sometimes been concluded that Confucius was insincere. Some have thought that he was, in fact, sceptical or even atheistic but that, for lack of courage or for some other reason, he refrained from telling his disciples the truth. This seems to resolve a difficult problem too simply.

There are several passages in which Confucius speaks of Heaven, the principal deity of the Chinese. He seems, in fact, to have felt that he had been intrusted by Heaven with a mission to cure the ills of the Chinese world, and he hoped that Heaven would not permit him to fail. Once when he cried out in despair that there was no one who understood him, he added, “But Heaven understands me!”
What did Confucius understand by the term “Heaven”? Not an anthropomorphic being. Heaven was seldom so conceived in his time, and there is explicit reason for rejecting this idea in connection with Confucius. If we examine the ways in which Confucius refers to Heaven, it appears that this term stood, in his thinking, for a vaguely conceived moral force in the universe. He placed the utmost emphasis on striving by the individual, but he seems to have hoped that Heaven would, as we say, “help those who help themselves”. Yet even this could not be counted on, for, as he sadly observed, the wicked often prosper and the efforts of the good sometimes come to nought. Nevertheless, the idea of Heaven gave him the feeling that somehow, somewhere, there was a power that stood on the side of the lonely man who struggles for the right.

The religion of the day said little about life after death and made little or no use of it as a deterrent to wickedness or a stimulus to virtue. Confucius, as we have seen, would not discuss this topic. In numerous respects he broke sharply with the traditional religion. In accord with his usual practice, however, he did not call attention to these departures from precedent, so that they are sometimes overlooked. In general, sacrifice was considered a barter transaction, in which so much goods was sacrificed to the ancestors and other spirits in the expectation of receiving so many blessings. Confucius condemned this attitude. He believed that the traditional sacrifices should be made, but in the same spirit in which one is courteous to one’s friends: not because of what one expects to get from them, but because it is the right thing to do. Did he believe that the spirits conferred blessings? We simply do not know; it is possible that he did not.

Human sacrifice had been very prevalent in an earlier day, and still continued to some extent in his time and for centuries after. Confucius condemned it,\textsuperscript{23} and there seems to be little doubt that it is the Confucians who were principally responsible for its eventual decline.
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We noticed earlier that the office of the ruler had definite religious connotations. The king was called the Son of Heaven, and feudal lords were believed to rule by virtue of the assistance of their powerful noble ancestors, who lived in the heavens and supervised the destiny of their descendants. This idea protected the intrenched privilege of the aristocracy, for no plebeian, however wise and capable, could bring to the throne such supernatural backing. Confucius did not attack this traditional view. He simply said nothing about it whatever. Instead, he made the title to rule wholly dependent upon character, ability, and education, without regard to birth. And he asserted that one of his disciples, who was not the heir of a ruling house, might properly occupy a throne.24

Although Confucius had certain religious convictions, he does not seem to have used them as the basis of his philosophy. Here his attitude seems to have had some resemblance to that of the modern scientist. Probably no scientist would say that the existence of God can be proved by scientific technique; even theologians have asserted that this cannot be done. On the other hand, it is doubtful that any careful scientist would say that God can be scientifically proved not to exist. For science is not concerned with the ultimate nature of the universe but with making certain observations from experience and formulating these into principles that represent preponderant probabilities. By foregoing the right to speak of ultimate truth, science gains the ability to help us act practically and fruitfully.

Confucius operated in much the same way. He made no claim to the possession of the ultimate truth. He was groping toward the truth, by the method of observation and analysis. He said that one should "hear much, leave to one side that which is doubtful, and speak with due caution concerning the remainder. . . . See much, but leave to one side that of which the meaning is not clear, and act carefully with regard to the rest."25 He said nothing about attaining the truth through a sudden flash of mystical enlightenment; on the contrary, he
What did the rulers think of this plan? We have little information on this point, but certainly some of them thought Confucius was eccentric, if not dangerous. He seems to have owed his success, to the extent that he did succeed, chiefly to one aristocrat, by name Chi K‘ang Tzū. Chi was the head of the most powerful family in the state of Lu and, as such, was the actual ruler, dominating the duke, who was no more than a puppet. Chi may have had a rival assassinated, though this is uncertain; but he certainly did tax excessively to maintain his luxurious way of life, wage aggressive war, and in various ways exemplify all the evils against which Confucius held forth. When this powerful noble deigned to notice him, Confucius did not abate his condemnation in any way. Almost every statement which has come down to us, that he made to Chi, is outspokenly critical. Thus, when Chi asked how he might deal effectively with thieves, Confucius replied: “If you, sir, did not covet things that don’t belong to you, they wouldn’t steal if you paid them to!”

Instead of becoming angry, Chi K‘ang Tzū admired Confucius’ courage. He did not carry this admiration to the extreme of giving Confucius what he wanted – a position of authority in the government – but he did give official posts to several of his disciples. He did this primarily because he believed that they would make good officials. He believed this for two reasons. In the first place, while the nobles themselves acted with a great deal of license, it was obviously to their interest that their subordinates should be, in most respects at least, moral men. It is true that Confucius specifically repudiated the idea of feudal loyalty to individuals, insisting that his disciples must instead remain true to moral principle. But they nevertheless could be depended upon by their superiors much more completely than could most of the hereditary aristocrats, whose first thought was for the interests of themselves and the clans to which they belonged. In the second place, Confucius taught his students how to think, how to conduct themselves in the various situations in
his teacher. When, to fill the bursting treasuries of the Chi to
overflowing, this disciple raised the taxes, the Master publicly
disowned him.37

Confucius spent the last years of his life in teaching in Lu. He
was deeply disappointed, but not embittered; if he ever whined,
we have no record of it. Once, when he was seriously ill, one of
his disciples wished to offer prayers that he might recover. But
Confucius smiled and told him: “My kind of praying was done
long ago.”38 When he was so ill that he was unconscious, some
of his disciples dressed themselves up in court robes and stood
about his bed in the attitude of the ministers he would have had
if he had realized his ambition to be a high official. Regaining
consciousness and seeing this pantomime, Confucius said to
them: “By making this pretence of having ministers when in
fact I have none, whom do you think I am going to deceive?
Heaven? And is it not better that I should die in the hands of
you, my friends, than in the hands of ministers?”39

When he died, in 479 B.C., there were probably very few who
did not think that this rather pathetic old man had died a
failure. Certainly he himself thought so. Yet few human lives
have influenced history more profoundly than that of Confucius.
The appeal of his thought has been perennial. In China, gener-
ation after generation has made him its own; today, even some
of the Chinese Communists claim him for their own revo-
lutionary tradition. In the West his influence has been greater
than we sometimes realize. This was particularly the case dur-
ing the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, so that Reichwein
says that “Confucius became the patron saint of eighteenth-
century Enlightenment”.40

If we look for the secret of his appeal, it seems probable that
it lies in his insistence upon the supremacy of human values.
Wisdom, he said, is to know men; virtue is to love men.41

Perhaps even more important than this, because it is still
more rare, is what might be called his “intellectual democracy”.
A great many men have been willing that the people should
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govern themselves, but relatively few philosophers have been
willing to trust men in general to think for themselves – unless,
that is, they are willing to think for themselves along the line
which the philosopher graciously points out for their own good.
Confucius was not only willing that men should think for them-
selves; he insisted upon it. He was willing to help them and to
 teach them how to think, but the answers they must find for
themselves. He frankly admitted that he himself did not know
the truth, but only a way to look for it.

He believed that humanity could find happiness only as a
c o-operative community of free men. But men cannot be free
while forever following a star pointed out by another. And he
believed that to give them, under the guise of the immutable
truth, a dogma that represented only the imperfect insight of
one individual would be to betray their trust. He never did so.
He said: “If a man does not constantly ask himself, ‘What is
 the right thing to do?’ I really don’t know what is to be done
about him.”
CHAPTER IV

Mo Tzu and the quest for peace and order

Although Confucius had emphasized li, one aspect of which is ritual, he considered the forms of ritual wholly secondary to the feelings it expressed, and believed its value to lie in its ability to socialize the individual. There was a change of emphasis in regard to li, however, even among some of Confucius' immediate disciples. Some of the most influential of them gave almost exclusive attention to ritual forms, laying the basis for the tradition in the Confucian school that placed the utmost stress on meticulous attention to ceremonial detail. Some of the disciples are said even to have insisted that a proper Confucian must wear a certain peculiar kind of clothing.

We have seen that filial piety was important in China long before Confucius. Confucius enjoined its practice and approved of long mourning for parents. Some of the Confucians emphasized filial piety and mourning out of all proportion. They also advocated lavish funerals – which we know Confucius considered in bad taste. Apparently some of the lesser Confucians came to specialize in conducting funerals with elaborate ceremony, and it is said that some of them made their livings in this way.

Confucius was what might be called "a teacher in spite of himself". He was a good teacher, and he liked to teach, but his real ambition was to transform the world, as a practical statesman. Even though he never had this opportunity, the nature of his goal and his interest coloured everything he did. Some of his earlier disciples actually did hold government posts of considerable importance, but most of his later disciples seem to have considered themselves to be teachers primarily. Since it was their teaching that transmitted the tradition, their interests also
The dates of his life are not certainly known, but it appears that he was born not earlier than 480 B.C. (the year before the death of Confucius) and died not later than 390. Some scholars think he was born in Confucius' native state of Lu, while others make him a native of Sung. It is said that he held office in Sung.

Mo Tzu was evidently a man of relatively humble origin, as was Confucius. He is said to have studied at first with those who transmitted the doctrines of Confucius. He felt, however, that Confucianism as it was practiced in his day did not get at the root of the troubles that made the people miserable. On the contrary, he asserted that in some ways it aggravated them.

He therefore broke away from the Confucians and founded his own school. Yet it is perfectly clear that, although he attacked the Confucians violently, he shared many of their points of view. He spoke of the Way, the tao, much as Confucius did, saying for instance that "those who know the Way will untiringly instruct others". He said that government should correspond to the desires of the common people. His basic formula for bringing about good government was very similar to that of Confucius. In his book we read:

Mo Tzu said: Nowadays all rulers wish their domains to be wealthy, their people to be numerous, and their administration to produce order. But in fact they obtain not wealth but poverty, not populousness but paucity of population, not order but chaos – thus they lose what they want and get what they abhor. What is the reason?

Mo Tzu said: It is because the rulers are unable to exalt the virtuous and to cause the capable to administer their governments. When virtuous officers are numerous in a state, it is well governed; when they are few, it is governed badly. Therefore it is the business of the rulers merely to cause the virtuous to be numerous. By what method can this be done?

Mo Tzu said: Suppose, for example, that one wishes to cause good archers and charioteers to be numerous. In this case one will certainly enrich them, give them rank, respect them, and laud them. Once these things are done, good archers and charioteers will become numerous. How much more should this be done in the case of the virtuous and excellent who are rich in virtuous conduct, versed in argumentation, and experienced in the arts of the Way. These are
certainly the treasures of the nation and the supports of the state. They too must be enriched, given rank, respected, and lauded; once this is done, they too will be numerous.\footnote{4}

Clearly, Mo Tzü agreed with Confucius that the hereditary rulers should turn over the administration of their governments to men of virtue and capacity. But, if so, why should they not turn over their thrones as well? Why should rulers not be selected for their merit rather than for their pedigrees? The old answer would have been that a ruler of plebeian origin could not command the support of powerful spirits, but in Confucius’ thinking this idea had been swept into the discard. Confucius did go so far as to say that one of his disciples might properly occupy a throne, but he did not directly assail the title of the hereditary rulers to their places. It is probable, however, that he refrained because of a very reasonable prudence. He did not preach rebellion, which would have made trouble both for himself and for others, but instead proclaimed a doctrine that would more certainly, if more slowly, bear eventual fruit.

Traditional Chinese history records a long line of early emperors who are supposed to have reigned before the establishment of the first dynasty, during the third millennium B.C. This is a period concerning which we have no scientifically established historical data. Furthermore, critical Chinese scholars have long since pointed out that these early emperors are not mentioned in any document that was written at a time earlier than that of Confucius. The name of one of them, Yü, does appear in early works, but only as that of a culture hero who performed marvellous deeds in draining the marshes to reclaim land for cultivation, dredging out rivers, and so forth. In the Confucian Analects, however, we find Yü mentioned as an early emperor, along with two others, Yao and Shun. It should be noted that Yao and Shun are assigned to an earlier date than is Yü. This accords with a principle that Chinese scholars have discovered in connection with these mythical emperors. The later an emperor appears in the literature, the
earlier, as a rule, is the date assigned to him. This is because, as this mythology was expanded, new figures had to be assigned to vacant periods, and only the earlier periods remained vacant.

Although Confucius mentions Yao, Shun, and Yū in the *Analects* as worthy emperors of old, no genuinely early passage in the *Analects* states that they did not acquire their thrones in the usual hereditary manner. In the book of *Mo Tzū*, however, we find a new note, as follows:

Suppose a ruler wants . . . a garment made from cloth that is difficult to cut properly; he will certainly look for a skilful tailor. . . . To cure a sick horse, he will seek a skilful physician. For all such tasks the ruler will not employ his relatives, nor those who are rich and noble but lack merit, nor those who are merely good-looking, for he understands that they are not capable of performing them. . . . But when it is a question of governing the state, it is not so. For this task, the ruler selects those who are his relatives, the rich and noble without merit, and those who are merely good-looking. . . . Does he care less for the state than for a sick horse or a suit of clothes? . . .

When the sage-kings of old governed the world, those whom they enriched and ennobled were not necessarily their relatives, or the rich and noble, or the good-looking. Thus Shun had been a farmer . . . a potter . . . a fisherman . . . and a peddler. But Yao discovered him . . ., made him emperor, and turned over to him the control of the empire and the government of the people.\(^5\)

As the legends developed, it was said that Shun in his turn had not left the throne to his son but instead had selected Yū, because of his virtue and capacities, to be his heir. *Mo Tzū* may have known this tradition.\(^6\)

Because our earliest record of these traditions is found in the book of *Mo Tzū*, it has been argued that *Mo Tzū* invented them. This is unlikely. We have seen that they represent a logical next step from the doctrines of Confucius, and, as a matter of fact, the *Mo Tzū* shows clearly that the Confucians of *Mo Tzū*’s day had the same idea. A Confucian is recorded in the *Mo Tzū* as saying: “Anciently the sage-kings, in assigning rank, set up the most sage man as Son of Heaven [that is, king]. . . . If Confucius had lived under a sage-king, why then would he not have been made Son of Heaven?”\(^7\)
less concerned with teaching men to think for themselves than Confucius was, and were much more interested in setting up fixed rules for them to follow. This is natural. It is easy to train a man to use a machine but far harder to teach him how to make one. Really to educate him, so that he may invent a still better machine for himself, is superlatively difficult. It is no wonder that most teachers, and most philosophers, choose the easier way.

By referring their fixed rules to antiquity, Chinese philosophers conferred upon their doctrines the greatest prestige possible in the Chinese world. Antiquity also had the advantage of being (beyond a thousand years or so in the past) almost totally unknown, so that it provided a blank space that the philosophers could fill as fancy might dictate. Of course, this space remained blank only so long as it had not been used. In general, there was much less jumping of claims than might be expected. For the most part, instead of arguing about what happened in antiquity, rival schools said in effect: “What you say is no doubt quite true, but when we go still farther back we find . . .” Thus Mo Tzü said to a Confucian: “What you call antiquity is not really antique.” “You merely pattern yourself after Chou, and not after Hsia.” Here Mo Tzü went back two dynasties, to repose on the solid antiquity of real age.

Some differences with the Confucians that Mo Tzü stressed do not seem clearly grounded in philosophical differences. For instance, Mo Tzü devotes much time to an attack on the doctrine that “poverty and wealth, long life and premature death, all depend on Heaven and are unalterable”. He seems to have attributed this doctrine to the Confucians, or at least to some of them. It is clear, however, that neither Confucius himself nor Mencius, who lived after Mo Tzü, preached that man has no power in the face of destiny. But it is possible that some Confucians held this view, perhaps to excuse themselves for not making more strenuous efforts to right the ills of the world.

Some of Mo Tzü’s most violent criticism was directed against
the practice of expensive funerals and long mourning. He describes the elaborate funeral practices which were advocated by some, in a manner that may caricature them a little, but probably not very much. He concludes: "Thus the funeral of even a common man would exhaust the resources of his family. At the death of a feudal lord the treasury of the state would be emptied to surround his body with gold, jade, and pearls, and fill his grave with bundles of silk and carts and horses." Mourning for the closest relatives, as prescribed by such regulations, would require that the individual spend three years in complete abstinence from his usual mode of life, doing no work, living in a mourning hut, eating sparingly, and so forth. Taken together, Mo Tzu says, these practices of burial and mourning impoverish the state, interfere with the orderly processes of economic production and government, and (because of the chastity that must be observed during the mourning period) reduce the population. Therefore, they are to be condemned.

We know that Confucius personally deplored unsuitably lavish funerals, but he did advocate mourning for three years. There is no doubt that, from a Western point of view, Mo Tzu has the right of this argument.

In deploring war, Mo Tzu was at one with the Confucians. He considered the predatory warfare that the great states were constantly making on the small ones to be the greatest of evils. The reason is clear. Mo Tzu was associated with, and perhaps a native of, Sung. This small central state was a favourite battleground of its larger neighbours and suffered all the horrors of war. It is related that on one occasion the capital of Sung was besieged until the people were reduced to cannibalism to remain alive.

Mo Tzu attacked the problem of war in two ways. The first was to try to persuade the rulers of states that war was unprofitable. When his adversaries point out to him that four states have won large territories and great power by waging war, Mo Tzu replies that there were originally more than ten
autumn sacrifices. In judging lawsuits they dared not be unjust. In dividing property they dared not be unfair. Even in informal moments they did not dare to be disrespectful.

Thus, Mo Tzu concludes, they were able to act so as to get the blessings of Heaven and the spirits and the approval and assistance of their people. And all this came from their use of the principle of identification with the superior.  

Confucius, it will be remembered, had transferred the emphasis from ritual action (such as sacrifices to the spirits) to ethical conduct, exhorting men to be kind, to govern well, and so forth. Mo Tzu does not go back to the old, primarily ritual, scheme; ethical action is still very important for him. But whereas religious ritual, and even religious belief, were compatible with but in no sense essential to the philosophy of Confucius, Mo Tzu’s whole scheme of things demanded that Heaven and the spirits intervene in human affairs to punish wrongdoing. Thus we find Mo Tzu saying: “The Confucians consider Heaven to be without intelligence and the spirits of the dead to be without consciousness. This displeases Heaven and the spirits, and is enough to ruin the world.”

Mo Tzu gives various proofs of the activity of Heaven. He says, for instance: “How can one know that Heaven loves all the people? Because it enlightens them. How can one know it enlightens them? Because it possesses them. How can one know it possesses them? Because it accepts sacrifices from all of them.” Mo Tzu says this is clear because people everywhere make sacrifices. He continues: “Since Heaven thus possesses the people, why should it not love them? Moreover I say that for every murder of an innocent man, there is certain to be retribution. . . . Who sends down retribution? Heaven. . . . Thus I know that Heaven loves the people.”

To prove the existence of spirits Mo Tzu cites a number of instances, from relatively recent history, in which spirits (usually those of the dead) are supposed to have avenged wrongs or rewarded virtue. These spirits, Mo Tzu says, were seen by large
numbers of people. Yet spirits are not always visible, for he tells us: "Even in deep gorges and great forests, where there is no man, one may not act improperly. There are ghosts and spirits who will see one!" 36

Whether the Confucians of Mo Tzü's day were in fact as sceptical as he indicates, we cannot be sure. But there is no question that Confucius himself was, and Confucians generally have consistently been, much less superstitious than most of the people around them. There is no reason to believe that Mo Tzü was making up his stories about ghosts out of whole cloth. On the contrary, it seems clear that he was bringing back into philosophical thinking an element of which Confucius had largely purged it, but which undoubtedly played a much larger part in the thinking of men in general than did the kind of ideas that Confucius had stressed. Later, as we shall see, something of this filtered back into Confucianism, though it is doubtful that Mo Tzü had anything directly to do with that.

In fairness to Mo Tzü, however, we have to remember that he did not say that men might prosper merely by offering sacrifice. On the contrary, he insisted that only the sacrifices of the virtuous would meet with favour. 37

Since Mo Tzü believed that the state should be organized in a rigidly disciplined hierarchy, it is not remarkable that he organized his school in the same way. This was the more natural because of the military functions that the group sometimes performed. Military functions sometimes require, and always excuse, the exercise of arbitrary powers by those in authority.

Mo Tzü went to a great deal of trouble to persuade pupils to join his group. One case is recorded in which he promised a young man that if he would study with him, he would secure for him an official post. At the end of a year, when the student asked for the promised position, Mo Tzü blandly told him that he had made the promise only to get him to study, for his own good. 38

When his students were neophytes, Mo Tzü disciplined them
by feeding them only one meal a day, of vegetable soup, and making them wear the clothing of common labourers. 39 When they had graduated and gone out into the world as officials, Mo Tzu still considered them subject to his authority. It is recorded that one of them, whom Mo Tzu had dispatched to serve as an official in Ch’u, sent a large amount of money back to his master. 40 Mo Tzu recalled another disciple, whom he had sent to take office in Ch‘i, because he took part in aggressive war waged by that state. 41 A Han dynasty work tells us: “Those who served Mo Tzu numbered one hundred and eighty men, whom he could cause to go into fire or walk on knife blades, and who would follow him to the death.” 42

After the time of Mo Tzu, his school was continued for several centuries. His great power as leader of the group was handed down to a series of individuals, who apparently held it for life. This leader could apparently enforce the death penalty against his followers. 43 It is recorded that one of these leaders was entrusted with the function of defending a small state, and that when he was unable to do so he committed suicide. At the same time, one hundred and eighty-three of his followers killed themselves with him. 44

In the book of Mo Tzu, chapters 40–45 are given over in large part to the discussion of questions of a logical and dialectical nature. It is generally agreed that these chapters were written by later Moists rather than by Mo Tzu himself. Nevertheless, we can find the beginnings of interest in such subjects in Mo Tzu personally. Mo Tzu liked to argue, but very often he was not a very fair or convincing arguer. He used unconscionable tricks in discussion and sometimes seems to be seeking to bewilder his opponent into agreement. Perhaps it is just because he was not a very logical arguer that he liked to insist that he followed logical rules. In fact, neither his rules nor his fidelity to them were very impressive.

At about the same time there were other thinkers in China
who were developing disputation to a high degree. The method and the subject matter of their teaching remind one sometimes of the Greek Sophists and sometimes of the Eleatics. Although these men did not all agree, they are commonly grouped together under the title of “the school of forms and names” or “the dialecticians”.

One of their most famous propositions was that “a white horse is not a horse”. The philosopher Kung-Sun Lung, who developed it, wrote in support of this proposition as follows: “A white horse is not a horse. . . . The word ‘horse’ denotes a form, the word ‘white’ denotes a colour. To name a colour is not to name the form. Therefore I say a white horse is not a horse. . . . If you are seeking a horse, a yellow or a black one will do, but they will not answer if you want a white horse. If it be assumed that a white horse is a horse, then what one is seeking is one thing, namely a white horse which is not different from ‘horse’ in general. Yet although they are supposed not to be different, a yellow or black horse will fulfil your desire for a horse, but will not fulfil your desire for a white horse; how is this?” The philosopher goes on to develop this thesis at great length.45

The later Moists, in their dialectical writings, combated many of the propositions of the dialecticians. They wrote, for instance: “A white horse is a horse. To ride a white horse is to ride a horse. A black horse is a horse. To ride a black horse is to ride a horse. . . . Although one’s younger brother may be a handsome man, to love one’s younger brother is not to love a handsome man.”46 The point in this latter case seems to be that, while it may be technically true that in loving one’s younger brother one is loving a handsome man, this gives a false impression, since the love is not because he is handsome but because he is one’s brother. And we are presumably to extend the same principle to the term “white horse” and recognize that when we say that a white horse is a horse, we are not referring to its colour but to those qualities that it possesses in common with horses in general.
We are not saying that white horses are *all* horses, but that white horses are *some* horses. In the language of Western logic, the Moists seem here to be making an objection equivalent to saying that the term “horse” has not been distributed.

The Chinese written language does not normally distinguish singular and plural, or active and passive voice; in these and other ways it may be ambiguous, if it is used carelessly or with the intent to confuse. The dialecticians were pointing out these pitfalls. They also considered the problem of universals, pondered the nature of such qualities as “hardness” and “whiteness”, and speculated on the acquisition of knowledge through the senses. Obviously, what they were doing was very important and very interesting. Yet it is difficult to get reliable knowledge of what they said and wrote. Only one portion of one of their works is preserved; the others are lost and survive only in quotations by their critics. The reason for this seems to be that, while some Chinese at certain periods have been intensely concerned with the techniques of logic and dialectics, the Chinese in general have been relatively little interested in such things.

Although the later Moists criticized the dialecticians, they like Mo Tzŭ were interested in disputation. They appear, too, to have esteemed it as a means of reaching the truth, for they wrote: “In dialectic, the one who wins is right,” and again, “In dialectic ... the one who is right will win.” This may be true – one hopes it will be true – but the Chinese in general have been much too sceptical to believe that it is necessarily true. Thus the Taoist work *Chuang Tzŭ* says that the dialecticians “could vanquish men’s arguments, but could not convince their minds”. A Han dynasty essayist said: “They paid exhaustive attention to terminology, but neglected the feelings of men”. Hsün Tzŭ, perhaps the most critical of all the Confucians, said of one of the dialecticians that he was “blinded by words, and did not know reality”. This is a very Chinese verdict.

Since dialectic is so important in Western philosophy, it is not easy for us to realize how little some Chinese have esteemed
it. One writer early in the Christian Era commented that dialectical theorizing contributes nothing to the practice of government and is really a form of useless discussion. Nevertheless, he said, as a form of recreation for gilded youths, the exercise of arguing about terms and analysing principles has distinct advantages. It at least keeps them out of mischief.  

In its early centuries the Moist school flourished and seems to have been a principal rival of Confucianism. In the uprisings against Ch’in totalitarianism in 209 B.C., both Confucians and Moists flocked to the standard of revolt as soon as it was raised. We find the Moists mentioned as a numerous group as late as the first century B.C. Shortly thereafter they disappear from sight, and interest in Mo Tzu seems to have become virtually extinct until it was revived in relatively recent times.

It is not difficult to account for the fact that Mo Tzu’s doctrines had little lasting appeal for the Chinese people. His authoritarian system of “identification with the superior” and the dogmatic tone of his statements are the antithesis of the reasonableness that has usually been considered a cardinal virtue in China. Mo Tzu said: “My teachings are sufficient for every purpose. To reject my teachings and think for one’s self is like rejecting the harvest and picking up individual grains. To try to refute my words with one’s own words is like throwing eggs at a rock. One may use up all the eggs in the world, but the rock remains the same, for it is invulnerable.”

Mo Tzu’s condemnation of all pleasure, and even of all emotion, runs counter to the normal Chinese attitude, which is to maintain balance in all things and to regard pleasure in reasonable moderation as good, not evil. Thus the Taoist work Chuang Tzu said of Mo Tzu’s precepts: “His doctrine is too limited. It would make men miserable.... It is contrary to men’s nature; they will not tolerate it.”

Yet Mo Tzu meant exceedingly well. Even Mencius, who attacked his philosophy, attested to his altruism. Mo Tzu was
as deeply concerned as Confucius had been over the suffering caused by poverty, disorder, and war. But, unlike Confucius, Mo Tzu did not see very far beyond the immediate goal of removing these conditions. Confucius had advocated a programme that he believed would make men happy. Mo Tzu advocated a programme designed to remedy specific evils, and in order to do this he was ready to sacrifice everything, including human happiness. This was not because he wanted men to be unhappy but because he was unable to see beyond a condition in which the present evils might be removed. He conceived of a world at peace, in which a large and orderly population was adequately clothed and fed, as enjoying the best possible state of affairs.

Those who are coldly calculating sometimes try to make others think that their actions are dictated by emotion. Those who are ruled by their hearts sometimes like to believe that they are exceptionally rational persons. Mo Tzu was of the latter sort. He seems to have devoted his life to a sincere effort to help his fellow-men, without any hope of selfish reward. Yet he tried to justify all his actions and all his philosophy by reason alone. Even his "universal love" was supposed to be founded not on emotion but on intellectual considerations.

Mo Tzu's intellect, however, was inferior to his heart. Although he contributed importantly to the development of interest in logic, his own argument was often singularly illogical. In attacking fatalism, for instance, he said that fate did not exist because "no one has ever seen fate or heard fate". Exactly the same argument could be used to discredit his doctrines of "universal love" and "identification with the superior".

Cynics would have us believe that altruism is rare. It seems possible, however, that the best of intentions are not nearly so rare as the wisdom that is necessary to implement them.
CHAPTER V

Mencius and the emphasis on human nature

The Han dynasty work called the Historical Records tells us that "after the death of Confucius his seventy disciples scattered and travelled about among the feudal lords. The greater among them became teachers [of rulers], or ministers; the lesser were friends and teachers of officials, or went into retirement and were no longer seen." It states that four students of the disciple Tzû-hsia "became the tutors of kings", while Tzû-hsia himself was tutor to the ruler of the state of Wei.¹ The book of Mencius says that shortly after the time of Confucius two Confucians held ministerial posts in the government of the state of Lu. One of these was the grandson of Confucius, who was also a minister in the state of Wei.²

After Confucius had been dead for a century and more, there were many scholars who lived at the courts of rulers, great and small, as "guests" rather than as officials. Sometimes we find the two functions combined, in men called "guest-officials". These men were not all Confucians, by any means. Confucius was the first private teacher and scholar of whom we have any clear knowledge in Chinese history; but his example and the conditions of the times quickly produced a host of emulators, who travelled from state to state seeking to sell their abilities and their philosophies. Some of them were very successful.

The ruler of the state of Liang, for instance, invited a number of philosophers to his capital, including the Confucian Mencius. To assure that they would condescend to honour his court, he invited them with humble language and rich presents.³ King Hsüan of the state of Ch'i was famous as a patron of philosophers. A Han dynasty work tells us that he supported more than a thousand scholars at his capital, where men like

¹
²
³
Mencius "received the salaries of high officials and, without having to undertake the responsibilities of office, deliberated upon affairs of state". The *Historical Records* adds that King Hsüan built lofty mansions for his principal guests, in order to show the world that Ch’i was able to attract the most eminent scholars to its capital.

This competitive spirit was undoubtedly one reason why scholars were honoured, but there were other and more obviously practical reasons, too. The Chou kings had long been puppets, and China was split into a number of autonomous warring states. Sometimes they made treaties agreeing to accept the status quo, but it was a long peace that lasted more than a few years. The ideal of a united China persisted in the background, much as the ghost of the Holy Roman Empire long hovered over Europe. Unlike the European conception, however, the Chinese spirit refused to die, and each powerful state hoped that it might be the one to gain control of the whole country. For this purpose their rulers tried to attract to themselves men of talent. Many of these "guests", it should be noted, were military men, but many also were philosophers. However different the philosophies might be, they had this in common: that their advocates claimed that each philosophy, and it alone, held the key to gaining control of the entire Chinese world. (When the Chinese have spoken of "the world", they have usually meant "the Chinese world", just as when we speak of "the world" we frequently mean "the Western world". In each case the term means "all the world that matters".) It is interesting to note that the *Historical Records* tells us that it was only after he had repeatedly been defeated in war that the king of Liang invited philosophers to his court. He expected philosophy to provide not consolation but revenge.

By the fourth century B.C. a number of different philosophies were current. Mencius complained that "unemployed scholars engage in perverse discussions" and that "the words of Yang Chu and Mo Tzü fill the country". The principle of Yang Chu,
together with his people in order to get his food; along with governing, he cooks his own meals morning and night". The mere fact that such a doctrine could be held and preached quite openly shows to what an extent the old idea of the almost divine status of the ruling aristocracy was under assault. Mencius criticized this philosophy, however, on a different ground. He asked whether the philosopher Hsü Hsing raised his own food, and was told that he did. Mencius then asked if he wove his own cloth and made his own ploughshare and cooking pots. He was told that he did not do so, because this would interfere with his farming. Mencius pointed out that, in the same way, a ruler could hardly be expected to find the time to do his own farming and cooking while ruling the state.\textsuperscript{11}

It is not feasible to describe here all the varieties of philosophical opinion that were prevalent in China in the fourth century B.C. They were so numerous that the book of 

\textit{Chuang Tzü} called them "the hundred schools". Others among them will be referred to later. Our present concern is primarily with Mencius, whose fame overshadows that of all the other Chinese of his day.

Our knowledge of Mencius comes chiefly from the work that bears his name. This is undoubtedly one of the great books of the world's literature. I. A. Richards, who made a study of the \textit{Mencius}, wrote that certain of its arguments rank with "those of Plato", "in historic and intrinsic interest".\textsuperscript{12}

The \textit{Mencius} is a lengthy book; it contains more than thirty-five thousand Chinese characters. These would have to be multiplied several times to give the equivalent in English words. Although it has been said that Mencius himself wrote the book, it seems certain that it must have been put together by his disciples. Unlike most early Chinese books, it involves very few problems of textual authenticity. Hu Shih once wrote that "the \textit{Mencius} is either entirely genuine or entirely false; in my opinion it is probably genuine".\textsuperscript{13} For my own part, I suspect that one small portion of the text \textit{may} be interpolated,\textsuperscript{14} but, in general,
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with this book we are pleasantly free from the sort of troubles that beset us in most of early Chinese literature.

Mencius the man was a very interesting and a very complex character. He had both virtues and faults, and he was not petty about either of them. It is difficult to do him justice or even to understand his character. Yet we have to try, for the man is intimately reflected in his philosophy, and we cannot understand the one without the other.

Our knowledge of Mencius' life is very slight. We do not even know the dates of his birth and death. It is rather generally accepted that he lived from about 372 to about 289 B.C. He was born in a small state adjacent to the native state of Confucius, in north-eastern China. It is said that his ancestors belonged to the Mēng family of the state of Lu, which had been one of the "three families" that dominated Lu in Confucius' day; but there seems to be no clear evidence of this.

Mencius studied with men who transmitted the teachings of Confucius, and lamented that he lived too late to study with the Master himself.\(^{15}\) He is said to have studied with disciples of Confucius' grandson, Tzū-ssū.\(^{16}\) He was always loyal to the memory of Confucius, and spoke of him in the highest terms. Mencius himself had a considerable number of disciples; but, even though the book of Mencius is much longer than the Analects, it is difficult to derive from it any clear picture of Mencius' methods as a teacher. It seems probable that he did not give as much careful thought and attention to the art of teaching as Confucius had.

Apparently he was quite as democratic as Confucius in accepting the humble as students. On one occasion when he and his students were lodged in a palace as the guests of a ruler, the custodian of the palace announced to Mencius that a single shoe was missing, and it was implied that his disciples had stolen it. When Mencius replied that this was hardly likely, he was reminded that he did not inquire into the past of those who
fended his manner of living as being worth what it cost the rulers, since he was keeping alive the principles of the former kings for posterity.\textsuperscript{20} He was supported by gifts from the princes, which were sometimes quite lavish. He cannot, however, be accused of indiscriminate avarice, for he sometimes refused gifts and seems to have limited himself to accepting what he believed he needed.

Mencius was quite correct in his belief that he was the continuator, in his day, of the Confucian tradition. He was undoubtedly sincere in his belief that his ideas and actions were in complete harmony with those of Confucius, but on this point he was mistaken. Mencius was quite another man than Confucius, and also, the times had changed.

An obvious difference lies in the fact that, whereas in the \textit{Analects} Confucius several times says frankly that he is mistaken, Mencius seems never to have openly admitted that he was wrong. This is extremely significant. It has to do with the very foundations of their respective philosophies, as well as with the difference in their characters. It is also connected with the very different circumstances under which they lived.

Confucius seems to have been the only very important philosopher living in his world. Mencius, however, belonged to one philosophical school among many, and all these schools were competing among themselves for disciples and for the favour of the rulers, which would bring wealth, power, and position. The discussions of Confucius with his disciples were conducted in a relatively calm atmosphere and were devoted, at least in considerable part, to an attempt to arrive at and to examine the truth. The discussions of Mencius, on the other hand, are largely taken up with the enterprise of defending and propagating the true doctrine, which is of course another thing entirely.

We have already noted that I. A. Richards finds much that is admirable in Mencius. He is not blind, however, to his limitations. Richards characterizes certain of Mencius’ arguments as follows: “\textit{(a) They are dominated by suasive purpose. (b) The}
purpose of eliciting the point of difference is absent. (c) The form of the opponent’s argument is noticed, in the sense of being used in the rebuttal, but not examined so that the flaw, if any, may be found.”21 In other words, Mencius was usually more interested in winning the argument than in trying to find the truth. Not that he cared nothing for the truth but that he was convinced that he had it already, and needed only to persuade his opponent of that fact.

Mencius is not the only person who has argued in this way. Most of us do it more often than we would care to admit, and such argument can be found even in the works of great Western philosophers. That does not, however, make it a good practice. Mencius’ attempt to maintain his infallibility led him into various pitfalls, including inconsistency. On one occasion when a disciple pointed out that he was not acting according to a principle that he had previously laid down, Mencius cut him off with the curt statement that “that was one time, this is another”22.

In one case he seems clearly to have been guilty of dangerous casuistry in a matter of great importance. The government of the northern state of Yen was in considerable confusion, with the result that there was much suffering and disaffection among its people. At this point Mencius was asked by a minister of the state of Ch’i whether Ch’i ought to attack Yen. Accounts differ as to what Mencius said; in any case he did not oppose the invasion. Such intervention could have been justified both on political and on humanitarian grounds; but, after Ch’i’s troops controlled Yen, the invaders treated those they had liberated badly, so that the people of Yen revolted. At this point Mencius was taxed with having advised Ch’i to undertake the invasion. He could probably have defended himself on perfectly valid grounds, but he sought refuge in a quibble.

Mencius said that he had only been asked, by Ch’i’s minister, whether Yen might properly be attacked. Since the government of Yen was not conducting itself properly, he had answered, “It
for influence and power that was going on between the scholars and the aristocrats. Confucius had told the rulers that they should turn over the administration of their governments to men of virtue, ability, and education. A little later, as we have seen, the traditions concerning the legendary emperors had asserted that in antiquity even rulers had been selected on their merits rather than by heredity; this in effect demonstrated that the hereditary rulers were mere interlopers, occupying their thrones without good right. In the Mencius we find the great superiority of scholars to hereditary aristocrats stated un-equivocally.

This was given a basis of considerable plausibility in the special position of the teacher. In China this is a position of great respect; and we find Mencius saying that a ruler's tutor stands toward him in the relation of a father or an older brother, and thus of a superior rather than a subject. On the basis of this claim and their own assurance of their worth, some Confucians demanded meticulous attentions of the rulers whom they deigned to advise. Mencius says that Tzū-ssū, the grandson of Confucius, had a man always at his side to assure him constantly of the regard of the Duke of Lu; otherwise, Tzū-ssū would have left the court. Mencius also tells us that this grandson of Confucius was highly displeased when his duke once suggested that they might be friends; Tzū-ssū told him that such a thing was hardly possible. In fact, Mencius says that the virtuous rulers of antiquity were not even permitted to visit worthy scholars frequently, unless they showed the very utmost of respect.

The subject of the presents that rulers gave to scholars was a difficult one. They were necessary to the scholars' existence, and yet such gifts put them in an embarrassingly humble position. Mencius laid down the principle that they ought to be presented with the most complete respect and in such manner that the scholar was not put to the trouble of constantly thanking the ruler for them. Mencius himself was quite offended
possession of virtue and ability, unless he has no alternative. For by promoting such men the ruler will cause those who are not related to him to overpass his relatives and will place those of low condition above men of rank.\textsuperscript{39}

These rather surprising views can be explained on two grounds. As a practical matter, it is quite true that the wrath of outraged relatives of the ruler was to be feared, if they were powerful; it might be asked, however, whether this was not a reason to try to reduce, rather than to augment, their power. The thinking of Mencius, in this connection, may have been importantly influenced by the fact that he himself is said to have been of noble ancestry\textsuperscript{40} and that he habitually moved in aristocratic circles. We find him commenting, with a sigh, on the air of distinction that rulers wear as a result of their position,\textsuperscript{41} and declaring that “those who counsel the great should despise them, and not look at their pomp and display”. Lofty palaces, an abundance of rich food, hundreds of attendants and concubines, pleasures and wine, and the dash of hunting with a thousand chariots following after—all these, Mencius declares, “I would not have if I could. . . . What I possess is the lore of antiquity. Why should I stand in awe of kings?” This is bravely said, but one wonders whether Mencius was not human enough to be just a little envious of the rulers, if only subconsciously.\textsuperscript{42}

Mencius was interested in the hierarchy of feudalism,\textsuperscript{43} and we occasionally find later Confucians defending feudalism as an institution. Undoubtedly, these ideas have been read back into Confucius himself and have contributed to the idea that Confucius was a strong advocate of the feudal system, although it is very difficult to find valid evidence for that position.

None of these considerations, however, caused Mencius to stoop to currying favour with the rulers of his day, or mitigated the audacious courage with which he accused them of crimes and declared them deserving of punishment. “Is there any difference,” he asked the king of Liang, “between killing a man
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on economics. It is not enough, he insisted, for a ruler to wish his people well; he must take practical economic measures to assure their welfare. Thus he told one ruler that if he wished to practice good government, he must begin by resurveying his lands and laying out the boundaries of the fields anew. A scheme very dear to Mencius’ heart was one whereby a sizeable square of land was to be divided, like a checkerboard, into nine equal plots. Each of the eight plots on the periphery was to be given to a family, while all the eight families were to cultivate the square in the centre in common. The produce of the centre square would go to the government and constitute their taxes. At the same time, these eight families would form a community with close relations of friendship and mutual aid. Mencius said that this system had been practiced by virtuous rulers of former times.50 Scholars are divided as to whether this is really true or whether the scheme is one that was imagined by Mencius, who attributed it to the past in order to gain for it the sanction of tradition.

Some of Mencius’ economic measures sound very modern. He advocated diversified farming, with each farm family planting some mulberry trees to raise silkworms and keeping “five brood hens and two brood sows.”51 Even more remarkable, he advocated conservation of fisheries and of forests.52 If the Chinese people had heeded Mencius’ advice in this last connection, their economic position in the modern world would be considerably sounder.

For Mencius, economics was intimately related to ethics. Hungry people cannot be expected, he asserted, to be moral.53 He did not, however, see the world in purely economic terms. He believed that the people should be given economic sufficiency, but he also advocated that they be taught, so as to raise their ethics above the level of simple response to the needs of the moment. Thus we find Mencius, in the same passages in which he advocates diversified farming, proposing the establishment of a system of public schools.54 In so far as I am aware,
this is the earliest mention of a public school system in Chinese history. Here again Mencius says that this plan was carried out by previous dynasties, but such evidence as we have fails completely to bear him out. It looks as if he is seeking to bolster his argument by manufacturing precedent.

Mencius groups all such precedents together under the term wang tao, "the kingly way" or "the way of a true king". By this he denoted the practices of certain good kings of the past, which should be taken as a model by the ages. A ruler who practised this kind of government would, Mencius said, easily gain control of the whole Chinese world.

In connection with this argument Mencius ingeniously reinforced the Confucian insistence upon the importance of the people. He was firm on this point, asserting that if a ruler fails to bring about the welfare of the people he should be removed.\textsuperscript{55} The ideal rulers to whom he most looked up were the legendary emperors Yao, Shun, and Yü. There was, according to tradition, a difference among them. Yao and Shun had each sought out a worthy and virtuous man among his subjects and left his throne to him, but Yü was succeeded by his son, thus supposedly beginning the first hereditary dynasty. One of Mencius' disciples asked him if it were true that Yao gave the throne to Shun. Mencius replied that it was not; that no ruler had the right to give away the throne. What had happened, Mencius said, was that Heaven accepted Shun, and the people accepted him, as Yao's successor. In effect, Mencius reduced this to the consent of the people, for he quoted the saying, "Heaven sees and hears as my people see and hear."\textsuperscript{56}

Later, Mencius said, when Yü died, there was one of his ministers whom Yü had wished to succeed him, but the people would not accept him but adhered to Yü's son instead. Here Mencius makes even the throne of a hereditary monarch the gift of the people. Mencius also explains that if a man other than the hereditary heir is to succeed to the throne, he must possess virtue equal to that of Shun and Yü \textit{and} be designated
Here we have to do with a philosophy that is presented as a package, labelled "the ways of antiquity", to be accepted or rejected in a piece. Such a philosophy tends to discourage criticism and initiative on the part of the individual and to be inflexible and very difficult to adapt to new situations. Confucian orthodoxy, as contrasted with the thought of Confucius, has had these shortcomings. From the point of view of those who advocate it, however, such a philosophy has the great advantage that its various aspects do not have to be justified individually. If a man can once be convinced that he should follow the ways of antiquity and that those ways are embodied in certain lore, the task of the propagandist is finished.

It was inevitable that books should be written describing the ways of antiquity. It was almost equally inevitable that such books should be attributed to early times, in order that they might profit by the peculiar authority that attaches to documents that are believed to be contemporary with the events they describe. Documents had been forged in China at an earlier time, but the golden age of forgery seems to have begun shortly after the death of Confucius. In the several centuries that followed his death a flood of such materials was produced, and many of them have found a place in the sacred canon of the classics. Most of these works seem to have been produced under predominantly Confucian auspices, to reinforce the views of Confucian orthodoxy. Mencius himself quotes from a document which, although it was alleged to be ancient, probably did not exist in the time of Confucius. There is no indication, however, that Mencius himself was a forger. On the contrary, he protested against the activities of the forgers, and said: "Rather than believing in all historical documents, it would be better to have none at all."

We saw that one of Mo Tzu's principal arguments for a course of action was its utility or profitableness. Mencius argues against this criterion. The book of Mencius begins: "Mencius had an interview with King Hui of Liang. The king said: 'Venerable
sir, since you have considered it worth while to journey so far to come here, I assume that you must have brought with you counsels to profit my kingdom — is it not so?" Mencius replied, 'Why must your majesty speak of profit? I have nothing to offer but benevolence and righteousness. If your majesty asks, "What will profit my kingdom?" then the great officers will ask, "What will profit our families?" and the lower officers and the people will ask, "What will profit our persons?" Superiors and inferiors will contend with one another for profit, and the state will be endangered.' " Developing the argument, Mencius points out that such a condition will place the king in danger of losing his very life to a subordinate who covets his position and his wealth. "But," he continues, "there has never been a benevolent man who neglected his parents, nor a righteous man who regarded his ruler lightly. Let your majesty then speak only of benevolence and righteousness. Why must you speak of profit? 65

On this basis it has sometimes been held that Mencius, in opposition to the Moist position, embraced a non-utilitarian ethics. Yet it seems perfectly clear that even in the passage just quoted the argument of Mencius is, in fact, a utilitarian one. He does not say that one must be benevolent and righteous because this is a categorical imperative, nor because it will glorify the deity. Instead, he points out that action which has as its sole aim material profit will in the long run not even achieve that, for it will result in anarchy and civil war. What Mencius is preaching here is really a doctrine of enlightened selfishness — which is, of course, quite utilitarian.

Nevertheless, it is true that Mencius does not always talk in such terms. He does speak of the doctrines of Yao and Shun as having authority in themselves. It will be remembered, however, that Shun's title to the throne was ultimately ratified by the adherence of the people to his rule. And it is evident that the people adhered (or rather are supposed to have adhered) to Shun because they believed that his rule would contribute to
their well-being. Such thoroughly utilitarian considerations will usually be found to underlie all of the ethics of Confucianism.

This raises a nice philosophical problem. Mencius clearly believes that the doctrines of the sage-kings of old constitute the perfect pattern for men's thoughts and actions. Then how did the sages acquire them? Were they given to them by supernatural revelation? Evidently not. Were the sages themselves men of superhuman endowment? Mencius specifically denies this, saying, "Yao and Shun were constituted just as other men are."66

Mencius believed that all men were born with the same kind of human nature, and that human nature is good. This doctrine has been the subject of bitter controversy within Confucianism. One of Mencius' disciples pointed out that in his own day there were those who said that human nature is neither good nor bad, while others said that it could be caused to be either good or evil; still others said that some men are by nature good, while other men are naturally bad. "Now you, Master," the disciple concluded, "say that the nature is good. Are those others all wrong?" Mencius replied:

Man's nature is endowed with feelings which impel it toward the good. That is why I call it good. If men do what is not good, the reason does not lie in the basic stuff of which they are constituted. All men have the feelings of sympathy, shame and dislike, reverence and respect, and recognition of right and wrong. These feelings give rise to the virtues of benevolence, righteousness, propriety, and wisdom. These virtues are not infused into me from without; they are part of the essential me. A different view is merely due to lack of reflection. Therefore it is said, "Seek them and you will find them, neglect them and you will lose them." Men differ from one another, some by twice as much, some by five times as much, some incalculably, simply because in different degrees they are unable fully to develop their natural powers.67

Obviously, Mencius is on very debatable ground when he speaks of an innate sense of right and wrong. His position is much stronger, however, in regard to sympathy, and he develops this argument admirably. "Suppose," he says, "that a
man suddenly sees a little child about to fall into a well. He will, 
no matter who he may be, immediately experience a feeling of 
horror and pity. This feeling will not be the result of a desire to 
gain the favour of the child’s parents, or to be praised by his 
neighbours and friends.” It will, Mencius insists, be simply the 
result of an instinctive sympathy, which is a part of the endow-
ment of every normal human being. 68

It would seem that this controversy over the goodness of 
human nature, which has been debated endlessly, has often 
been approached from the wrong direction. Attention is usually 
paid to the term “human nature”. It might be more fruitful to 
examine the term “good”. It would appear to be the case that 
for Mencius, as for Confucius, the good is that which is most 
fully congruent with human nature. Food that gives one a 
stomach ache is not “good” food. Hay is good food for an ox, 
but not for a man, because it does not suit his nature. A way of 
life that allows only two hours out of the twenty-four for sleep 
is not good, for the same reason. It is possible to go on and de-
velop a whole system of ethics on this basis; this is, to a great 
extent, what Confucianism does. Thus in his discussion of human 
nature Mencius points out that men’s mouths, ears, and eyes 
are made alike and have similar likes and dislikes; from this 
he reasons that their minds should approve similar moral 
principles.69

Thus when Mencius says that human nature is good he is in 
some degree speaking tautologically, because in the last analysis 
he seems to mean, by the “good”, that which is in harmony 
with human nature. For Mencius, therefore, the relationship 
between ethics and psychology is very intimate.

The psychology of Mencius seems never to have been given 
anything like the study it deserves. I. A. Richards comments 
that “it is possible that Mencius anticipates some of the educa-
tive prescriptions of Freud”.70 I have myself heard a practising 
psychiatrist comment, after reading some of Mencius’ psycho-
logical passages, that he seemed to have anticipated some of
that if properly channelled the emotions are, far from being immoral, the greatest of moral forces. Thus he says that it is necessary to cultivate one’s emotional nature, so that it may attain to its full stature.72

Mencius says that one should make his desires few, which is after all only common sense. One who aims at too many goals will not only disquiet his mind but may even fail to achieve any of them.73 But Mencius does not consider desires as such bad. In a famous interview between Mencius and the king of Liang, the king confesses that he considers himself inadequate to pursue the Confucian ideals, because he is ashamed to say that he has various unworthy tastes – for valour, for music, for wealth, for sex. Mencius assures him, however, that these are perfectly natural tastes and that they will result not in evil but in good if the king will, following his natural tendency of human sympathy, allow his people as well as himself to benefit by them. Thus his cultivation of valour should be to defend his state and his people; he should see that the people as well as himself are able to enjoy music and an economic competence; and, while he himself enjoys sex, he should also make it possible for all the people to marry and do likewise.74

We have seen that Mo Tzū proposed to get rid of the emotions. The Confucians considered this both impossible and undesirable. For they believed the emotions, properly guided, to be the surest guarantors of moral conduct. They could not conceive that a purely intellectual principle like Mo Tzū’s “universal love” could be depended upon to make a man act unselfishly in a crisis. This is why Confucius insisted upon the necessity of “discipline by means of li” in addition to intellectual training.75 It is for the same reason that Mencius asserted that only the educated man could be depended upon to remain virtuous in the face of economic privation.76

By “education” Mencius seems chiefly to have meant moral cultivation. This cultivation was aimed at preserving one’s original nature intact. He said: “That which differentiates men
with the ideas of Confucius. It is Mencius' great contribution that he took up and developed much that was merely suggested by, or implicit in, the sayings of the first Master. Confucius, however, seems never to have said explicitly that human nature is good. Perhaps the question did not arise; perhaps Confucius' native caution and sense of balance prevented him from making a statement which, if interpreted in an extreme manner, could lead to undesirable results.

Mencius, undeterred by such inhibitions, carried his theory to, and perhaps even beyond, its logical conclusion. Thus he said: "All things are complete within us."88 In other words, man's inborn nature not only is perfect but is a sort of micro-cosm which represents or contains the essence of all things. From this it follows logically that, as Mencius says, "he who completely knows his own nature, knows Heaven".86 The meaning of these passages has been debated endlessly in Chinese literature for two thousand years, and it is unnecessary for us here to try to determine whether Mencius meant that one may, by introspection alone, learn the nature of the world about him, or whether he merely meant that one can in this way learn the principles of morality, which are all that greatly matters.

In either case, Mencius was here breaking (unconsciously, no doubt) with Confucius, who had explicitly branded meditation as inadequate and urged upon his students the importance of wide observation and critical examination of what went on in the world.

There are a few other passages in the Mencius in which he appears to diverge even more widely from the original Confucian doctrine. Certain aspects of the form as well as the content of these passages suggest the possibility that they may not be genuine utterances of Mencius but, instead, have been interpolated into the text.87 In any case they approach the type of thinking that is called "Taoist", which is the subject of the next chapter.
CHAPTER VI

The mystical scepticism of the Taoists

Up to this point we have seen, in general, a single attitude toward the problems of the world. Confucius, Mo Tzü, and Mencius differed on many things, but they were alike in the great seriousness with which they addressed themselves to the task of making the world a better place to live in. All of them believed that a proper man should be ready to give up his life, if necessary, for the sake of humanity. Confucius, to be sure, did speak of the necessity for recreation and believed that the enjoyment of life is in itself as good; but he was tremendously earnest, for all that. As Confucianism developed, it came to have less and less of the balance and flexibility of the Master and to demand that the individual dedicate himself more and more completely to a fixed code of action on behalf of a world he had not made.

The aristocrats had not, of course, this same kind of earnestness; but they wanted to exercise despotic control over the individual and make all their subjects mere pawns in the games they played for political, military, and economic power. Between the princes and the philosophers, a man had little chance to call his soul his own.

Since human beings are made as they are, it was to be expected that some of them would rebel. They did; and this rebellion was the basis out of which there grew the very remarkable and interesting philosophy we know as Taoism. A Chinese philosopher of the present day has said that Taoism “is the natural and necessary counterpart to the complacent gregariousness of Confucianism”.¹

It may be that some stirrings of this revolt can be traced back to a time even earlier than that of Confucius. It is very difficult for an individual to achieve independence in a tightly organized
feudal society, but there are a few passages in the early literature that may refer to hermits. In the original text of the classic called the Book of Changes we find mention of "one who does not serve either a king or a feudal lord, but in a lofty spirit values his own affairs".²

We find this revolt in unmistakable form about a century after the death of Confucius. It will be remembered that Mencius referred to a certain Yang Chu as one of the most popular philosophers of his day, saying that all those who were not Confucians or Moists were followers of Yang Chu. About his ideas, Mencius tells only this: "Yang takes the position of selfishness. Though he might benefit the whole world by merely plucking out one of his hairs, he would refuse to do it."³ A Han dynasty work says that the philosophy of Yang Chu advocated "preserving the integrity of one's personality, holding fast to reality, and not allowing one's self to become ensnared by things".⁴

There is a much more full account, supposedly quoting the words of Yang Chu himself, that appears as a chapter of the Taoist work called Lieh Tzu. Unfortunately, the Lieh Tzu is a book that is now generally recognized to be a forgery, probably perpetrated many centuries later than the time of Yang Chu, who is believed to have lived in the fourth century B.C. There are a few scholars, however, who believe that, despite the fact that the book as a whole is a forgery, the portion on Yang Chu may include genuine materials which have survived from an earlier day; they point out that it contains the kind of things we should expect Yang to have said. This is a difficult point. These passages in the Lieh Tzu may be nothing more than early attempts to reconstruct the kind of statements that Yang Chu might have written, and the kind of sentiments from which the beginnings of Taoist thought originated. Whatever their origins, they are interesting. The Lieh Tzu tells us:

Yang Chu said: "No man lives more than a hundred years, and not one in a thousand that long. And even that one spends half his life as a helpless child or a dim-witted oldster. And of the time that
never completely understand. His life is fettered by duties and harassed by fears, and he makes himself still more miserable by demanding of himself and his mind achievements of which, by their very nature, they are incapable. Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, in a letter to a friend, made some observations that have remarkable similarities to those of Yang Chu, ending with this reflection: "I wonder if cosmically an idea is any more important than the bowels."

The positive injunctions of such a philosophy are, in general, not to worry but to take life as it comes, not to become entrapped by soaring ambition, and to savour and enjoy as much of one's life as one can, day by day. It may be objected that this is not an exalted philosophy; but it is at any rate consistent, and unless one achieves it to some degree he is likely to develop gastric ulcers.

The philosophy of Yang Chu is interesting, and it resembles Taoism. Yet it lacks one ingredient of Taoism, and that is the most important ingredient of all.

Before we discuss Taoism itself, we must consider the problem of how we can learn anything definite or reliable about early Taoism. This is not easy. The subject is a complex one, about which scholars have wrangled long and sometimes bitterly. It is generally agreed that the oldest Taoist works are the Lao Tzu and the Chuang Tzu. And that is about all that is generally agreed upon.

Traditionally it has been supposed that the book of Lao Tzu was written by a man called Lao Tzu. This name should perhaps be translated as "Old Master". Lao Tzu is alleged to have been a somewhat older contemporary of Confucius and a keeper of archives at the capital. Confucius is supposed to have met him there, in a celebrated encounter that has been amply shown to be fictitious.

Very few critical scholars any longer believe that Lao Tzu, if there was such a person, lived as early as Confucius. The evidence against such a view is overwhelming. There is no mention
of Lao Tzu in any book until we come to a much later time. The book of *Lao Tzu* refers constantly to ideas that were unknown at the time of Confucius and did not become current until much later. Various scholars have tried to establish that Lao Tzu lived at some later date; but, even if there was such a man, it seems quite certain that neither he, nor any other single person, wrote the whole book of *Lao Tzu*. We shall therefore drop the problem of the man, if there was such a man, known as Lao Tzu, as being unprofitable. Instead, we shall consider the book.

The *Lao Tzu* is also known as the *Tao Te Ching*; this may be translated as "The Canon of the Way and of Virtue". This is a small book, consisting of about five thousand characters. It is an interesting and important book. It is a very difficult book, written in a terse style that often seems deliberately obscure. It has often been translated; and if one compares the various renderings, it is sometimes almost impossible to believe that the different translations are based upon the same text. It is sometimes an exasperating book, partly because in different sections it espouses different and sometimes contradictory doctrines. It has been pointed out that different portions of the work employ different rhymes for the same characters, and different grammatical usages. Clearly it is a composite work, the parts of which were written by more than one person. Numerous dates have been assigned to it, varying from the traditional view that it was written as early as the time of Confucius down to opinions that it was put together as late as the second century B.C. I personally believe that it could not have been written earlier than the fourth century B.C.

When we turn to the man called Chuang Tzu, "Master Chuang", we seem to be on somewhat firmer ground. He is said to have been born in a place in central China that is now in Honan Province, and to have held a minor administrative post there. He is supposed to have died shortly after 300 B.C. We know little of his life, beyond some rather dubious anecdotes. The book of *Chuang Tzu* tells us that the ruler of the great
What makes it descend so copiously? Who is it that has the leisure to devote himself, with such abandoned glee, to making these things happen?9

Viewing nature with the eyes of a delighted child, the Taoists found that "every prospect pleases, and only man is vile". Finding the world of men disgusting, they advised that one abandon it. Thus among the persons who figure chiefly in the Taoist writings we find many who are recluses, fishermen, or farmers, living apart, in communion with nature.

In the thoughts attributed to Yang Chu in the Lieh Tzu there is a good deal of concern about death. The quest for longevity and for immortality came to have a prominent place in the history of Taoism, and the search for an elixir of life led to the development of a considerable Taoist alchemy. There would seem to be some question, however, whether the desire for immortality had any part in the highest phase of early Taoist philosophy.

In any case we can also discern quite another tendency. This type of Taoist thinking recognizes that, to be sure, one must die, and that when one dies this consciousness, this eager insistent "I", will be exterminated. But what of it? Consciousness is a pain and an evil anyway. Will the universe be any different when there is no more "I"? Not one whit!

Thus the Chuang Tzu tells us: "The universe is the unity of all things. If one once recognizes his identity with this unity, then the parts of his body mean no more to him than so much dirt, and death and life, end and beginning, disturb his tranquillity no more than the succession of day and night."10 According to the Lao Tzu, true longevity consists in the fact that, "though one dies, he is not lost" from the universe.11

The Taoist philosopher, then, was not merely resigned to such operations of the universe as involve the death of the individual; he delighted in contemplating them, and in identifying himself with the vast cosmic process. To undergo its myriad transformations is, the Chuang Tzu says, "an incalculable joy".12 A character in the same work says:
Being impartial, he is kingly;
Being kingly he is like Heaven;
Being like Heaven, he is at one with Tao.
Being at one with Tao he is, like it, imperishable;
Though his body may disappear into the ocean of existence,
He is beyond all harm.\textsuperscript{18}

It is a basic principle of Taoism that one should be in harmony with, not in rebellion against, the fundamental laws of the universe. All artificial institutions and all strivings are wrong. That all striving is wrong does not mean that all activity is wrong, but that all straining after that which is beyond reach is a mistake. The \textit{Chuang Tzǔ} says: “Those who understand the conditions of life do not seek to do what life cannot accomplish. Those who understand the conditions of destiny do not seek for that which is beyond the reach of knowledge.”\textsuperscript{19}

Thus perspective, poise, a judicious understanding of what is and what is not feasible and suitable, are essential. In this connection it is important to recognize that all things are relative. “It is only because everyone recognizes beauty as beauty,” the \textit{Lao Tzǔ} tells us, “that we have the idea of ugliness.”\textsuperscript{20} Although the whole world is tiny in relation to the universe, nevertheless, the \textit{Chuang Tzǔ} asserts, the tip of a hair is by no means insignificant.\textsuperscript{21} The same work says:

If a man sleeps in a damp place, he will wake up with an aching back, and feeling half dead; but is this true of an eel? If men tried to live in trees, they would be scared out of their wits; but are monkeys? Of the three, which knows the right place to live? Men eat meat; deer eat grass; centipedes like snakes; owls and crows enjoy mice. Will you tell me, please, which of these four has the correct taste? . . . Men considered Mao Ch’iang and Li Chi the most attractive of women, but on catching sight of them fish dived deep in the water, birds soared high in the air, and deer ran away. Which of these four has the right standard of beauty?\textsuperscript{22}

This same relativism is applied to moral problems. Thus the \textit{Chuang Tzǔ} says:

Concerning the right and the wrong, the “thus” and the “not thus”: if the right is indeed right, there is no point in arguing about the fact that it is different from the wrong; if the “thus” is indeed
"thus", why dispute about the way in which it is different from the "not thus"? Regardless of whether the various arguments actually meet one another or not, let us harmonize them within the all-embracing universe, and let them run their course. The relativism is applied to our very existence, so that we read: "And one day there will come the great awakening, when we shall realize that life itself was a great dream."

Since nothing is certain, it would be ridiculous to become so intent on success that one strove with fanatical zeal to attain it. In fact, if one tries too hard, he is certain not to succeed: "One who stands on tiptoe does not stand firm. He who takes the longest steps does not cover the most ground." The Lao Tzu tells us:

If you would not spill the wine,  
Do not fill the glass too full.  
If you wish your blade to hold its edge,  
Do not try to make it over-keen.  
If you do not want your house to be molested by robbers,  
Do not fill it with gold and jade.  
Wealth, rank, and arrogance add up to ruin,  
As surely as two and two are four.  
When you have done your work and established your fame, withdraw!  
Such is the Way of Heaven.

Illustrating the point that one who tries too hard will fail, the Chuang Tzu notes that an archer who is shooting for a prize no more important than an earthenware dish will nonchalantly display his best skill. Offer him a brass buckle if he hits the mark, and he will shoot cautiously and less well. Offer a prize of gold, and he will become tense, and his skill will desert him entirely.

One should not care, then, for the possession of external things, but only try to achieve self-knowledge and contentment. Thus the Lao Tzu says:

To understand others is to be wise,  
But to understand one's self is to be illumined.  
One who overcomes others is strong,  
But he who overcomes himself is mighty.
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Again:

He who has the greatest possessions
Is he that will lose most heavily,
But he that is content is invulnerable.
He who is wise enough to stop, by his own volition,
Will endure. 29

And:

There is no greater misfortune than not to know when one
has enough,
And no calamity more blighting than the desire to get more.
If one once experiences the profound satisfaction of being
truly content,
He will never again be content to be otherwise. 30

What, then, shall one do? Do nothing, says the Taoist. “The
operations of Heaven and Earth proceed with the most admir-
able order,” the Chuang Tzu tells us, “yet they never speak. The
four seasons observe clear laws, but they do not discuss them.
All of nature is regulated by exact principles, but it never ex-
plains them. The sage penetrates the mystery of the order of
Heaven and Earth, and comprehends the principles of nature.
Thus the perfect man does nothing, and the great sage originates
nothing; that is to say, they merely contemplate the universe.” 31

“Do nothing,” Wu Wei, is a famous injunction of the Taoists.
But does it mean simply to do nothing at all? Evidently not.
The sense is rather that of doing nothing that is not natural or
spontaneous. The important thing is not to strain in any way.
We have already noted the simile of the archer, who shoots
badly when he strives to win a gold piece but is relaxed and skil-
ful when nothing of consequence depends upon his hitting the
mark. The Chuang Tzu also includes a famous passage in which
the butcher of the king of Liang tells his master how he cuts up
an ox. He says that at first he had great difficulty, but that after
years of practice he does it almost by instinct; “my senses stand
still, and my spirit acts as it wills”. 32

There are many illustrations in the Taoist books of the fact
that the highest skill operates on an almost unconscious level, and
we can all think of illustrations from our own experience. One
cannot skate or ride a bicycle skilfully until he makes the various motions necessary to maintain his balance without ever thinking about them. On the more intellectual plane, a connoisseur, the moment he sees an object of art, immediately "feels" that it is or is not genuine. He does this for many reasons, most of which he will be able to analyse and explain if he takes the time. But if his knowledge and experience have not given him the ability to feel immediately that an object is good or bad, he is no true connoisseur.

Taoism emphasizes this unconscious, intuitive, spontaneous element. There would seem to be little doubt that most of us live too much of our lives on the conscious level, constantly worrying about what to do when it does not really matter, and that this is one reason we keep the psychiatrists increasingly busy. The Taoists point out, for instance, that a drunken man who falls is much less likely to be injured than a sober man, because he is relaxed.

Thus one's path should be non-action and quietness. The Lao Tzu tells us that one should speak as little as possible; this is the way of nature. Even Heaven and Earth cannot make a rainstorm or a hurricane last long. The Tao that can be talked about is not the eternal Tao. Those who know do not talk and those who talk do not know.

> True words are not flowery,  
> And flowery words are not true.  
> The good man does not argue,  
> And those who argue are not good.  
> The wise are not learned,  
> And the learned are not wise.

Again: "When we give up learning we have no more troubles." "Discard sagesness, get rid of wisdom, and the people will be a hundred times better off."

> He never goes outside his door,  
> Yet he is familiar with the whole world.  
> He never looks out of his window,  
> Yet he fathoms the Way of Heaven.
Like all true mystics, these Taoist philosophers found their satisfaction in the mystical experience itself. They had no need of the activities and the rewards sought by ordinary men. Thus we are told that when Chuang Tzu was invited to become prime minister of Ch’u he refused, with a smile, to leave his fishing.\textsuperscript{47} The book of *Chuang Tzu* tells us that after Lieh Tzu was enlightened, he “went home and for three years did not go out... He took no interest in what went on... He stood like a clod, sealed up within himself despite all distractions, and continued thus to the end of his life.”\textsuperscript{48}

Such men illustrate the statement that “the perfect man does nothing, and the great sage originates nothing; they merely contemplate the universe”.\textsuperscript{49} They represent what we may call the “contemplative” aspect of Taoism. Such dedicated mystics are rare, and it is doubtful that there were many of them even among the early Taoists.

The conclusion of contemplative Taoism is clear. One should care nothing for worldly power, position, or honours. One might go into the wilderness as a recluse, or, if one stayed among men, he would be indifferent to their attitude toward himself. Thus the *Lao Tzu* says: “Those who understand me are very few; for this reason I am all the more worthy of honour. It is for this reason that the sage wears a garment of coarse cloth, concealing that which is more precious than the finest jade within his bosom.”\textsuperscript{50}

Now it is all very well to talk of caring nothing for the world’s opinion, of not striving, being perfectly quiescent, remaining content with the lowest position in the world, and so forth. But human beings get tired of that sort of thing. And most of the Taoists were human, no matter how much they tried not to be. Thus we find in their works repeated statements to the effect that, by doing nothing, the Taoist sage in fact does everything; by being utterly weak, he overcomes the strong; by being utterly humble, he comes to rule the world. This is no longer “contemplative” Taoism. It has moved to the “purposive” aspect.
CHAPTER VII

The authoritarianism of Hsün Tzŭ

Confucius was in many respects a failure in his lifetime, but today his name is known all over the world. The Confucian philosopher Hsün Tzŭ had an opposite fate. In his own day he was an official and was highly honoured as a famous scholar. His influence on the form that Confucianism ultimately assumed was tremendous; Homer H. Dubs has quite properly called him "the moulder of ancient Confucianism". Yet among Confucians, particularly during the last thousand years, he has not enjoyed high favour. Outside China even those who are familiar with the name of Mencius may be quite uncertain who Hsün Tzŭ was.

It has sometimes been said that this lack of high honour is due to the fact that the great arbiter of recent Confucian orthodoxy, Chu Hsi of the twelfth century A.D., condemned Hsün Tzŭ because he disagreed with Mencius' statement that human nature is good. This is important, but it is not the whole story. In considerable measure Hsün Tzŭ brought upon himself the ultimate eclipse of his reputation, by a peculiar limitation in his own thinking.

There was no lack of intellectual power; Hsün Tzŭ was, without qualification, one of the most brilliant philosophers the world has ever produced. But he lacked faith in humanity. This flaw, like the fatal weakness of the hero in a Greek tragedy, went far to nullify his best efforts. It not only blighted his own fame but did much to impose upon later Confucianism a strait-jacket of academic orthodoxy.

Hsün Tzŭ was born around 300 B.C. in the north-western state of Chao. He studied philosophy in the state of Ch'ı, where he was highly honoured as a scholar and given office at the court. There were representatives of many philosophies at the
especially in the West, a great deal. Are the dachshund and the St. Bernard both dogs because in some ways they look and act alike, so that for convenience we group them under the name of "dog"? Or do they share some mysterious quality of "dogness", that cannot be determined by our senses alone?

Psychologists say that if a person who has been blind from birth suddenly gains the power of sight, he actually sees just the same things that the rest of us see, but at first they mean almost nothing to him. Thus a group of dogs and horses will seem to him, at first, just a series of blurs. But after repeated experiences he will become accustomed to them and will form a "concept" of what a dog is and another of what a horse is. Then, when he sees another dog, although it may not be exactly like any dog he has ever seen before, his mind will immediately catalogue it, and he will say, "That is a dog."

What Hsün Tzŭ has to say on this subject is in some ways quite similar to the findings of modern psychologists. "What is the basis of similarity and difference?" he asks. And he replies, "The testimony of the senses." There is no question here of any such thing as "partaking of absolute beauty", or any other metaphysical process. Things are considered to belong to the same class, Hsün Tzŭ says, when the senses indicate them to correspond to the "mental object" that one has formed to represent that class. In other words, when I see an animal that resembles a dog, I compare it with my concept ("mental object") of a dog, in order to decide whether it is or is not a dog.²

Hsün Tzŭ made it very clear that he did not believe that there was anything divinely ordained about the names that are given to things. "Names," he said, "are not inherently suited to the objects they stand for; men have simply agreed that they will use certain names to designate certain things. Once the convention is fixed and the custom established, they are called fitting names. . . . Yet there are names that are inherently good. Names that are simple and direct, easily understood, and not confusing, may be properly called good names."³
Hsün Tzü used the various principles he laid down concerning language to analyse and demolish the confusing propositions of rival philosophies. He made an excellent plea for the serious, straightforward use of unadorned, direct language to express ideas. Unfortunately, many Chinese and even Confucian writers have paid little attention to his words (which on this point are completely in harmony with the teachings of Confucius). In Chinese as in some other literatures, a premium has sometimes been placed upon obscurity of expression.

The most famous of Hsün Tzü’s doctrines is his contention that human nature is evil, which he set against the thesis of Mencius that human nature is good. Mencius may have derived his idea partly from observation of the docile Chinese farmers. Many recent observers have been struck by the very remarkable moral soundness of the Chinese common people. On the other hand, some soldiers from other countries, stationed in China during the second World War, who had some of their possessions stolen in a time of the most desperate poverty, concluded that all the Chinese people are dishonest. These judgments have some correspondence to the judgments of Mencius and Hsün Tzü, which were also arrived at under somewhat different conditions.

Increasingly, even from before the time of Confucius, there was in each generation a greater degree of social mobility. In the early days of rather sharp social stratification, a farmer’s son had almost never become anything but a farmer, or even dreamed that he might do so. But the Confucians had advocated general education and proclaimed that a man might rise even to become a ruler by means of virtue and wisdom, no matter how humble his origin. Furthermore, the old order in which peasants were peasants, and dumbly revered the glorious aristocrats, had begun to pass even before Confucius appeared. As time went on, the favour of the multitude became a factor in the stability of the power of officials and rulers, and we find certain aristocrats becoming demagogues, handing out largesse
to the multitude, and thus winning power which enabled them to take over the thrones of states. At the same time, individual plebeians rose to positions of some power, and many others became envious of their success.

Another factor that may have influenced Hsün Tzü’s view of human nature was the fact that he had seen a considerable variety of cultural patterns – probably more than Mencius had. His native state of Chao was greatly influenced by the nomad barbarians of the north, and he had lived not only in the relatively cultured state of Ch’i but also in Ch’u in the south, which again had its own peculiar customs. Thus Hsün Tzü points out that, while the children of various regions make the same sounds at birth, they learn to speak quite differently as a result of training. Furthermore, he says, the states of Lu and Ch’in have widely contrasting customs. He could not, therefore, believe that men were born with a single, normal, “good” pattern of conduct.

Hsün Tzü begins his famous chapter called “The Nature of Man Is Evil” as follows:

The nature of man is evil; whatever is good in him is the result of acquired training. Men are born with the love of gain; if this natural tendency is followed they are contentious and greedy, utterly lacking in courtesy and consideration for others. They are filled from birth with envy and hatred of others; if these passions are given rein they are violent and villainous, wholly devoid of integrity and good faith. At birth man is endowed with the desires of the ear and eye, the love of sound and colour; if he acts as they dictate he is licentious and disorderly, and has no regard for li or justice or moderation [li, it will be remembered, was the Confucian code of correct behaviour].

Clearly, then, to accord with man’s original nature and act as instinct dictates must lead to contention, rapacity, and disorder, and cause humanity to revert to a state of violence. For this reason it is essential that men be transformed by teachers and laws, and guided by li and justice; only then will they be courteous and co-operative, only then is good order possible. In the light of these facts it is clear that man’s original nature is evil, and that he becomes good only through acquired training.

Crooked wood must be steamed and forced to conform to a straight
edge, in order to be made straight. A dull blade must be ground and whetted to make it sharp. Similarly human nature, being evil, must be acted upon by teachers and laws to be made upright, and must have li and justice added to it before men can be orderly. Without teachers and laws, men are selfish, malicious, and unrighteous. Lacking li and justice they are unruly, rebellious, and disorderly.

Anciently the sage-kings, knowing this, instituted li and justice and promulgated laws and regulations to force and beautify men’s natural tendencies, and make them upright. They made them docile and civilized them, in order that they might readily be guided. Then for the first time there was good government, and accord with the right Way (tao). At present, men who are transformed by teachers and laws, who accumulate learning, and who act in accord with li and justice, are gentlemen. But those who give free play to their natural tendencies, taking satisfaction in doing just what they please without regard for li and justice, are small-minded men. In the light of these facts it is clear that man’s original nature is evil, and that he becomes good only through acquired training.

Mencius says that the fact that men can learn proves that their original nature is good. But this is not the case. Mencius has not properly understood what human nature is, nor adequately distinguished between the original nature and acquired character. Man’s nature is what he is endowed with at birth by Heaven; it cannot be learned or worked for. Li and justice were originated by the sages. Men can learn of li and justice by study, and incorporate them into their characters by effort. What cannot be acquired by study or effort, but is innate in man, is his nature. But everything that can be learned and worked for is acquired character. This is the difference between nature and acquired character.

It is given, as a part of man’s original nature, that the eye can see and the ear can hear; these powers are not things apart from the eye and ear themselves. Nor can the powers of sight and hearing be learned. Mencius says that all men are by nature good, and become evil only because they lose and destroy their original nature. In this, however, he is mistaken. For if this were true it would then be the case [since, in fact, men are not born good] that as soon as a person were born he would already have lost what is supposed to be his original nature. In the light of these facts it is clear that man’s original nature is evil, and that he becomes good only through acquired training.

The idea that man’s original nature is good must mean that his character, without any change from its most primitive state, is admirable and good. If this were true, then the qualities of being admirable and good would be as indissolubly linked to a man’s character and mind as the powers of seeing and hearing are bound up with his
be without a teacher and precepts is the greatest of misfortunes. The man who lacks a teacher and precepts exalts his original nature; he who has a teacher and precepts emphasizes self-cultivation.\textsuperscript{13}

Study, then, is the one means of bettering one’s self. The art of study, Hsün Tzū says, should occupy the whole of one’s life; to arrive at the goal, one cannot stop for an instant. To study in this way is to be a man; to stop is to be like the birds and beasts.\textsuperscript{14} The essential thing is industry. Fleet horses that dawdle by the wayside may be outdistanced by a lame tortoise that plods steadily on.\textsuperscript{16} Study must not be superficial; the learning of the true gentleman enters his ears, penetrates to his heart, permeates his entire body, and shows itself in his every action.\textsuperscript{16} Learning should not stop with mere knowledge but should go on to be embodied in conduct.

Nevertheless, the field of study was to be restricted. Some of the blame for this restriction, which has consistently characterized Confucianism, must be placed upon Confucius himself, even though Confucius did not limit its scope anything like so narrowly as his successors did. But Confucius was seeking to rescue the world, and to teach men who could aid in that rescue by acting as officials. Therefore, he limited his education to what he believed necessary for that task; and the same is true of all the early Confucians. Hsün Tzū makes this point clear. He says:

The reason the gentleman is called worthy is not that he is able to do everything that the most skilful man can do. The reason the gentleman is called wise is not because he knows everything that the wise man knows. When he is called discriminating, this does not mean that he is able to split hairs as exhaustively as the sophists. That he is called an investigator does not mean that he is able to examine exhaustively into everything that an investigator may examine. He has his limit.

In observing high and low lands, in judging whether fields are poor or fertile, and in deciding where the various grains should be planted, the gentleman is not as capable as a farmer. When it is a matter of understanding commodities, and determining their quality and value, the gentleman cannot vie with a merchant. As regards
skill in the use of the compass, square, plumb line, and other tools, he is less able than an artisan. In disregarding right and wrong, truth and falsehood, but manipulating them so that they seem to change places and shame each other, the gentleman cannot compete with Hui Shih and Têng Hsi [these men were dialecticians].

However, if it is a question of ranking men according to their virtue; if offices are to be bestowed according to ability; if both the worthy and the unworthy are to be put in their proper places; ... if all things and events are to be dealt with properly; if the chatter of Shên Tzû [a philosopher who combined Taoist and Legalist tendencies] and Mo Tzû are to be suppressed; if Hui Shih and Têng Hsi are not to dare to put forth their arguments; if speech is always to accord with the truth and affairs are always to be properly managed – it is in these matters that the gentleman excels.17

The discussions of the dialecticians are unprofitable, and even a sage could not set them all out; therefore, the gentleman does not talk about them. Furthermore, no one can explore the entirety of what there is to be known, and if one “wishes to exhaust the inexhaustible and reach the end of the limitless, then even if he breaks his bones and destroys his sinews in the effort till the end of his days, he will not succeed”.18 But if he sets a reasonable goal for his effort, it can be attained. What limit should the wise man set for his investigations? It is the knowledge of the sage-kings.19 And this knowledge may be acquired, Hsûn Tzû tells us, especially by studying the classics.

This is a new term. Confucius considered books only a part of the subject matter of education, and Mencius was distinctly sceptical even of the authenticity of some of the books current in his day. But now, with Hsûn Tzû, we find the beginning of that attachment of supreme value to certain books that has characterized Confucianism ever since. Exactly what were the classics to which Hsûn Tzû referred is such a difficult problem that it cannot now be solved completely. He names certain books, but some of them seem to have been lost, and others were almost certainly not the same as the books of the same names that we have now. Whether, when he speaks of li, he is speaking of a particular book on li, is not wholly clear.

Hsûn Tzû says: “Where should study begin, and where
should it end? The art begins in reciting the classics, and ends in learning the li. Its purpose begins with making the scholar, and ends in making the sage.” 20 “Scholarship means to study with singleness and intentness of purpose. . . . It is only when there is completeness and exhaustiveness that there is scholarship. The gentleman knows that when his knowledge is not complete or refined it is inadequate to be classed as excellent. Therefore he repeatedly recites in order to penetrate, reflects deeply in order to comprehend, and practices in order to embody it in his life.” 21

Although Hsün Tzū was even more outspoken against hereditary privilege than Confucius was, he did not think that everyone was capable of understanding the classics; he said specifically that they were beyond the comprehension of the “ordinary man”. 22 Nevertheless, he believed that study was the open door through which, if they would walk in and make the effort, the humble might become noble, the ignorant wise, and the poor rich. 23 This was partly true in his own day, as some of the aristocrats lamented bitterly. Even more, these words were prophetic of what was to come. But Hsün Tzū gave them a meaning beyond the mere grasping for wealth and power, by pointing out that what is attained through study is the self-cultivation that is its truest reward, beside which recognition or the lack of it is unimportant. He said:

Therefore the true gentleman is noble though he have no title; he is rich though he have no official emoluments; he is believed in though he does not vaunt himself; he is impressive though he does not rage; he is honoured though poor and living in retirement; he is happy though he live alone. . . .

Therefore it is said that an honoured name cannot be striven for by forming cliques, nor acquired by bragging, nor taken by force. It can be attained only by devoted study. To strive for it is to lose it, but if one declines it it comes unbidden. If one is modest, his fame will accumulate; if he boasts, it will be in vain.

Therefore the gentleman pays attention to developing his inner capacities, but effaces himself in external matters; he cultivates his virtue, and lives modestly. Thus his fame arises like the sun and the moon; the whole world responds to him as though to a clap of
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thunder. Therefore it is said: The gentleman, in obscurity, is yet known; though he seems insignificant, his fame shines forth; he contends with no one, yet conquers all.  

This last statement is remarkably similar to what the Lao Tzu says that the Taoist sage attains through not studying.

In spite of his great emphasis on study, Hsün Tzu was not merely an intellectualist. He recognized the importance of the desires and the emotions and of regulating them with li. He agreed with Mencius that the means of coping with desire is not to banish it – that is death – or even to diminish the desires, but rather to guide them into the proper channels.

One of his best passages discusses the importance of directing one’s desires toward spiritual, rather than purely material, things. His words are worth considering today, when we simultaneously enjoy the highest general level of material prosperity and also, very probably, the highest incidence of nervous and mental disease that the world has ever known.

Those who regard moral principles lightly always attach great importance to material things. And those who externally attach great importance to material things are always inwardly anxious. Those who act without regard for moral principles are always externally in a dangerous position. And such persons are always inwardly afraid.

When the heart is anxious and afraid the mouth may hold fine food, but it will not taste it; the ears may hear bells and drums, but they will not hear the music; the eyes may behold fine embroidery, but they will not see its pattern; one may wear the most comfortable clothing and sit on an even mat, but his body will be oblivious of them. Even if all the pleasant things in the world were offered to one in this state, he could not be content. If someone were to ask him what he wanted, and give him everything he asked for, he would still be dissatisfied. And so, when every pleasant thing has been given him, sorrow is still abundant; and when all beneficial things have been added to them, harm is still plentiful. Such is the lot of those who seek material things.

Is food life? Is porridge old age? Wishing to satisfy their desires, men give free rein to their instincts instead. Desiring to foster their natures, they endanger their bodies instead. Wishing to enjoy themselves, they do violence to their minds instead. Seeking to enhance their reputations, they bring disorder into their conduct instead.
against the misrule of wicked sovereigns. Hsün Tzŭ laughs at such ideas and says that there is no reason to fear the working-out of the natural processes of the universe. There are indeed bad omens, he says, but for these examine the way in which the government is conducted, see whether it has the confidence of the people, and whether the people enjoy plenty or are starving. It is these things, and not the appearance of comets and eclipses of the moon, that should engage men’s anxious attention.  

Hsün Tzŭ does not say that men should not sacrifice; on the contrary, he declares that the proper conduct of sacrificial ceremonies is the very highest expression of refinement. Yet what is sacrificed to has, he says, “neither substance nor shadow”. These are simply ceremonies that are prized for their social value and provide for the expression of emotion in a recognized and beneficial manner. The common people consider them to be a matter of serving the spirits, but the gentleman is aware that they really have to do only with the living.

Hsün Tzŭ does not discard the idea of Heaven, the highest deity, but he redefines it. Heaven is simply the order of nature; our “Nature” with a capital N. But, like the God of the Deists, Heaven as Hsün Tzŭ conceives it never interferes with its own laws to perform a miracle. Heaven is the order of nature, and one should learn Heaven’s laws and act in conformity with them. Quite literally, Heaven helps those who help themselves – intelligently.

To return, then, to ăi: Confucius had extended this concept far beyond its original religious sense, and Hsün Tzŭ seems to extend it still further. One’s conduct in every situation whatever, no matter what one undertakes to do, should be governed by ăi; and if it is not, it will be wrong. It was invented, according to Hsün Tzŭ, by the sages, but it is not an arbitrary thing. Even the birds and beasts mourn for a dead mate; how much more should man do so?  

In Hsün Tzŭ’s day the stratification and even the organiz-
The authoritarianism of Hsün Tzŭ

atation of society had broken down to a considerable degree. Therefore, he was worried about the fact that men coveted the power and the possessions of others, and he advocated li as a corrective. He wrote:

If all men were equal in power, the state could not be unified; if all stood on the same level, there could be no government. As soon as heaven and earth existed, there was the distinction of superior and inferior. When the first wise king assumed the throne there were classes.

Two nobles cannot serve each other, and two commoners cannot give each other orders – this is a law of nature. If all men were equal in power and position, and all liked and disliked the same things, since there would not be enough to go around the inevitable consequence would be strife. The result of this would be disorder, and the impoverishment of all.

To forestall such disorder the ancient kings established li and justice to divide the people into the classes of rich and poor, noble and plebeian, so that all might be under control. This is the fundamental necessity in caring for the empire.35

Hsün Tzŭ did not regard this division into classes as primarily a hereditary one. A man of sufficient learning and character should be made prime minister, no matter how plebeian his origin. On the other hand, an unworthy scion of royalty should be relegated to plebeian status.36 The worth and glory of the true gentleman exceeds that of an emperor.37

Hsün Tzŭ’s ideas on government are essentially similar to those of Confucius. Government is for the people, not for the ruler.38 To impoverish the people and mistreat scholars is to court disaster.39 No ruler can win success in war whose people are not in harmony and attached to him.40 War is an evil, but armies are necessary for police purposes.41 The function of the ruler is to select virtuous and capable ministers and advance them on the basis of performance, without regard to relationship to himself and without favouritism.42 A ruler who is evil should be managed as one manages a wild horse or cares for an infant.43 To disobey the ruler’s commands, in order to benefit him, is loyalty.44 A virtuous ruler is impregnable; a wicked ruler is no longer a ruler and should be dethroned.45
Although Hsün Tzū was aware of Taoism, he was not greatly influenced by it. Another current of thought that was abroad in his time made a deeper impression on him. It was widely believed that the cure for the disorders of the day was "discipline." And Hsün Tzū, although he had been nurtured in the Confucian tradition that emphasized the consent of the governed, thought that more discipline would be an excellent thing. Undoubtedly he had had difficulties, as an administrative official, which had convinced him that men in general were a rascally lot, evil by nature and in need of stern control. The wise rulers, he says, did not discuss fallacious doctrines or seek to give the people the reasons for all their actions. Instead, they "went before the people with authority, guided them with the Way, repeatedly admonished them by their decrees, instructed them by their proclamations, and restrained them by punishments. Thus the people were turned into the right way as if by magic." 46

Nevertheless, although Hsün Tzū sometimes talked in this way, he was no totalititarian. A totalitarian regime was being developed in the far western state of Ch’in. The philosophy that inspired it was Legalism, which will be discussed in the next chapter. Hsün Tzū did not like everything about it; in fact, he condemned its basic doctrine. But at the same time he could not help admiring some aspects of this regime.

Hsün Tzū visited Ch’in, and afterward he was quite lyrical about the strict discipline that he found there. No one dared, he said, to do anything except what was prescribed for him by the state. The people were "deeply afraid of the officials, and obedient". 47 This is a far cry from the ideal state of Confucius, in which men would co-operate altogether voluntarily.

The two most famous students of Hsün Tzū were both Legalists. One of them provided much of the philosophy that inspired Ch’in’s government. The other was a high official in Ch’in, and helped that state clamp a totalitarian despotism on all of China in 221 B.C. This has had much to do with the relatively low esteem in which Hsün Tzū has been held in Confucian circles.
were the true reactionaries, has been clouded by several factors. Confucius himself had some tendency to talk like a conservative, although his programme was fundamentally revolutionary. The later Confucians became, or believed they became, true traditionalists, but their traditionalism took a very peculiar form. Legend filled the past with all sorts of institutions and practices that in fact had never existed on land or sea, but were the fanciful expression of what the Confucians thought the ideal world should be. These legends were written down in books and accepted as genuine, and many of them entered the corpus of the classics. Thus the Confucians themselves believed that they were advocating a return to the practices of antiquity, when in fact they were proposing complete innovations. The Confucians agreed with those who branded them as traditionalists, even when this was not true.

Confucianism opposed rule by force rather than by persuasion. The Legalists advocated strong centralized government which should exercise absolute power by the threat of harsh punishments. This policy was repugnant not only to the Confucians but also to the subordinate feudal lords, who would have lost their power and even their thrones under it. On the theory that those who have a common enemy must be friends, it has therefore been supposed that the Confucians were, by principle, upholders of feudalism.

It is true, moreover, that many of the Confucians were dependent upon minor feudal lords, and therefore no doubt favoured their interests. We have seen that Mencius had a certain sentimental attachment to feudalism. Nevertheless, it is not true, as is sometimes said, that Confucianism as a philosophy favoured the continuance of the hereditary transmission of feudal positions and power. On the contrary, its insistence that offices should be filled on the basis of merit alone was clearly opposed to this.

On the other hand, the Legalists were not wholly wrong in their contention that they were innovators. Many of their
states which were generally recognized to constitute the most cultured and at the same time the most Confucian part of China. It is not surprising, then, that they saw things in a different light from that of the Confucians, and even of the Moists.

There is another difference between the Confucian and the Legalist philosophers. Confucius grew up in humble circumstances. Mencius is said to have been a scion of a noble family, but even this is not clear; if he was, the family seems to have been in reduced circumstances by his day. But the two most influential Legalist philosophers were members of families that actually ruled the states of Wei and Han, respectively, in their own times. It is natural, then, that they should have argued the case for the rulers and not for the people.

While nearly all critics are agreed that the point of view of the Legalists is, in fact, that of the ruler, we are not to suppose that they proclaimed their policies as a system of tyranny. On the contrary, they tell us that it is they and they alone who are genuinely working for the interests of the people.\(^3\) It is true, they say, that they advocate stern government; but government must be stern for the sake of the people, just as soldiers must die for the common good or the putrid flesh about a wound must be injured in order to cure the disease. The ruler punishes the people, the Legalists assert, only for their own benefit.\(^4\)

Although the Legalists were outspokenly critical and contemptuous of Confucianism, the two philosophies nevertheless had some points in common. Confucius had deplored the chaotic disorganization of the times as much as the Legalists did, and had advocated centralization, although he would have condemned the Legalist method of achieving it. Although the Legalists attacked Confucius, they had enough respect for his reputation to pretend in some of their books that he had been converted to Legalism, and even went so far as to put Legalist speeches into his mouth.\(^5\) Furthermore, Legalist thought ultimately infiltrated Confucianism to a considerable degree, so that we find Legalist ideas in some of the Confucian classics.
Legalism as a philosophy is somewhat difficult to deal with. In the first place, the name "Legalism" (which is a close translation of the Chinese *fa chia*) is not very apt. The Legalists do emphasize law, but only as a means, and not the only means, of achieving their ends. Furthermore, the Legalists were not "legalistic" in the sense of being mainly concerned with the letter of the law and its interpretation. Fung Yu-lan points out quite correctly that "it is wrong to associate the thought of the Legalist school with jurisprudence".  

For such reasons some scholars have come to speak of these philosophers as Realists. By this it is meant that they were unsentimental, "hardheaded", and thus realistic. But this name has its difficulties, too. The Legalists would have agreed that they were realistic, but it is not certain that we can agree. They certainly saw a part of reality, but did they see it all? There is, as we shall see, good reason to question that they did.

The most descriptive term by which these philosophers might be called is "authoritarians", or, still better, "totalitarians", since they taught that every individual must be compelled to live, work, think, and on the ruler's demand die, wholly for the state, without any regard for his individual desires or welfare. But, since "totalitarian" is a long and clumsy word, we shall save three syllables and respect convention by continuing to refer to them as Legalists.

But we cannot properly speak (although it is done) of the "Legalist school", because there was none. This doctrine, which emphasized authority like no other, was alone among the philosophies in having no recognized founder. It is significant that Han Fei Tzü, the greatest Legalist of all, had as his teacher not a Legalist but Hsun Tzü, a Confucian. There were simply various men and various books that in different ways and varying degrees espoused the kind of thought we call "Legalism". What makes it rather confusing is that some philosophers and some books are classed as Legalist by some scholars but not by
others. Furthermore, some of the books called Legalist are extremely composite, containing some parts that do not set forth Legalist philosophy at all.

It is significant that most of the men who are considered Legalists were officials who wielded actual administrative power. This was not true, it will be remembered, of either Confucius or Mencius; while both held offices, they seem to have served merely in "consultative" capacities. Hsün Tzŭ, alone among the leading Confucians, was a practical administrator, and in some respects he veered toward Legalism.

Probably the earliest individual who has been called a Legalist is Kuan Chung, a famous prime minister of the seventh century B.C. He has not always been classed as a Legalist, however, and the accuracy of the label is doubtful; while we have not a great deal of information about his ideas, some of them sound more nearly Confucian. A book known as the Kuan Tzŭ has been attributed to his authorship, but in fact it is a collection of essays by later writers. Some of them are Legalist in tone, while others are not.

Shên Pu-hai, who died in 337 B.C., was a minister of the state of Han for fifteen years; during this time, it is said, the state was well governed and its armies strong. A book that now passes under his name is believed to be a forgery. From references in later works we know, however, that he stressed the importance of administrative methods, shu, for government.

Shên Tao lived at the same time as Mencius, around 300 B.C. He was born in Chao, but held office in Ch‘i; it seems probable, however, that he was not actually an administrator. He was a Taoist as well as a Legalist, and he emphasized shih, power and position, which we shall have to consider at more length later. The work attributed to him is considered a forgery.

The list of names of Legalists and reputed Legalists could be expanded a great deal, but to little purpose. Perhaps the most important and by all odds the most interesting of the early Legalists is Shang Yang (also called Wei Yang or Kung-Sun
live apart under the threat of increased taxes and by setting members of families to spy and act as informers against one another. Agriculture and weaving were encouraged, while trade (which was considered unproductive) was discouraged. The system of taxation was changed, and weights and measures were standardized.\(^\text{10}\)

It has also been said that Shang Yang introduced private ownership of land, as over against the feudal situation in which those who cultivated the land did so for a lord, who in turn held it from his overlord. This change probably did come about in Ch’in; but some scholars have recently held that this was a gradual development that took place all over China, as a result of the breakdown of the feudal system.

Shang Yang made Ch’in rich and its armies strong. On its eastern borders certain lands had long been in dispute between Ch’in and Wei. In 341 B.C., after Wei had been defeated by another state, Shang Yang led a Ch’in army to invade Wei. It will be remembered that Wei was the state in which Shang Yang had originally held office; he was therefore personally acquainted with the prince who led the army of Wei against him. Shang Yang proposed to the prince that they meet and settle their difficulties, as befitted old friends. The prince agreed, and fell into an ambush that Shang Yang had arranged. The prince was captured, his army was destroyed, and Ch’in got the disputed territory.

Shang Yang was ennobled and given a large fief. Nevertheless, he was not generally liked in Ch’in; it is said, indeed, that his harsh laws had made him so unpopular that he did not dare go out without a small army of bodyguards. When the reigning duke of Ch’in died and was succeeded by the crown prince whose teachers Shang Yang had punished, Shang Yang had to flee. Ultimately he was killed, it is said, by being torn to pieces by chariots.

A work called *The Book of Lord Shang*, supposedly written by Shang Yang, has come down to us. Duyvendak, who has studied
without merit, even though they might be rich, were to be permitted no distinctions.

After the decree was drawn up Shang Yang did not at once publish it, fearing that the people did not have confidence in him. He therefore had a pole thirty feet long placed near the south gate of the capital. Assembling the people, he said that he would give ten measures of gold to anyone who could move it to the north gate. The people marvelled at this, but no one ventured to move it. Shang Yang then said, "I will give fifty measures of gold to anyone who can move it." One man then moved it, and Shang Yang immediately gave him fifty measures of gold, to demonstrate that he did not practice deception.9

The mention of the giving of titles for military merit emphasizes what was, in fact, the prime purpose of this reform. We have noted that a great contest was on, among the various states, to get control of all China. The Confucians said that such control might be secured by virtue. The Legalists replied that this was sheer foolishness and that the way to get the country was to conquer it; in order to do this, one had first to make one's state rich and well-disciplined, and one's people into soldiers.

The people of Ch'in found the new regulations harsh, and criticized them. The crown prince broke the law. In order to make an example, Shang Yang punished the tutor of the crown prince and had his teacher branded. Thereafter the laws were obeyed. Some people then praised the laws; Shang Yang had them banished for daring to say anything at all about the laws. Ch'in became very orderly.

The reforms of Shang Yang had, if our records are trustworthy, several aims. Ch'in was altered from a group of small feudal territories to a strongly centralized state with a bureaucratic organization. The aristocratic families were greatly reduced in power, and a new hierarchy of men distinguished by military merit was created. At the same time the use of arms in brigandage and in private quarrels (that is, not in the service of the state) was severely penalized. An attempt was made to break up the patriarchal family, both by forcing its members to
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feared that he would not be loyal to Ch’in. In any case he pointed out that Han Fei Tzu could not well be expected to collaborate in plans for the conquest of his own state, and got the philosopher thrown into prison. Once there, Li Ssu managed to cause him to commit suicide.\textsuperscript{12}

The book called Han Fei Tzu gives us our most complete and mature picture of the Legalist philosophy. It includes, in something at least close to their original form, a number of the essays of Han Fei Tzu. But this is not all it contains. These are mixed with a great mass of other Legalist writings and some material that is not even Legalist at all. The book must therefore be used with care.

Like the advocates of other philosophies the Legalists had their own version of history, but in many respects it was remarkably similar even to that of their chief opponents, the Confucians. The Legalists did not (as they well might have) deny that the sage emperors Yao and Shun ever existed, or that they had abdicated their thrones, or that men were generally virtuous during their reigns. But they put a different interpretation on these things. Han Fei Tzu wrote:

In antiquity men did not till the soil, but were able to gather their food from the plants and trees. Women did not weave, for the skins of birds and animals were sufficient for clothing. Without working they enjoyed plenty, since the people were few and goods were abundant. Thus there was no rivalry. Neither liberal rewards nor heavy punishments were employed, and yet the people kept themselves in order. Now, however, a family of five children is not considered large, and each of them has five more. Thus a grandfather, while still alive, has twenty-five grandchildren. For this reason commodities are scarce and people many, so that although they work hard they still get only a poor living. Therefore, the people contend with each other. Even though rewards were doubled and punishments multiplied, it would be impossible to get rid of disorder.

When Yao ruled the empire, he lived in a hut of untrimmed thatch, with roof-beams of unhewn oak. He ate coarse millet porridge and soup made only of vegetables. In winter his clothing was of deerskin, in summer of coarse cloth. His clothing and food were no better than those of a gatekeeper. When Yu was emperor he set the people an example by personally toiling at farm labour. He worked
his thighs thin and wore all the hair off his shins. No slave labours harder than he did.

In the light of this, it is clear that those who abdicated the throne in antiquity were in fact only giving up the living of a gatekeeper, and relinquishing the labours of a slave. Their conduct can hardly be called worthy of extravagant praise. Today, however, a mere district magistrate amasses so much wealth that for many generations after his death his descendants can keep carriages. For this reason such offices are valued. This is why it is that in antiquity emperors lightly abdicated the throne, while today even district magistrates cling to their posts. It is simply a matter of the change in value of such offices.\(^{13}\)

In ancient times, Han Fei Tzŭ tells us, men could afford to be kind and polite, because there were not too many of them. In antiquity, therefore, it was profitable for rulers to be benevolent and just, and in those days one might hope by this method to become king.\(^{14}\)

In one respect Han Fei Tzŭ bitterly criticized the rulers whom the Confucians idolized; he accused them, in fact, of corrupting the world. Yao and Shun, by yielding their thrones to plebeians, had treated subjects like rulers. The founders of the Shang and Chou dynasties, whom the Confucians praised as having fulfilled a divine mission by rescuing the people from tyranny, had in fact simply murdered their sovereigns. Thus they had undermined respect for constituted authority.\(^{15}\) Here we clearly see Han Fei Tzŭ the prince, alarmed at the inroads that had been made upon the prestige of the class to which he belonged.

Even in antiquity, Han Fei Tzŭ says, different methods were found necessary at different periods, and how much more is this true when times have radically changed? He tells the story of a farmer who, having once seen a hare run into a tree and knock itself unconscious, spent the rest of his life waiting behind the same tree in the hope that more hares would do the same thing. This, he says, is just like the Confucians who expect the conditions of antiquity to return.\(^{16}\)

Han Fei Tzŭ lays a large share of blame for the disorder of
the world on such "useless scholars", who slander their rulers by praising antiquity, and waste time in useless discussion. The larger the number of citizens that study, the less there will be to raise food, to make the state strong and the ruler rich. Even the study of the art of warfare is harmful, Han Fei Tzŭ holds. The more numerous those who study strategy, the fewer the soldiers who can be thrown into the line of battle.

Thus scholars ought, he declares, to be punished, made to give up their harmful vocation, and put to useful work. But instead of doing this, he complains, the rulers vie with one another to pay honour to such men, and this naturally causes others to emulate them. When it is possible to become wealthy and powerful merely by studying, without having to undergo either toil or danger, who would not become a student? Thus more and more men are withdrawn from productive pursuits, weakening the state and the economy and causing general distress. Furthermore, Han Fei Tzŭ warns, rulers who honour the learned and virtuous, even though they are of plebeian birth, are in fact undermining the prestige of their own class and thus endangering their own positions. He goes so far as to denounce literature altogether, declaring: "In the state of an intelligent ruler there are no books, but the laws serve as teachings. There are no sayings of the former kings; the officials act as the teachers."

Han Fei Tzŭ frequently classes the Moists together with the Confucians in his denunciations. He also condemns, as corrupters of the age, specious talkers, bravos, merchants and artisans who reap great profits at the expense of the farmers, and public officials who betray their trusts for their own profit.

The Legalist view of human nature was very different from that of the Confucians. Mencius, as we have seen, said that man's nature was good, while Hsün Tzŭ asserted that it was bad. But, although Hsün Tzŭ believed that all men were born "selfish, vicious, and unrighteous", he also believed that by teaching they could be made into thoroughly virtuous and
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the sphere of political action. Han Fei Tzū asserts, in fact, that subjects and ministers are so constituted that they will all, without exception, murder their superiors and supplant them in the enjoyment of their power and wealth, if they are able to do so with impunity. Only stern surveillance by the sovereign and strict repression of these tendencies, which Han Fei Tzū asserts are present even in his most trusted advisers, will make it possible for the ruler to retain his position or even his life.24

This Legalist psychology sounds much like the analysis that a trainer of lions and tigers might make of his charges. It is said (the author of this book has no firsthand knowledge of lion training) that the big cats cannot be really tamed but must always be regarded with suspicion and controlled by means of rewards and punishments. This is the Legalist technique with human beings. Are the analysis and the technique valid?

Certainly it is true that, if self-interest is understood in the broadest terms, everyone acts from self-interest. I once knew a woman who said that she would never do anything dishonest because she wanted to go to heaven. Others refrain from acting unethically because they value the respect of those around them more than they value what might be gained by such action. Some people will do what they think is right even if no one else will ever know of their actions, because they value self-respect; such persons sometimes say, “I couldn’t sleep at night if I did that.”

All these ethical motivations can be interpreted in terms of self-interest, but in these instances self-interest has come to be calculated in special and complex ways. Those who study animal psychology recognize that such factors as conditioned reflexes and substitute stimuli make even the psychological processes of animals by no means simple. Those of human beings are far more complex.

The Confucian criticism of Legalist psychology would be, therefore, that it is far too simple. It does not take account of what was stressed by every Confucian: the tremendous power
influenced by Legalism, long after Legalism as a developing philosophy had virtually ceased to exist.

In connection with the third point, law, the difference between the Legalists and the Confucians was no less sharp. Here the Confucian position undoubtedly grew out of the situation that had existed under feudalism, where the landed proprietor exercised almost unrestricted legal authority over the peasants of his domain. If he were oppressive, it would obviously be desirable that his authority be limited by a precise code of laws. But if he were good and wise, such a man, presiding over the welfare of a small number of people all personally known to him, might be able to administer sounder justice if he were permitted to take full account of all the special circumstances and pronounce judgment on the basis of his own good sense, limited only by custom. This is the view of legal procedure that the Confucians have regularly taken. They have therefore placed the stress on putting the administration of justice into the hands of good and wise men rather than on limiting its administration by codes of law.

As political units became larger, officials were not, in fact, personally acquainted with all those under their jurisdiction, and the existence of codes of law became a necessity. The Confucians accepted this fact grudgingly, but still placed primary emphasis on government by men rather than by laws.

Chinese courts, up to the end of the Manchu dynasty, functioned in a manner quite different from ours. A trial was not a contest between lawyers for the prosecution and the defense, refereed by a judge who rendered his decision according to the code. Instead, it was in theory an investigation by the court into the facts of the case, including every mitigating or aggravating circumstance, followed by a decision rendered in the light of law, custom, and all the circumstances. If this system seems totally different from our own, it is well to remember that many of our Western courts have recently added to their personnel probation officers, whose function is precisely to
who threw ashes into the street should have his hand cut off. He is quoted as having said, “Small faults should be punished severely; then, if small faults are inhibited, great crimes will not appear. This is called using punishment to get rid of punishment.”

If this seems a little hard on the individual who loses his hand, we should remember that, as Han Fei Tzü tells us, rewards and punishments are not concerned primarily with the individual to whom they are applied but are designed to have an exemplary effect upon the whole people.

By means of law and the other techniques of Legalism the intelligent ruler compels men to act as they should; he places no value at all, Han Fei Tzü says, on the spontaneous virtue of individuals, which is accidental and unreliable. Nor does such a ruler himself act in the manner which scholars call “virtuous”, being kind to the people and helping them in adversity. To help the poor by giving them aid derived from taxing the rich is merely to penalize industry and thrift, and to encourage extravagance and idleness. Han Fei Tzü says:

The strict household has no unruly slaves, but a doting mother is sure to have a spoiled son. From this I know that only awe-inspiring power can suppress violence, while kindness and magnanimity cannot possibly deter the rebellious. The sage, in governing a state, does not trust men to do good of themselves; he makes it impossible for them to do wrong. In an entire state you could not find ten men who can be trusted to do good of themselves, but if you make it impossible for the people to do wrong the whole state can nevertheless be kept in order. A ruler must concern himself with the majority, not with rare individuals. Thus he takes no account of virtue, but concerns himself rather with law.

It is a mistake, therefore, to compare a ruler to a father; the ruler does not (or at any rate should not) feel affection toward his people. The story is told of a duke of Ch’in, who, recovering from an illness, heard that some of his people had sacrificed an ox for his recovery. He thereupon punished them, because love between ruler and subject would spoil government and must therefore be nipped in the bud.
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with gold and gems, which they were to use to persuade the various feudal lords to ally themselves with Ch’in. Thus they bought the adherence of those rulers and statesmen who could be bribed. Those who could not be bribed were cut down by the assassin’s sword. Thus they divided the rulers and their subjects. After these conspirators had done their work, the king of Ch’in sent his excellent generals to reap the harvest.”

Ch’in got control of China by a series of conquests that seem rather bloody even by modern standards. On one occasion, it is claimed, 400,000 soldiers who had surrendered to Ch’in were massacred in a body. No doubt the figure is exaggerated; but, divide it as one likes, it remains large. A huge number of lives were lost, but finally, in 221 B.C., all of China was subject to the ruler of Ch’in, who assumed the title of emperor.

All over China the people heaved a sigh of relief. It was centuries since a single strong ruler had controlled all of China and enforced the peace. The emperor took as his title simply the appellation “First Emperor” and directed that his descendants should be named “Second Emperor”, “Third Emperor”, and so on, up to ten thousand. He made, as he proclaimed in an inscription he set up, a new beginning.

With his Legalist prime minister, Li Ssū, he set out to create a brave new world, unshackled by precedent. History tells us that “laws and regulations were made uniform, weights and measures standardized, the gauge of all vehicles made the same, and the forms of written characters made uniform”. In order that the peace might not be disturbed, weapons were gathered in from all over the empire. A hundred and twenty thousand wealthy and influential families were transported to live in the neighbourhood of the capital, where they could easily be prevented from making trouble. In place of the old feudal system, China was divided into a number of administrative districts, each headed by one of the emperor’s officials, thus producing a centralized government.

Such changes could not have been brought about rapidly
without the Legalist system of autocratic government and severe punishments visited upon those who opposed the ruler’s decrees or broke the laws. The government was harsh, but it achieved its objectives. There were at least two difficulties, however.

Totalitarian states commonly suffer from the fact that, since full initiative is permitted to no one but the dictator, all affairs must wait for his decision. The First Emperor toiled late every night, but could hardly get through all the documents that demanded his personal attention. He died at the age of fifty, probably from overwork.

Furthermore, not everyone appreciated the advantages of the new regime. Many of the scholars, who specialized in knowledge of the past, did not look with favour upon the wiping of all precedent from the boards. Some of them were killed because they were suspected of having criticized the First Emperor personally. Others certainly did criticize the regime, so that Li Ssū charged them with “spreading doubt and disorder among the people”. It was decreed that all books in public circulation, except those on medicine, divination, and agriculture, should be burned, and that all persons who dared to cite the Confucian classics in order to criticize the government were to be executed.

The multiplication of punishments did not always have the effect that the Legalists had hoped for. It was very easy to become liable to the death penalty, quite accidentally and with the most submissive of intentions. Since according to Legalist principles there was no possibility of clemency, no matter how extenuating the circumstances, those offenders who could do so naturally fled to the mountains. They were joined by all those who did not wish to live under a totalitarian dictatorship and had the courage to take to the wilds. A number of bands of men, of very considerable size, thus lived as outlaws. Despite all the First Emperor’s raging, his armies seem to have had little success in tracking down these elusive foes.

Eleven years after he had consolidated the Chinese world, the First Emperor died. Li Ssū plotted with a eunuch to do
away with the First Emperor’s eldest son (who is said to have favoured the Confucians) and made a weakling emperor in his place. Two years later the eunuch caused Li Ssü to be executed.

In the meantime the dynasty, set up to last for ten thousand years, had been collapsing like a house of cards. A peasant had raised the banner of revolt. Immediately Confucians, Moists, and all sorts of men who hated the house of Ch’in flocked to his banner. After a few months he was killed; along with him there died the direct heir of Confucius, in the eighth generation, who had been one of his closest advisers. But this did not stop the revolt, which was spreading like a prairie fire.

By 207 B.C. the house of Ch’in was nothing but an execrated memory. The son of a farmer, who had turned outlaw when he unintentionally violated one of the Ch’in laws, and who subsequently became a general in the revolution, founded the Han dynasty. Legalism, as the avowed philosophy of the Chinese state, was dead.
CHAPTER IX

The eclectics of Han

In the West we do not usually think of government and philosophy as being intimately related. In China, however, they have commonly been linked quite closely. Most of the Chinese philosophers we have considered held government offices of some sort, and those who did not were very much interested in the way government was carried on. The connection between government and philosophy became especially apparent in the last centuries before the Christian Era.

In 213 B.C., under the short-lived Ch’in dynasty, almost all the philosophical literature was proscribed, and discussion of the classics that were particularly in vogue among the Confucians was forbidden. Legalism was in the saddle. A few years later, after the founding of the Han dynasty, the situation as regards philosophies was fluid. When we come to the time of the Emperor Wu, who reigned from 140 to 87 B.C., students of Legalist writings were barred from official positions, an imperial university was established for the study of the Confucian classics, and considerable strides were made in the development of the examination system. Since that time, a large proportion of Chinese officials have normally been appointed on the basis of examinations in the Confucian classics.

Thus, in the space of less than a century, the full swing was made from the situation under Ch’in, in which Legalism was the officially sanctioned doctrine, to that under the Han Emperor Wu, in which we have what is commonly called “the triumph of Confucianism”.

The nature of Confucian orthodoxy, and the position that it has occupied in China during the last two thousand years, were profoundly affected by its so-called “triumph” in Han times.
Many attempts have been made to explain this event. Some scholars have sought to interpret it as solely the consequence of the political and economic circumstances of the age, moving along inevitable lines to a predictable result. Others have gone to the other extreme and tried to explain it as due simply to the predilections of certain rulers and their close advisers. Still others—and there are many of these—have said that the Emperor Wu adopted Confucianism as the official philosophy of his government because Confucianism emphasized the subservience of subjects to the ruler, and enhanced the power and prestige of the emperor and the ruling class.

Whatever else may be right or wrong about them, all these generalizations are much too simple. If we are really to understand what took place, we must try to forget preconceived theories and examine with care what actually happened. We must of course consider the political and economic circumstances, for they are an important part of the data. Particular attention needs to be paid, however, to three human factors: the rulers, the scholars, and last but not least the mass of the people.

Anciently the aristocrats could almost ignore the ignorant masses. But the masses had become far less ignorant. The founder of the Han dynasty was so poor as a young man that his wife—later a reigning empress of supreme and terrible power—worked in the fields with her own hands. But at the same time his younger brother studied philosophy with a disciple of Hsün Tzŭ.¹ We have already noticed that as early as the days of Confucius and Mencius the common people of eastern China had come to enjoy such importance that certain great families cultivated their favour, and found it useful in promoting their political ambitions.

This was not equally true in the relatively uncultured state of Ch’in. We have some evidence that its people did not enjoy the severe repression that their government exercised, any more than a horse likes to be beaten, but like the horse they were
used to it and made little protest. One of the greatest mistakes that the First Emperor of Ch’in made was to suppose that the whole Chinese people could long be confined within the strait jacket of savage discipline to which the people of his native state submitted meekly.

Only a few years passed before a peasant began the rebellion, in the east, and he was immediately joined by all sorts of men, including a number of Confucians and Moists. As one of his chief advisers he had the direct heir of Confucius in the eighth generation. The peasant leader seems to have believed that Confucianism had propaganda appeal to the masses. He and the descendant of Confucius were killed together after a few months, but this did not stop the revolution, which had spread like wildfire. The Ch’in imperial regime virtually collapsed of itself as the result of palace intrigues; but after it had been overthrown, it was still necessary to decide who should found a dynasty to replace it. War continued for several years, between the two most able of the revolutionary generals.

One of these generals, Hsiang Yü by name, was the very type of the hereditary aristocrat. His ancestors had held fiefs, and had been distinguished as generals, for generations. In the field he was so skilful that it is said he never lost a battle of which he was personally in command. His manner was so imposing that, it is reported, men instinctively fell to their knees at his approach, and even the war horses of his adversaries neighed and fled in terror when he bent his piercing gaze upon them. As befitted one so highly bred, he had a very low regard for humanity in general, and enjoyed nothing so much as to boil or burn a captured enemy alive, or order his soldiers to slaughter every man, woman, and child in a captured area.

Since Hsiang Yü was always successful in battle, it may seem a little surprising that he lost the war. He himself was completely baffled by the fact that, although he led his men to victory after victory, his armies slowly melted away until finally he had to commit suicide.
His adversary, who founded the Han dynasty, was the first man of plebeian birth to sit on the Chinese throne. For convenience we may call him by the name that history has given him, Han Kao Tsu. The son of a farmer, he accidentally broke one of the Ch’in laws and had to flee for his life. He became a bandit chief, and when the revolution came emerged as one of the leading generals. It was not as a strategist that he excelled, however, but as a leader of men, one who could select capable strategists and men with other skills and get them to exert themselves in his service.

His self-control was almost incredible. On one occasion, when his army was drawn up opposite that of his enemy, he met Hsiang Yü in full sight of both armies for a parley. Hsiang Yü drew a hidden crossbow and shot him in the chest. Han Kao Tsu was seriously wounded. If his soldiers, who were looking on, had realized this, they would have been dangerously discouraged. Without a moment’s hesitation Han Kao Tsu picked up his foot and cried out, “Oh, this villain has shot me in the toe!”

He was ruthless. He fought by every means, fair or foul, that promised success. He pledged his word and violated it as served his purpose. He was capable of sacrificing the lives of thousands of men and women, and even the lives of his own children, to save his own life.

If this were all, he would have been only another intelligent and ruthlessly ambitious man. But Han Kao Tsu was far more. He was a profound student of psychology. He knew that he could not afford to appear ruthless. Therefore, whenever he could do so without injuring his cause, he was conspicuously generous. He gave his subordinates full credit for all his accomplishments and said that his only merit was that he had appreciated and used their abilities. When some of his followers plotted rebellion he first had them arrested, then pardoned them and restored them to posts of honour. He even treated his common soldiers well, which was unheard-of.
of the people, and should be found upon justice, over the legalistic conception of arbitrary and absolute sovereignty. While Kao-tsu and his successors technically remained absolute sovereigns, in practise their powers were much limited by custom."

Here, then, we have a government that to some extent agrees, in theory, with Confucius' idea of what a government should be: a government run for the people, by ministers selected by a ruler who leaves the administrative authority in their hands. Obviously, it was still far from Confucius' ideal, but it is surprising that a burly ruffian like Han Kao Tsu should have even approximated it.

Kao Tsu was no partisan of the Confucians. He considered them pompous bookworms and liked nothing better than to humiliate them with very vulgar practical jokes. Nevertheless he had some Confucians, including his own younger brother, among his intimate advisers, and they did all they could to Confucianize him, even writing a book for the purpose. Becoming disgusted with the rowdy manners of his rough companions in the court, Kao Tsu called upon a Confucian to devise a simple court ceremonial to be followed. Beyond doubt, however, what chiefly moved this shrewd statesman in favour of Confucianism was its popularity among the people.

It is often supposed that in Han times Confucianism was primarily the doctrine of aristocrats and wealthy landed gentry. This was not the case. Even as late as the first century B.C., after many of them had been made more prosperous by government subsidies, their enemies described the Confucians as a class of poverty-stricken scholars living on poor farms and in mean alleys, wearing plain clothing and torn sandals. As a group, they seem to have remained in economically depressed circumstances throughout the Han period. This very fact, however, kept them in touch with the people, and therefore influential with them.

Han Kao Tsu recognized this and exploited its propaganda
pensions for the aged. He repealed the laws forbidding criticism of the emperor, saying that he wished to hear about his faults. He proposed that he should, in accord with Confucian principles, not leave his throne to his son but, instead, seek out the most virtuous man in the empire and make him his heir; his officials persuaded him, however, that this would not benefit the empire, but endanger it. He lived frugally, and when he died he asked that mourning be limited to the absolute minimum, in order not to trouble the people.

This was not hypocrisy; Emperor Wên was a genuine paragon of Confucian virtue and one of the most benevolent monarchs in all history. Nevertheless he was very superstitious, and was repeatedly imposed upon by adventurers who claimed to possess magic powers. Among the scholars at his court who were officially appointed to study philosophy, all the various doctrines were represented; at first there was only one Confucian among them. Furthermore, when Wên came to choose a tutor for his heir, he chose a man who was a Legalist.⁹

Despite this fact, the Confucians were again dominant at court when the Emperor Wu, the sixth ruler of the dynasty, succeeded to the throne in 140 B.C. It is rather generally held that Emperor Wu was a sincere if perhaps misguided patron of Confucianism, that Confucians were influential at his court, and that Confucianism "triumphed" during his reign.

Yet if we look carefully at the facts that history has preserved for us, it is difficult to avoid the following conclusions: First, while Emperor Wu may have been a Confucian when he first inherited the throne, as a boy of fifteen, he quickly outgrew this phase; during his long adult life he was in fact a Legalist, who made an elaborate pretence of being a Confucian for reasons of policy. Second, the advisers who carried real weight in framing the policies of his government were outspokenly Legalistic and anti-Confucian. Those nominally Confucian officials who held high office at Wu's court were in fact not very good Confucians, and in any case Wu paid almost no attention
rare breed of horses. It is impossible to calculate how many tens of thousands of lives were lost in these incessant expeditions, but we know that they ruined the country economically. Nevertheless, Wu greatly expanded China’s territories; this fact undoubtedly helped to make his repressive measures slightly less unpalatable to the people at large.

Emperor Wu no longer left the administration of government in the hands of his ministers, as Confucius had long ago recommended and as had been the practice, generally speaking, since the founding of the Han dynasty. Instead he held the reins of government himself, and seems to have refrained from confiding really effective power to any of his ministers or advisers, exactly as Han Fei Tzü had recommended. No longer was it lawful, as it had been under the Emperor Wên, to criticize the emperor; such impertinence was punished severely. Nevertheless there was much criticism, especially in Confucian circles, and in 99 B.C. a rebellion broke out. Significantly, it centred around the region of Confucius’ birthplace. When it was suppressed, more than ten thousand persons were executed.¹¹

Not only did Emperor Wu act like a Legalist and have Legalists as his most influential advisers. As more than one scholar has noted, there is considerable reason to believe that he consciously modelled himself after the First Emperor of the Ch’in dynasty. And in his edicts he occasionally quoted from Legalist works, including the Han Fei Tzü, showing that he was acquainted with them, although he was too prudent to name his sources.¹² How, then, did such an emperor ever get the reputation of being a sincere, if perhaps somewhat misguided, patron of Confucianism? In a very interesting manner.

When he became emperor at the age of fifteen, the court was dominated by certain Confucian ministers. Since the boy ruler’s studies had inclined him toward Confucianism, these ministers had no difficulty in getting him to sign a decree barring from office students of certain Legalist works, including those of
Shang Yang and Han Fei Tzü. Apparently this decree was never formally rescinded, but the young emperor’s genuine enthusiasm for Confucianism was short-lived. His grandmother, the powerful Grand Empress Dowager, was an ardent Taoist, and she quickly curbed the power of his Confucian advisers.

The emperor soon found that Confucians were not to his liking. They had not enough respect for his august position and criticized him quite impertinently. Furthermore, he complained (and here the emperor was quite right), they were utterly impractical. They not only opposed needless war but even argued against any reasonable preparedness against the incursions of the savage nomad hordes that ravaged the borders. If the emperor would only meet them with virtue, the Confucians asserted, these barbarians would submit of their own accord. In government too, they said, only virtue and a knowledge of the classics were necessary. Such vulgar trivia as arithmetic and administrative methods were, in their opinion, utterly unworthy of gentlemen.

These men could not possibly have successfully administered Wu’s vast and complex empire. Yet they believed themselves entitled to do so, and they were popular with the people. The fate of the Ch’in dynasty had shown that it was dangerous to offend them. Wu had started his reign with the reputation of being a friend of Confucianism, and he was careful never to lose it. He constantly referred to the Confucian classics in his edicts. He gave positions of high honour – but no power – to two descendants of Confucius. While multiplying the laws and making punishments more savage, he asserted: “My endeavour is to decrease punishments that evil may become less.” While wringing the last ounce of tribute from the people, he repeatedly issued edicts proclaiming the anguish which he felt for their sufferings. For his most predatory schemes he alleged ingeniously plausible motives of the purest benevolence. 18

For some time it had been the practice for scholars, recommended from their home districts, to go to the court and be
examined by the emperor. A famous Confucian named Tung Chung-shu took such an examination early in Wu’s reign. In his examination paper he accused the emperor point-blank of using the Legalistic methods of the Ch’in dynasty, and asserted that his officials were grinding down the people.

The Ch’in First Emperor would have made a martyr of Tung Chung-shu, but Emperor Wu was much more clever. He appointed him as a high minister at the court of a swash-buckling vassal who hated pedants and had the habit of executing ministers who annoyed him. However, Wu’s reasonable expectations were disappointed, for Tung Chung-shu became a favourite of his new master. The emperor tried again, sending him to the court of a still more murderous vassal. This time Tung Chung-shu resigned, as he said, “for reasons of health”, and spent the rest of his life in retirement. During his later years the emperor would from time to time send one of his courtiers to Tung Chung-shu “to ask his advice”. In this way Wu obtained, and still enjoys, the reputation of being a patron of the Confucian scholar, Tung Chung-shu.\footnote{14}

A little later than the examination of Tung Chung-shu, another was held in which one of the hundred scholars examined was a certain Kung-Sun Hung. As a young man he had been a jailer; possibly this gave him the interest in Legalism that he showed later. Discharged for some fault, he became a swine-herd, and late in life studied one of the Confucian classics. He was in his sixties when he wrote an examination for the emperor. His reply, although it had the necessary Confucian façade, was in fact distinctly Legalistic. He said that the emperor must energetically set forth the laws, and use shu, “methods” (it will be recalled that this is a Legalist term). Further, the emperor must “monopolize the handles that control life and death” (this paraphrases a passage in the Han Fei Tzŭ) and keep strong personal control of the government.

The scholars who graded the papers were scandalized at this and graded Kung-Sun Hung’s paper last among the hundred,
When the papers reached the emperor, he moved it up to first place. Here at last was the "Confucian" he needed. He heaped Kung-Sun Hung with honours and soon made him prime minister. The emperor kept him in this position until he died of old age. The government was actually run by the emperor and a small group of Legalistically inclined advisers. The prime minister provided, as another official of the emperor's court tells us, a convenient Confucian façade for the Legalistic operations of the government.

Look up Kung-Sun Hung in almost any history, and you will read that he was a Confucian scholar, a former swineherd whom Emperor Wu honoured so greatly for his knowledge of the classics that he made him his prime minister and ennobled him as a marquis. We may be quite sure that the emperor planned that history should read in this way.

He richly rewarded those nominal Confucians who applauded him and punished those who criticized. Thought control was strict; Tung Chung-shu was once condemned to death for writing a "stupid" book, but the emperor pardoned him. Wu made co-operation with the government attractive by founding the imperial university, in which fifty Confucian students were supported by the state. Offices in the government were increasingly awarded to scholars who performed satisfactorily in the government examinations on the Confucian classics; these examinations gave the emperor a matchless opportunity to influence the direction of Confucian thought and studies.

Because much of the literature had been destroyed in the Ch'in period, scholars were greatly interested in recovering old books, especially the classics. The emperor encouraged this interest in texts, which from his point of view was greatly preferable to the accent that Confucius and Mencius had placed on the criticism of social and political practices.

Around this time there began the great period of the production of commentaries, to explain the ancient books. In these
explanations, Han scholars interpreted all the classical literature in terms of the thought of their own day. It is largely in terms of these commentaries that the classics are still studied and translated in the twentieth century, despite the fact that the Han thinking they set forth is very different from that of the time when the early classics were written.

It is human to want to do things in the easiest way. Few of us will add a column of figures when an adding machine is at hand or think out a difficult problem when a satisfactory short cut makes this unnecessary. We saw that Confucius believed that each individual must think things out for himself, but that almost immediately after his death Confucians began to rely more and more on authority, and to seek easier ways to solve problems.

One such method, divination, had been used in China from remote antiquity. An ancient diviner's manual, the Book of Changes, came in Han times to be considered one of the Confucian classics, despite the fact that Confucius and all the great early Confucians had scorned the practice of divination. Ten appendixes to the Book of Changes were also written; they set forth a method of understanding and even controlling events by means of a mystical science of numbers. These appendixes were probably written by Confucians who were deeply influenced by Taoism. The appendixes pretended, however, to quote Confucius and were even ascribed to his authorship.

Another idea, which possibly began its rise in the fourth century B.C., was that all things may be classified as partaking of the *yin* or negative principle, or the *yang* or positive principle. Everything was classified under these categories. *Yin* is female, *yang* is male. Heaven, the sun, and fire are *yang*; earth, the moon, and water are *yin*. If you want proof, a burning-glass will draw fire from the sun, while a mirror left out at night will collect dew, that is, water, from the moon. It should be noted, however, that this was not a dualism of the Occidental sort,
like that between good and evil or spirit and matter. On the contrary, *yin* and *yang* complemented each other to maintain the cosmic harmony, and might transform into each other; thus winter, which is *yin*, changes into summer, which is *yang*.

Another very important conception that appears to have arisen about the same time is that of the so-called "Five Elements". The Chinese term might better be translated as the "Five Forces". They were: wood, fire, earth, metal, water. With these were correlated five directions, the centre being added to the four cardinal points. Five seasons were also found to correspond to them, by adding a centre season between summer and autumn and calling it "earth", the name of the centre force. There were also added five colours, flavours, odours, numbers, organs of the body, etc., almost ad infinitum.

In philosophy the sequences of these forces are very important. Wood produces (that is, can support) fire; fire produces earth (that is, ashes); earth produces metal; metal produces water (dew deposited on a metal mirror); water produces (that is, makes possible the growth of) wood. The order of their destruction is: water extinguishes fire; fire melts metal; metal cuts wood; wood penetrates earth (either by the roots of trees or by the wooden plough); and earth soaks up or dams the course of water; thus the cycle is again completed.

By means of such divination techniques as those of the *Book of Changes*, and the theories of numerology, *yin* and *yang*, and the five forces, there was developed a vast and intricate system for the analysis and control of phenomena. If the theories had been stated tentatively and checked by experiment, they might well have developed into true science. But since this theorizing was almost completely dogmatic and non-experimental, it never rose above the level of an elaborate pseudo-science.

We have already noted that Taoism early took over a great deal of popular superstition. These pseudo-scientific ideas were also adopted and cultivated in Taoist circles. The First Emperor of the Ch’in dynasty heavily subsidized Taoist magicians,
be used, and so forth, during each month of the year, and what dire calamities would befall if this were not done. Punishments, for instance, such as the death penalty, should be inflicted in autumn; if they were inflicted in spring, "there would be great floods and cold waves, and attacks by plundering raiders." 19 Something more than a century after the publication of the Records on Ceremonial it was ordered, by imperial decree, that such punishments must henceforth always normally be carried out in the autumn. 20

This same work quotes Confucius as having made various statements involving the mystical significance of numbers and as saying that a true ruler must be able to predict the future. 21 Some parts of this sacred Confucian text quote Confucius as speaking like a complete Taoist and attacking the very cardinal principles of Confucianism. 22 Nor do its various portions agree; in one section we find it prescribed, in the Confucian manner, that one should make antiquity his sole study, while elsewhere we find this principle condemned in the manner of the Legalists. 23 There is a good deal of Legalist influence. Whereas Confucianism commonly deplored harsh punishments, we find here many crimes that are said to have been punished, in the ideal times of old, by death without mercy; they include using licentious music, being hypocritical, studying false doctrines, and wearing strange clothing. 24 If one studies the Records on Ceremonial closely, he is compelled to conclude that the Confucians of Han times must have been somewhat confused.

Tung Chung-shu has frequently been called the greatest Confucian of the Han period. A number of examples of his thought have come down to us; the chief of these is the work called Luxuriant Dew from the Spring and Autumn Annals. The following passage from its forty-second chapter illustrates the manner in which he used Taoist and other conceptions in developing his moral and political philosophy:

Heaven has five forces, namely, wood, fire, earth, metal, and water. Wood is first and water last, with earth in the middle. This
is their Heaven-ordained sequence. Wood gives birth to fire, fire gives birth to earth [ashes], earth gives birth to metal, metal gives birth to water, and water gives birth to wood. This is their father-son relationship. Wood occupies the left, metal the right, fire the front, water the rear, and earth the centre. This is the order in which, as fathers and sons, they receive from and transmit to each other. Thus wood receives from water, fire from wood, earth from fire, metal from earth, and water from metal. As transmitters they are all fathers, as receivers, sons. Constantly to rely upon one’s father in order to provide for one’s son is the way (tao) of Heaven.

Therefore wood, living, is nourished by fire;* metal, when dead, is buried by water. Fire delights in wood and nourishes it by means of the yang [solar?] power; water overcomes metal [its “father”], yet mourns it by means of the yin power. Earth, in serving Heaven, shows the utmost loyalty. Thus the five forces provide a pattern of conduct for filial sons and loyal ministers...

The sage, by understanding this, is able to increase his love and lessen his severity, to make more generous his support of the living and more respectful his performance of funeral rites for the dead, and so to conform with the pattern established by Heaven. Thus as a son he gladly cares for his father, as fire delights in wood, and mourns his father, as water overcomest† metal. He serves his ruler as earth reverences Heaven. Thus he can be called a man of “force.”‡ And just as each of the five forces keeps its proper place according to their established order, so officials corresponding to the five forces exert themselves to the utmost by employing their abilities in their respective duties.²⁵

Three centuries earlier Mo Tzu had declared that natural calamities were the expression of Heaven’s displeasure at improper conduct on the part of the ruler. This same idea appears, as we have seen, in the Records on Ceremonial. Tung Chung-shu reduced it to a science. He based his system on the Spring and Autumn Annals, one of the classics which is a skeletonized history of Confucius’ native state for the years 722–481 B.C. and which was erroneously attributed to the authorship of Confucius.²⁶ Tung made an exhaustive analysis of natural phenomena occurring in that work, together with political events that pre-

*“Fire” here probably means the warmth of the sun.
†This “overcoming” probably refers to the way in which the older generation is replaced by the younger.
‡There is an untranslatable pun here, based on the fact that the character hsing that means “force” in “five forces” also means “conduct”.
ceded them. On this basis, he said, whenever in his own day there was a large fire, a flood, a famine, or any such phenomenon, it was only necessary to search the *Spring and Autumn Annals* to find the reason and the remedy.

Thus in the Han period a great variety of pseudo-scientific and even magical practices were grafted on to Confucianism. And this new kind of Confucianism became, as Hu Shih has said, "a great synthetic religion into which were fused all the elements of popular superstition and state worship, rationalized somewhat in order to eliminate a few of the most untenable elements, and thinly covered up under the disguise of Confucian and Pre-Confucian Classics in order to make them appear respectable and authoritative. In this sense, the new Confucianism of the Han Empire was truly the national religion of China." In some Han works we find Confucius described as a god, the son of a certain mythical Black Emperor. At his birth, it is recounted, spirits and dragons hovered in the air over the scene of the nativity.

All this is different enough from the teachings of the scholar of Lu, but there is another aspect of Han Confucianism that would have disturbed Confucius, if he could have known of it, even more. We saw that in the Confucian authoritarianism of Hsün Tzŭ there was already an insistence upon the stratification of society, although the strata were not fixed by heredity. The scholars, Confucian and otherwise, had a strong tendency to consider themselves an elite composed of something far better than common clay. Thus Tung Chung-shu, in arguing against Mencius' idea that human nature is good, says that this is obviously not the case, for otherwise the masses of the people would not be called "the blind", by which he apparently means "the stupid". "Heaven," he says, "endowed the common people with the raw material of goodness, but they could not make themselves good. For this Heaven established the king, to make them good; this was Heaven's intention. . . . The king is charged by Heaven with the duty of teaching the people to
with the oppressive government to be able decisively to control popular favour.

In a sense the dream of the philosophers had come true. China was united, under a sovereign who ruled in the name of the good of the people and repeated the slogans beloved of the philosophers. But the dream proved a nightmare, and the sage emperor, at his worst, a Frankenstein's monster. What could be done? Unless one had influence at court, very little. In the days of Confucius and Mencius and Han Fei Tzŭ, if one did not like one state he could go to another, but now there was nowhere to go. In those days philosophers had rebuked rulers with impunity, but now one might be put to death if he merely acted discourteously toward some worthless favourite of the emperor. We need scarcely be surprised that men's minds were not very creative or if they took refuge in such pastimes as a kind of elaborate and abstruse repartee, and in what Balázs calls "nihilism", an attempt to flee from reality.

We have noted that for a long time there had been a tendency to seek easier and easier formulas to solve problems. This reached a high point in the sort of magical procedures proposed by men like Tung Chung-shu. There was a reaction against his idealogy which took various forms, and some of them were remarkably refined and subtle. On the whole, however, the critics were not very original, and they themselves proposed easy formulas.

The Confucians said, in words that sound like those of Mencius, that it was only necessary to return to the ways of antiquity and to restore the reign of li and justice. The Taoists said that all would be well if everyone would just be natural; they sometimes seem almost to be reciting from the Lao Tzŭ and the Chuang Tzŭ. Some thinkers turned, to find the way out, to Legalism, but they seem to have considered its practice to be a far easier thing than Han Fei Tzŭ ever did; some of them conceive of "law" as almost a metaphysical principle which, if espoused, will solve all problems as if by magic. These latter-day
Legalists insist that the trouble is that men look to the past and do not recognize that new times need new measures; but in making this very point they often seem to be content to parrot Han Fei Tzŭ almost verbatim.

These are generalizations, to which there are always exceptions. An outstanding exception was Wang Ch’ung, who lived from A.D. 27 to about 97. Unlike most scholars of the day, he did not merely study and memorize one or a few classical texts but read widely. Being a poor boy he could not buy books, but browsed constantly in bookshops, and it was said that he could repeat from memory whatever he had read. Being given a small official post he tried, like the very bright young man that he was, to instruct his colleagues and superiors concerning their mistakes. Very soon he had to resign. He wrote several books, of which one long work called the Lun Hêng or Critical Essays has survived.

They certainly were critical. If we consider the environment in which they were produced, it may be doubted whether any other literary work in human history shows a more independent spirit. Wang attacks the entire mode of classical study, saying that it is too narrow. In writing, he says, one should not just comment on the classics, nor imitate what has been done before, but should express one’s own ideas, in clear and understandable language. Although he considers history important, he asserts that modern times are quite as worthy of study as antiquity, and declares that much of what is accepted as history is manifestly false.34

Although Wang apparently considers himself a Confucian, he does not fear to criticize even Confucius himself, accusing him of speaking obscurely, vacillating in his opinions, contradicting himself, and even acting improperly. Much of the trouble sprang, he says, from the fact that Confucius’ disciples did not question him or criticize him enough. All students ought to argue with their teachers, he says, and to accept nothing that the teacher does not prove.35
Wang makes a detailed attack on thousands of the superstitions that were believed even by the learned. It was believed—and is to this day believed by the ignorant—that the bore in the Ch’ien-t’ang River was caused by the spirit of a minister who had been put to death and thrown into the river in the fifth century B.C. Wang makes fun of this and correctly explains that the bore is caused by the entrance of tidal waters into a constricted channel; he also says that tides are correlated with the phases of the moon.\(^{36}\)

To a large extent Wang is a tough-minded mechanist, and therefore a determinist. Heaven and Earth do not produce man purposely, but accidentally. Heaven has no intelligence or will power, and it cannot bless the good or punish the evil. Natural phenomena are just that, not warnings from Heaven. Neither divination as to the future nor pills to prolong life have any effect. Men die when the circumstances cause them to do so, and when they are dead that is the end; there are no ghosts.\(^{37}\)

All this sounds astonishingly modern. Yet since Wang Ch’ung was not superhuman he could not entirely escape the beliefs of his age. Although he refuted many superstitions, he solemnly averred that a variety of miracles recorded by tradition had indeed taken place.\(^{38}\) His criticisms are often as pedantic and ill-grounded as the propositions he attacks, and he is often inconsistent. Furthermore, as Fung Yu-lan has well said, he is so predominantly a destructive critic, and offers so little of his own that is constructive, that in fact his thought is not as important as many contemporary scholars suppose it to be.\(^{39}\)

What was his influence on Han thought? A number of scholars of the present day have held that he strongly affected the reaction against the traditional Confucianism in the second century A.D. But this seems doubtful. The very fact that much of Wang Ch’ung’s thought appears so reasonable to us indicates that it would probably have seemed absurd, if not incomprehensible, to many of his contemporaries. There seems to be no evidence that the Critical Essays was even known in scholarly
happening. For roughly a thousand years the Chinese mind was largely dominated by Buddhism.

If the Buddhist view of the world is different from the Chinese, it is also different from our own. To understand it we must look briefly at the way it came into being and at the history of the people who created it.

Our earliest knowledge of Indian history comes from the hymns that make up the Vedas. They were written by a people known as the Indo-Aryans, who were related to the Iranians. Their language, called "Vedic Sanskrit", belonged to the Indo-European family of languages and thus was related to all the principal languages of Europe. These people are believed to have moved into India from the north-west, at some time perhaps in the neighbourhood of 2000 B.C. They are thought to have been tall and fair-skinned; as they spread down into India, they came into contact with the short, dark Dravidian people of the region. The earliest culture that we know from the Vedas is one in which men lived heartily and joyously, without the weariness of life that came to dominate Hinduism a little later. Yet even in this early day we find certain attributes that are to persist. These Indians put tremendous emphasis on their religion. And even the earliest Veda asks whether in the beginning there was being, or not being.¹

As Hinduism developed, several characteristics became prominent. Perhaps the most basic idea of all is that of reincarnation. It was (and still is) generally believed in India that the life that one now lives is only one in a great series of lives that extends far back into the past. One may formerly have been, and may again be in the future, incarnated as an animal or even as a god, or at least a godlike being.

Since one may be reborn in various forms and places, there must be a cause for these differences. There is; and quite fairly and logically the Hindus say that this cause is the sum total of one’s deeds in his past existences. Since the Sanskrit word for "deed" is karma, this idea is known as the doctrine of karma.
stand the rise of Buddhism. It is generally agreed that the individual known as "the Buddha" was a man who really lived, although there is much difference of opinion even among scholars about some of the facts of his life. The tradition of southern Buddhism dates his birth in 623 B.C., but most scholars seem to agree that he lived from about 560 to about 480 B.C. If so, he was a slightly older contemporary of Confucius; but it is most unlikely that either man ever heard of the other. Scholars differ even as to what were the essentials of his teaching. All we can do is to pick our way carefully among those portions of the tradition that most scholars seem to accept as valid. For our present purpose the nature of the tradition itself is important.

The family name of the Buddha, by which he is often called, was Gautama. He was the son of the ruler of a small state in northern India. He married and had a son; but at the age of twenty-nine, according to tradition, he gave up his ordinary life and left home to pursue a religious life. This was not an unusual thing to do in India at that time; many members of the upper classes became religious wanderers. He studied with two teachers successively, practicing meditation and asceticism, but was not satisfied that the way of either would certainly lead to salvation. He wandered on, seeking the true path. He fasted until he was nearly dead, but to no avail. Finally, while sitting under the famous "tree of enlightenment", he went through several stages of meditation, at the end of which he could say: "Rebirth has been destroyed... I have no more to do with this world." He had become "the Buddha", that is to say, "the Enlightened One". He had apparently entered nirvana even in this life, and in any case would not be born again.

At first he despaired of being able to communicate to others the truth that he had discovered. At length, however, he became convinced that it was his duty to try to enlighten others, and he did so.

His doctrine, as it is set forth in various scriptures, is based on the law of causation. Existence is an evil to be got rid of.
Taoism and sometimes even included Taoist deities in their temples.

Taoism, which in late Chou and Han times had absorbed a vast amount of Chinese magical practices and popular religion, copied Buddhism by establishing temples, monks, nuns, scriptures, and doctrines which in many respects are astonishingly similar. The Taoists, however, were not so tolerant of the Buddhists as the Buddhists were of them; perhaps their extensive borrowing from Buddhism left them with a bad conscience. The Taoists said that Lao Tzu had gone to India and taught the Buddha, so that Buddhism was nothing more than an offshoot of Taoism. The Buddhists and the Taoists were commonly rivals for influence at the Chinese court, and Taoists were very often the instigators of moves by the government to curb Buddhism in China.

We have seen that early Buddhism is sometimes called “Hinayana Buddhism”. This name was given to it by the advocates of a variety of Buddhism developed later, which they called “Mahayana”. This means “great vehicle”; they patronizingly called the earlier form “Hinayana”, “lesser vehicle”, to distinguish it. The Mahayana was developed in India, possibly around the beginning of the Christian Era. Its most essential difference is the place it gives to the bodhisattva, literally, “being of enlightenment”. A bodhisattva is a being who has qualified to enter nirvana and become a Buddha, but who voluntarily renounces this privilege in order to remain among the still unenlightened beings of the universe and work for their salvation. He is a heroic figure, revered and even worshipped for his suffering, toil, and compassion for others. The Mahayana Buddhists consider the striving for personal attainment of nirvana that characterized the Hinayana to be selfish.

In general, Mahayana Buddhism caters to the popular tastes, developing to the highest degree those superstitious and mythological elements which were not pronounced in early Buddhism. We also find in the Mahayana a great deal of metaphysical
speculation, dealing with the sort of subjects that the Buddha refused to discuss because, he said, they were unprofitable. The embarrassing problem of the difference between the two teachings is dealt with openly in one of the most famous Mahayana scriptures. It quotes the Buddha himself as saying that he had at first taught only the Hinayana doctrine because men were not yet ready for the superior truth of the Mahayana.5

It appears that the first Buddhist scriptures translated into Chinese were Hinayana, but some Mahayana materials were translated as early as the second century A.D., and most of the translations after the fifth century were Mahayana.

Although Buddhism was known in China by the beginning of the Christian Era and perhaps even earlier, it appears to have had little influence in Chinese scholarly circles for several centuries. In Chinese literature it seems to have been mentioned very little until the third century. Among the masses, however, it was spreading. An especially fertile field for propagation of the new faith was provided by the peoples from the north and west who invaded China and carved out states over which they ruled as conquerors. Some of their rulers became devout converts, and it is said that by 381 nine-tenths of the people of northwest China were Buddhists.6 The famous Indian monk Kumarajiva was made a government official at Hsian shortly after 400; he organized a bureau, numbering hundreds of monks in its personnel, which translated ninety-four Buddhist texts under his supervision. At about this same time a Chinese emperor, whose domain was now limited to southern China, became a Buddhist.

A century later Emperor Wu (reigned 502–49), the founder of the Liang dynasty, began his reign as a Confucian, but after a few years he was converted to Buddhism. He publicly lectured on Buddhist scriptures, collected the first Chinese Buddhist canon, wrote on Buddhism, and three times retired to a monastery. He also issued edicts forbidding the sacrificing of animals, which is against the Buddhist doctrine of noninjury. In later
concepts of his teaching. . . . The icons are only as human as they must be for mass recognition. They are so dehumanized that the worshipper is carried beyond them to the abstractions they represent.”

The Chinese are tolerant. They see nothing wrong in taking part in ceremonies in a Buddhist, a Taoist, and a Confucian temple on the same day. Buddhists are tolerant too. We have noted their attitude toward Taoism. They said that a certain bodhisattva was an incarnation of Confucius, and Lewis Hodous reports that there was at one time “a Buddhist temple to Confucius” in Shantung. The Chinese deity “Heaven” is honoured in certain Buddhist ceremonies. The virtue of filial piety was not wholly lacking even in Indian Buddhism; but in China it was accorded a special emphasis in keeping with the customs of the country. Buddhist temples have been built to accord with the Chinese system of magical ideas, involving the five forces and so forth, known as feng shui.

It would be a great error to suppose that all Chinese Buddhists have been ignorant folk ensnared by talk of magic and naïve superstitions. I have had the privilege of being rather intimately acquainted with a Chinese scholar who was a devout Buddhist, a most intelligent man who was by no means without a sense of humour. He never talked about his religion, but it gave him a serenity and a gentleness that were as impressive as they were unobtrusive.

The ethical code of Buddhism is one which, with slight exception, would win the approval of moral men everywhere. The ethics of Buddhism, quite as much as its spectacular promises, has been important in winning over the Chinese.

Even among the different sects of Christianity there are numerous doctrines that appeal to a variety of temperaments. In Buddhism this is even more true. One strain of thought in Indian Buddhism, which was brought to China by a famous monk in the seventh century, attained a highly rarefied plane of metaphysical reflection. As Clarence H. Hamilton explains
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it, it taught that “the universe is mental representation only”, and sought “to prove that the seemingly external, substantial world is but the fabrication of our own consciousness, the purpose being to free us from the fear of it and from attachment to it”. Its technique was, at least in part, that of meditation.

Such subtle metaphysics seems to have had only a limited appeal in China. Another strain of thought, which also gave the primary emphasis to meditation, came to have a more pervasive influence not only upon Buddhism but upon all Chinese thought. Its name comes from a Sanskrit word meaning “meditation”, translated into Chinese and then into Japanese; in the West it is almost universally known by the Japanese term as “Zen Buddhism”.

Even to begin to explain Zen properly would require an entire book and far more wisdom than the author of this one can command. The history of Zen in China is disputed and need not concern us. A part of its background would seem to lie in teachings like those of a Chinese monk who flourished around 400, who declared that the world of Buddha is not some distant “Pure Land”, but the world around us; that all sentient beings possess the Buddha-nature; and that all, even opponents of Buddhism, may attain Buddhahood by sudden enlightenment, if they only realize this fact.

As Zen developed it was believed that enlightenment could be attained by practices of meditation learned from India, such, for instance, as contemplating a blank wall. One influential school taught that no special technique was necessary; one need only act straightforwardly and intelligently. If a disciple of a Zen master asked the meaning of the Buddhist Trinity, he might be told, “Corn, wheat, and beans,” or he might be given a box on the ear. He was expected to think things out for himself. There was a tendency to discard externals, even the scriptures. Zen monks participated in the manual labour of the monastery. Hu Shih writes: “The Zen monasteries were the great centres of philosophical speculation and discussion throughout
the ninth and tenth centuries. It was not until Zennism had superseded practically all the other sects that the Zennist monasteries came to take up the older rituals and worships which they, as publicly supported institutions, were now expected to perform."^{18}

Iconoclasrn sometimes went far. A monk is said to have entered a temple and spat on the image of Buddha; when reproached, he said: "Please show me a place to spit where there is no Buddha." Another, one cold night, chopped up a wooden image of Buddha for firewood. Here are some of the pungent sayings of a famous ninth-century monk, as translated by Hu Shih:

"The wise seek not the Buddha. The Buddha is the great murderer who has seduced so many people into the pitfall of the prostituting Devil." "The old Barbarian rascal [the Buddha] claims that he had survived the destruction of three worlds. Where is he now? Did he not also die after 80 years of age? Was he in any way different from you?" "O ye wise men, disengage your body and your mind! Give up all and free yourself from all bondages."

"Here in my place, there is not a single truth for you to take home. I myself don't know what Zen is. I am no teacher, knowing nothing at all. I am only an old beggar who begs his food and clothing and daily moves his bowels. What else have I to do? But allow me to tell you: Have nothing to do; go and take an early rest!"^{19}

Karl L. Reichelt says that the leaders of the most famous school of Zen in China "have constantly maintained that man in himself has the powers which are needed to attain sanctification, and can himself create his own happiness and overcome his difficulties, if only he has the right view of the true character of his human nature."^{20}

It is perfectly obvious that all this is remarkably similar to early Taoist philosophy, as we find it for instance in the Lao Tzü and the Chuang Tzü. It is perhaps even more strikingly similar to some Taoist philosophy that we find in late Han times. There is general agreement that at least some degree of Taoist influence is apparent in Zen, and it has been alleged that Zen is not really Buddhism at all, but a revolt against it. Can we say, then,
that the Chinese reply to the challenge of Buddhism came within this very influential Buddhist school itself? There may be some truth to this. But it is also true that, while Zen discards many of the trappings of the Mahayana, much of what is left is remarkably like early Indian Buddhism. Indeed, it seems probable that the original teaching of Gautama, who said that each man must find nirvana for himself, was in many ways extraordinarily similar to Zen.

We have seen that by late Han times Confucianism had become thoroughly impregnated with Taoist metaphysics, and that it strongly emphasized tradition and antique ritual. It had not completely lost its historic role as champion of the common people. But it fulfilled it so ineffectively that the oppressed masses turned for relief rather to the kind of Taoist doctrine that was preached by the Yellow Turbans, who promised an era of unheard-of peace and happiness. When this dream of heaven on earth proved illusory, most Chinese, during the troubled centuries that followed, accepted the Buddhist promise of happiness after death. This, at least, could not be proved false. From the third through the sixth century A.D. Buddhism was the dominant intellectual force in China, followed by its Chinese imitator, Taoism. Even those scholars who continued to study the Confucian classics seem to have become deeply tinged with Taoism and Buddhism.

Some study of the classics did continue, however, and when China was again unified under the T’ang dynasty (618–906), the official bureaucracy came to be recruited in considerable part by competitive examinations based principally on the Confucian classics. In this period, while Buddhism was enjoying its peak of influence and official favour, Confucianism began the remarkable resurgence that was ultimately to eclipse, in intellectual influence, the imported doctrine.

By the compensatory process that often operates, the very success of Buddhism caused it to become identified with various
political and economic abuses. Powerful monks, enjoying favour at court and controlling vast properties, sometimes found it quite unnecessary to be bound by the moral code of the order. These things naturally brought Buddhism into ill repute. At the same time the Confucians, almost shorn of prestige and influence, could no longer bask in the complacency that had characterized their predecessors of Han times. Confucianism gradually acquired a new standing as the doctrine of those who sought reform, not only in philosophy but also in the realm of practical affairs.

Despite the tremendous success of Buddhism in China, it would seem that in a sense it was always somewhat alien to the Chinese mind, which is normally practical, a bit sceptical, and eminently this-worldly. We have seen that in Zen even Chinese Buddhism discarded much of the trappings of the Mahayana and came to be much like early Taoism. Nevertheless, the wholly devoted practitioner of Zen had to become a monk, though it is a little hard to see why, on its philosophical premises, this is so.

In T'ang times we find a famous Confucian scholar asserting that by means of such techniques as meditation one may attain enlightenment and become, not a Buddha, but a Sage. While doing this, however, one does not retire from, but continues fully to participate in, the family, the government, and the usual activities of a moral man. Here we have Zen carried to what would probably seem to most Chinese minds its logical conclusion. This did not lead to the attainment of nirvana, but an essential characteristic of nirvana was freedom from rebirth, and traditional Chinese thought had never believed in rebirth anyway.

If Gautama, the Buddha, had ever crossed the mountains and preached his doctrine to Confucius, Confucius would probably have replied somewhat as follows: "What you say is interesting, and may be true. But your doctrine of reincarnation would require a great deal of proof, which I do not see how you
can provide. A part of your ethics is admirable, but taken as a whole your programme offers little or nothing to remedy the grave political, social, and economic problems by which men are oppressed. On the contrary, it would probably make them worse."

To the Chinese of Confucius' day this argument would have carried conviction. By the T'ang dynasty, however, the Chinese in general had become so accustomed to the complexities of Buddhist – and Taoist – cosmological theories that a simple and matter-of-fact philosophy seemed to them to lack something. One could not hope to wean them away from such doctrines except by a bold frontal attack on the whole metaphysical system. The time came, as we shall see, when a few Confucians made such an attack, but the time was not yet.

During the Sung dynasty, which lasted from 960 to 1279, there arose what is commonly called "Neo-Confucianism". Its beginnings quite clearly go back to the T'ang period. Neo-Confucianism sought to show that Confucianism could offer everything desirable that Buddhism could, and more. Specifically it undertook, first, to match the Buddhist cosmology; second, to explain the world and the Confucian ethics metaphysically; and finally, while doing these things, to justify social and political activity and to vindicate men's right to find happiness in the ordinary pursuits of the normal life.

Cosmology and metaphysics could not easily be derived from the statements of Confucius in the Analects. A few Neo-Confucians even said, as some practitioners of Zen did within Buddhism, that the authority of the scriptures was not of crucial importance. In general, however, it was found possible to read everything necessary into the words of Confucius by rather elaborate interpretations.

In dealing with the philosophy of Mencius we noted that certain of his ideas diverge considerably from the matter-of-fact attitude of Confucius and embody an almost mystical element that points toward Taoist thought. It was to Mencius and to
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Book of Changes, and there is no doubt that this influenced those Neo-Confucians who developed a very similar cosmology based on the same book. In fact, Fung Yu-lan has shown that the very Diagram of the Supreme Ultimate, which was accepted as a fundamental exposition of cosmology by all Sung Neo-Confucians (even though they might differ about its meaning), is almost identical with a diagram published in a Taoist work of earlier date.21 One school of Neo-Confucianism accused its principal rival of deriving inspiration from Taoism; the rival school retorted that the doctrine of its accuser had more resemblance to Zen Buddhism than to Confucianism. In fact, both schools were influenced by both Taoism and Buddhism.

There were many varieties of Sung Neo-Confucianism, but two schools predominated. The leader of one of these schools, the most famous of all Neo-Confucians and the most influential single Chinese philosopher during the last thousand years, was Chu Hsi, who lived from 1130 to 1200.

Chu Hsi came of a literary family, and even as a boy he was a serious student. While quite young he studied Taoism and Buddhism; it has been alleged, though there is doubt of this, that he once became a Buddhist monk. In any case he early became a firm Confucian. He held official posts of considerable importance, and in these he made a special point of strengthening education in the colleges. He had many students, and his recorded conversations with them reveal a strong, versatile intelligence and an attractive personality. He wrote extensively. His commentaries on a number of the most important classics were officially approved, as embodying the interpretations to be considered as correct in the government examinations, from 1313 until the examinations were abolished in 1905.

Chu Hsi brought together ideas developed by a number of predecessors in the Neo-Confucian movement, combined them with his own genius, and elaborated a philosophic system. Probably its most central conception is that of "principle", li. Although in modern Chinese this is pronounced identically
one could but realize that it is human desire that thus obscures his true nature, he would be enlightened.”

In some respects this is remarkably similar to the doctrines of Gautama and of Zen Buddhism.

The reader will also have noticed the resemblance between Chu Hsi’s conception of *li* or “principle” and the doctrine of “ideas” or “forms” in the dialogues of Plato. At some points the similarities are remarkable, as, for instance, in the *Phaedo*, where Socrates is quoted as saying that the mind best perceives absolute truth “when she takes leave of the body, and has as little as possible to do with it, when she has no bodily sense or desire, but is aspiring after true being”.

There is a famous passage in the *Great Learning* which was considered important as early as T’ang times and has continued, variously interpreted, to be emphasized in Neo-Confucian philosophy up to our own day. It reads:

Those who ancienly wished to exemplify illustrious virtue to the whole world, first ordered well their own states. Wishing to order well their states, they first regulated their families. Wishing to regulate their families, they first cultivated their own characters. Wishing to cultivate their characters, they first rectified their hearts. Wishing to rectify their hearts, they first made their thoughts sincere. Wishing to make their thoughts sincere, they first extended their knowledge to the utmost. This extending of their knowledge to the utmost lay in the investigation of things.

Chu Hsi laid great stress on “the investigation of things” as the means of attaining moral understanding. “When one has worked at this for a long time,” he wrote, “a day will dawn when suddenly everything will become clear . . . and the mind and its operations will be completely enlightened.”

The resemblance of this to Zen is, of course, considerable.

In the political sphere there is, Chu Hsi said, a *li* or principle that establishes the ideal type of political conduct. This is the *Tao*, the Way. When the actual government corresponds to this ideal government, it is good; when it differs from it, it is bad. But although this *Tao* was not made by men and is eternal and
thought,” he said, “is a waste of time. But thought without study is dangerous.” He reported that he had tried meditation as a means of seeking the truth, but found it to be useless. Instead, he recommended broad inquiry and experience, supplemented by a rational testing and arrangement of the facts that experience yields.

Mencius, however, placed less emphasis on study and experience. He stated flatly that man is good by his very nature, and that if one desires to be virtuous he needs only to cultivate his original nature. Even the knowledge of right and wrong, Mencius said, is innate. In the Mencius we read: “All things are complete within me.” “By exhaustively examining one’s own mind, one may understand his nature. One who understands his nature understands Heaven.”

It is evident that such ideas would be very useful to anyone who wished to erect, upon an orthodox Confucian foundation, a system of thought resembling that of Zen Buddhism. As early as the T’ang dynasty it was asserted that the pure Confucian tradition had ended with Mencius; this of course excluded Hsun Tzü, who during Han times had been rather more highly esteemed in Confucian circles than Mencius. The emphasis was placed on meditation by the famous T’ang Confucian Li Ao, who quoted the Book of Changes to prove that one may attain enlightenment by a process of quiescent meditation in which one does not think. His philosophy was based partly on the ideas of Mencius, and had a remarkable resemblance to Zen Buddhism.

Lu Hsiang-shan, who carried forward this stream of thought, was born in 1139, nine years after the birth of Chu Hsi. At the age of thirty-four he passed the highest state examination, receiving the degree that is often translated as “the doctorate”. His official career was passed in the Imperial Academy and

*Mencius 7(1)4.1, 7(1)1.1. As was indicated earlier, I feel uncertain whether this first portion of Book 7 really represents the thought of Mencius. But in any case it has been very generally accepted and quoted as genuine.
later in minor government posts. As a magistrate he was so honest and effective that he was recommended for promotion, but he refused it. His greatest interest was always in teaching. When not in office he lectured at his native place, where a lecture hall was erected for him, and students came from great distances to listen. Even Chu Hsi is said to have admitted that most of the scholars of eastern China were disciples of Lu. The two eminent philosophers met and wrote letters to each other, in an effort to resolve the differences in their ideas, but finally they had to agree to disagree. Lu suffered from recurring illness. On January 3, 1193, he told his family, “I am dying.” When they were distressed he told them to remember that, after all, death “is only a natural event”. A week later he died.33

Perhaps the most basic difference between Chu Hsi and Lu lay in their metaphysics. Chu Hsi, as we have seen, believed that all things are composed of li, “principle”, and ch’i, which is more or less akin to our idea of “substance”. But Lu believed that everything that exists is nothing but li. Thus Lu is a monist, and certainly monistic thought as such seems to be more like early Chinese thought than does Chu Hsi’s dualism. Yet the particular type of monism that Lu taught has much in common with some currents of Indian thought and with Zen Buddhism; and Chu Hsi’s pupils attacked it on this ground.

Chu Hsi said that we should seek knowledge by “investigating things”, not merely their li or principles. Our ultimate goal is to understand the li, but, in order to understand this abstraction, we must examine its concrete manifestations. Lu said, however, that since things are so numerous that we cannot investigate them all, what we should do is rather to investigate their li or principles. This is relatively easy, since all principles are really one, and one’s own mind is one with the one great principle. In fact, he said, “the universe is my mind; my mind is the universe”.34 Thus as Mencius said, “All things are complete within me,” and one who truly understands his own mind will understand everything.
The doctrine of the mind was an important point of difference between Lu and Chu Hsi. Chu Hsi said that man’s nature is *li* ("principle"), but that the mind is composed of a combination of *li* and *ch’i* ("substance"). This must be so, he believed, because the mind is active and characterized by feelings and emotions, but *li* is pure, without consciousness, and eternally unchanging. Lu, however, like Mencius, was more interested in ethics than in metaphysics, and he says that the nature, mind, and feelings are all the same thing seen from different aspects. Thus, like Mencius, he believes that the process of moral cultivation consists in looking for one’s "lost mind", that is, one's true nature, which was originally good.

Lu also resembles Mencius in his doctrine of evil. Chu Hsi had explained evil as arising from differences in men’s *ch’i*, their "substance" (this also was like one of Mencius’ arguments). But Lu said that men’s originally good nature was led astray by external things, so that their minds were contaminated by desire.

Lu advocated practical methods for regaining the "lost mind". "For man," he said, "there is nothing prior to knowing himself."\(^{35}\) One must also establish his own independent character and become master of himself, and he must embody what he had learned in practical moral conduct. For attaining knowledge, Lu recommended the practice of "quiet sitting", meditation, much in the manner of Zen Buddhism. All these techniques, he said, if practiced assiduously, would lead to the sudden realization that one’s own mind is one with the totality of all things. This is extremely similar to the statement of one of the Upanishads: "That art Thou." In some ways it is almost identical with the doctrine of sudden enlightenment of Zen Buddhism. Lu says: "If one plumbs, investigates into, sharpens, and refines himself, a morning will come when he will gain self-enlightenment."\(^{38}\)

Lu seems also to have been influenced by Zen Buddhism in his comparative neglect of the authority of written texts and in the fact that he himself wrote relatively little. This undoubtedly
away from them. Other Chinese scholars went much further in their criticisms. The time was at hand for a major revolt among China's most vigorous thinkers, not only against Buddhism and Taoism but also against Neo-Confucianism itself.
CHAPTER XI

The reaction against Neo-Confucianism

Buddhism continues important in China to this day, especially among the common people. As an intellectual force it played some part even in connection with the revolution that overthrew the Manchu dynasty. Notwithstanding these facts, it is undoubtedly true that in recent centuries Buddhism has exerted less influence than it formerly did in intellectual circles.

During the last four centuries two new forces have arisen to play major roles in the development of Chinese thought. One of these is the revolt against Neo-Confucianism. The other is the impact of the West. The latter, at first of minor importance, has grown until there are now those who predict that, in the future, Western ideas will displace China’s traditional thought almost entirely. The revolt against Neo-Confucianism, however, was a move in quite a different direction. It was in large measure a reaction against the influence of Buddhism, which it sought to counteract by going back to what were conceived to be the true teachings of Confucius and Mencius.

We have seen that in Han times, especially under the Emperor Wu, the attempt was made to warp Confucianism so far from its original nature, as a force for political and social reform, as to make it the handmaiden of monarchical despotism. Although never completely successful, this attempt was continued in most periods henceforward. Sacrifices to Confucius were established by imperial decree in A.D. 59. Interestingly enough, it was the Mongol and Manchu dynasties that particularly outdid themselves in offering elaborate and flattering sacrifices to the Chinese sage. By this means these invaders hoped to win over at least the scholars among their conquered subjects.

The ineradicably democratic spirit of early Confucianism
dynasty) times, large numbers of scholars stood in more or less avowed opposition to the government. Many of them also stood out against the oppression of the people, and some of them lost their lives for this, in the best Confucian tradition. It was natural that some of them were moved to oppose the kind of Confucian orthodoxy that the government espoused, namely, Neo-Confucianism. Hu Shih has observed that "Neo-Confucianism developed in a united empire of absolute rule and as a political philosophy failed to grasp the democratic spirit of classical Confucianism and tended to strengthen the hand of despotism". It was under the hated dynasty of the Mongols that Chu Hsi's commentaries on several classics had first been made the official standard of correctness for the governmental examinations.

It is probable that the factor of Western influence, then in its infancy, played some part in the reaction against Neo-Confucianism, and in a very curious manner. Shortly before 1600 a few Jesuit missionaries gained access to China. By means of their learning some of them came to occupy posts of considerable importance in the Chinese government. Their first concern was to convert the Chinese to Christianity. For this purpose, as well as because they were intelligent and curious men, they studied Chinese literature and philosophy very thoroughly. As a result, some of them became extraordinarily impressed with the philosophy of Confucius, which they declared to be very similar to Christian morality. At the same time they asserted that the metaphysics of Neo-Confucianism had not been derived from Confucius at all but from Buddhism.

It is known that these Jesuit scholars were at least in indirect contact with some of the Chinese scholars who opposed Neo-Confucianism. The sequence of events is such that it appears possible that the Chinese philosophical movement may have been influenced, in some degree, by this criticism by alien observers. It also appears that the Chinese philosophers took over, from the Jesuits, scientific techniques in such fields as
Manchus. He was imprisoned for a brief period, but later the Manchus urged him to take office. He replied, "If you insist, I shall commit suicide." In 1679 he settled down in a small town, to study and teach until his death in 1682.

As a scholar Ku was omnivorous, collecting and collating information through extensive travels and wide reading in all sorts of books. This was an important corrective to the narrowly classical scholarship of the day. Perhaps his greatest contribution was in the study of phonetics, in which he continued and amplified the work of his predecessors; he popularized the use of phonetics as a tool for philological and historical research. He was also an historical geographer of note and a compiler and student of ancient inscriptions on stone and bronze.

As a philosopher he vigorously attacked the Neo-Confucianism of Lu Hsiang-shan and Wang Yang-ming, which he clearly saw to be indebted to Zen Buddhism. He had observed that most of his contemporaries, steeped in Neo-Confucian studies, took little effective action against the evils that corrupted the Ming government and oppressed the people. They were also incapable of withstanding the Manchu invasion. Still worse, from his point of view, many of them readily gave their allegiance and service to the foreign regime. He wrote:

Alas, the scholars of the last century and more have constantly talked of "mind" and "human nature" but have been so confused that they could not explain them. Confucius seldom spoke about "fate" or "benevolence", and his disciple Tzü-kung had never heard him talk about "human nature" or "the Way of Heaven". The scholars of today are different from this. They ... discourse at length about "mind" and "human nature", but neglect Confucius' method of "studying much and remembering it" in order to seek "one principle to connect it". Forgetting that the whole country is afflicted with distress and poverty, they say nothing of this but spend their whole time in expatiating upon the "lofty", the "minute", the "essential", and the "uniform".

It must be, then, that their doctrines are superior to those of Confucius, and their disciples more worthy than Tzü-kung ... as to this, I do not presume to know.
The whole book of Mencius repeatedly discusses "mind" and "human nature", but the questions asked by... [his disciples] and the answers Mencius gives commonly have to do with practical questions of how to conduct oneself. Thus Confucius seldom spoke about "human nature", "fate", or "Heaven", but present-day scholars constantly discuss them. Confucius and Mencius constantly discussed practical questions of conduct, but present-day scholars seldom mention them. . . .

In my humble opinion the Way of a sage is [in the words of Confucius] to be "widely versed in learning" and "in one's personal conduct to have a sense of moral obligation". 7 "Learning" has to do with everything from one's personal conduct to affairs of state. The "sense of moral obligation" applies to every relationship - those of the son, the subject, the brother, and the friend - and to every problem of social intercourse. The sense of moral obligation is extremely important. One should [as Confucius said] feel no shame at "wearing shabby clothes and eating poor food". 8 But one should feel deeply ashamed if he does nothing to alleviate the poverty of the common people. 9

Ku Yen-wu blamed the philosophy of Lu Hsiang-shan and Wang Yang-ming for the complacence and subservience to monarchical authority of many of his contemporaries. Yet one among them (whom Ku Yen-wu admired despite the fact that he was an avowed follower of Wang Yang-ming) dared to express ideas so liberal that he was hailed more than two centuries later as an early revolutionary.

This scholar, Huang Tsung-hsi (1610-95), was the son of a Ming dynasty official who dared to defy the corrupt eunuch clique that dominated the court. For this the father was executed when his son was sixteen. Two years later Huang Tsung-hsi went to the capital and exacted vengeance for his father's death by his own hand. 10 These early experiences undoubtedly contributed toward the low esteem in which he held the monarchical institution as it existed in his own day. Nevertheless, after China was invaded by the Manchus, he led troops and held office during the vain attempts to save the Ming dynasty. Once the Manchu dynasty was established he retired to a life of study, writing, and teaching, resisting all attempts to appoint him to office.
A book that Huang wrote in 1662 included an essay called "On Monarchy". Anciently, he said, rulers were exceptional men who were willing to set aside their own welfare and labour for the public good. Such were the sage rulers of antiquity. But later rulers were not so. Huang described them as follows:

They considered themselves to be the dispensers of the benefits and evils of the world. They considered it quite proper that they should take all the benefits to themselves while turning all the evils toward others. They forbade their subjects to act selfishly, but called the great selfishness of the ruler "the public good". At first they felt some shame about this, but as time went on they became quite accustomed to it.

They looked upon the world as their huge private estate, which they handed down to their sons and grandsons to enjoy in perpetuity. . . . Anciently the people were regarded as the hosts, and the ruler as merely a guest; the ruler spent his whole life in working for the welfare of the people. Today, however, the ruler is considered the host while the people are guests on his estate; thus there is not a single spot where the people may enjoy themselves in peace, and all because of the ruler.

Before an aspirant for the throne has won it, he causes great numbers of people to be butchered and families to be torn asunder, all in order to enlarge his property. Concerning this he feels no pity; he says, "I am establishing a patrimony for my descendants." After he has gained the throne, he grinds the very bones of the people with toil and tears families apart, all to provide licentious pleasures for himself. He considers this perfectly proper; he says, "This is my profit on my property."

Certainly, then, the great scourge of the empire is its ruler! If no ruler had ever been set up, then men would be able to act for their own benefit. How can it be supposed that the establishment of the monarchy was intended to bring about such conditions as prevail today?

Anciently the people loved and supported their ruler, looking upon him as a father, considering him to be like Heaven, and in fact he was. Nowadays the people resent and hate their ruler, regarding him as a thieving enemy, calling him a "mere fellow" without any rightful claim to their allegiance, and in fact he is.
a short distance, this is still good although not the best. How can it be called bad? When there are incorrect phenomena which seduce the eye and obscure its vision, then there are evil sights; here for the first time we may apply the term “bad”. But is this seduction the fault of the eye’s nature? Is it the fault of its physical substance? If we say that it is the fault of its physical substance, we then have to say that the eye’s nature can be perfect only if the eye itself is not present.\textsuperscript{18}

Yen Yüan had nothing but scorn for bookworms. He described scholars as “sitting majestically in their studies, every one of them a frail weakling, laughed at by soldiers and farmers—what sort of behaviour is this for a man?”\textsuperscript{14} Reading books is useless, he declared, unless one puts what one learns from them into practice. Can one learn to play a musical instrument, he asks, merely by endlessly reading books about it, without ever actually laying one’s hands on the instrument? In the same way one has to put into practice what he learns from the classics, if his study is to mean anything.\textsuperscript{15}

The sage rulers of antiquity as well as the Duke of Chou and Confucius were, Yen wrote, “all sages who taught the necessity of action. And they themselves all worked practically to bring about the right way in the world. . . . The Han and T’ang dynasties inherited only one or two tenths of this active spirit. But the Chin [A.D. 265–419] and Sung [960–1279] dynasties unhinkingly approved of the Buddhist doctrine of ‘the void’ and of Lao Tzu’s ‘non-action’. They also approved the procedure of Chou, Ch’êng, Chu [Hsi], and Shao [all Sung Neo-Confucians], who sat in meditation and worked with nothing but their mouths and pens. To sum it up, none of these acted, men’s faculties atrophied, and the way of the sages was lost.”\textsuperscript{16}

Yen’s prescription was practical action to remedy the ills of the world. He said that the Confucian scholars of his own day ought to work at some practical calling like farming or medicine or divination, at the same time that they pursued their studies.\textsuperscript{17} “All the world’s work that is waiting to be done is the business
when suddenly his small pupil asked, "How do you know that this book contains the words of Confucius, which were recorded by his disciple Tsêng Tsû? And how do you know that it contains the ideas of Tsêng Tsû, as they were set down by his disciples?" The teacher told him, "That is what Chu Hsi says."

"And when," the little boy asked, "did Chu Hsi live?" "In the Sung dynasty." "And when," the boy went on, "did Confucius and Tsêng Tsû live?" "In the Chou dynasty." "And how many years separated the Chou dynasty and the Sung dynasty?" "About two thousand years." "In that case," the child concluded, "how did Chu Hsi know?" The teacher could not answer. He merely shook his head and said, "This is no ordinary child." 22

It was prophetic of Tai Chên's later interests that his first book, completed when he was twenty, was on mathematics, and that his second was a commentary on a technological section of one of the classics. Before the end of his life he had written or edited about fifty works.

His official career was brilliant even though he repeatedly failed the examination for the highest degree. He became one of the editors of the vast imperial manuscript library that was then being compiled, and the Ch'ien Lung emperor wrote and published a poem in praise of one of his scholarly achievements. When, at the age of fifty-one, Tai failed the highest examination for perhaps the sixth time, the same emperor, by special decree, conferred upon him the degree that he had failed to win. He died two years later.

It may seem surprising that a man so specially honoured by a Manchus emperor should have attacked the very philosophical foundations of the dynasty. But it is significant that Tai never passed the examination, which was based upon the very Neo-Confucianism that he deplored.

Tai inherited the thought of his predecessors among the Ch'ing thinkers, but he developed their ideas in a thorough-
other scholars of this period) had played little part in Chinese thought for thousands of years. Confucius had emphasized the role of experience and observation as means by which the individual could attain to a knowledge of the true and the good. But Mencius, although he emphasized the importance of the individual, talked at least part of the time as if knowledge were innate. Mencius also exalted the authority of the sages. As Confucianism developed, less and less possibility was left for the individual to contribute in any basic way to what was known. He might comment on the classics, but he must not differ from them.

In Neo-Confucianism a new standard of static authority was injected — the cosmic li or principle. This li was considered to be absolute truth, “without birth and indestructible”, permanent and forever unchanging. Once the Neo-Confucians had established the proposition that their philosophy conformed to the cosmic li, then it was obviously foolish to think of disagreeing with it. The emperor and all others in superior positions argued that their wishes and decisions were supported by the li, the cosmic principle of right, from which there was no appeal.

Tai Ch`en made a frontal attack on the whole concept. He wrote:

This word li does not occur often in the six classics, in the words of Confucius and Mencius, nor in the various records and collected writings. Yet nowadays even the most stupid and violent of men, when rendering a decision or upbraiding someone who has become the object of their anger, never fail to justify themselves by shouting the word “li”.

The reason for this is that since the Sung dynasty there has grown up the habit of regarding li as if it were a veritable object, received from Heaven and present in the mind. The result is that those who are able to do so regard their mere opinions as being li. Thus those who are forceful, and possess the advantages of influence and position and glib tongues, are found to have the li on their side, while the weak and timorous, who are unable to debate, are defeated by this same li. Alas!...

The superior commands the inferior in the name of li, and the elder and the aristocrat use the same catchword in laying demands
upon the junior and the plebeian. Even though they are wrong, they insist that they are correct. But if the inferior, the junior, or the plebeian tries to remonstrate, arguing that the _li_ is on his side, then even though he may be right he is condemned as being insubordinate. . . .

When a man is condemned by the law, there are still those who will feel compassion for him. But when he is condemned by _li_ [the cosmic principle of abstract justice itself], who can feel any pity for him? . . . Where in the six classics or in the books of Confucius or Mencius is it stated that _li_ is such an external object, existing apart from men's feelings and desires, and designed sternly to repress them? 30

Like Mencius and like modern psychiatrists, Tai Chên believed that men's desires should not be repressed, but socialized. He wrote:

The Confucian gentleman simply tries to bring human desires into accord with the right way. It is futile to try to control a river simply by blocking its passage. If you obstruct it on the east, it will flow out on the west; or, worse, it will break your dam and create an ungovernable flood. Similarly, if one tries to control himself or to govern others simply by repressing the human desires, he may succeed in quieting them temporarily, but in the end the desires will inevitably outwit all attempts to restrain them. This is not what the Confucian gentleman does. Instead, he concentrates his attention upon the right way, and merely seeks to cause men not to do those things that do not accord with it. 31

For Tai Chên as for Confucius and Mencius, the Way was a way of human co-operation for the good of all. "The benevolent man," Tai said, "wishing to live his own life fully, helps other men to live their lives to the full". 32 "Before one takes any action with regard to another person, he should quietly ask himself, 'Would I be willing to have that done to me?' Before one charges another person with a duty, he should quietly ask himself, 'Would I be able to fulfil it?" 33

If this same spirit were applied to government, it would of course make despotism impossible. Tai wrote: "Alas! The men of the present day do not think. The way of the sages was to make it possible for everyone in the world to express his feelings and fulfil his desires. As a result, the world was well governed."
history of Chinese thought has only recently been recognized. Most of the men of the school of Han learning succumbed to the seductions of the study, so that their contributions, though great, were those of specialists, who know “more and more about less and less”.
CHAPTER XII

The influence of the West

In the hundred years that elapsed between the middle of the nineteenth and the middle of the twentieth century, China changed more profoundly than in the previous two thousand years. The transformation has affected, in varying degrees, political institutions, the structure of society, and economic life. Inevitably, the pattern of Chinese thinking has been altered at the same time.

These changes, and the causes that produced them, are so many and complex that it would be impossible for anyone to analyse them completely. Yet there is one fundamental fact that has been more important than any other, and that goes far toward providing a key to the whole situation.

The Chinese had long considered themselves the most cultured, the most important, and indeed the only really important people on the face of the earth. They believed all other peoples to be "barbarians", who ought properly to acknowledge the sovereignty of the Chinese emperor. They had had little contact with the outside world, except for neighbouring countries that freely acknowledged their cultural superiority. For this reason they assumed that the rest of the world accepted them at their own valuation. When the British Empire sent ambassadors to negotiate with the Chinese court, most Chinese believed that they had come to bring tribute and pledge allegiance to the Chinese emperor. Suddenly, and cataclysmically, all this was changed.

The expanding nations of the West, seeking trade and empire, began knocking at China's doors as early as the sixteenth century. They were held at bay until China was defeated in war by Britain in 1842. From that time onward it became in-
Chinese have found themselves in difficulty not because they have been too conservative but because they have not lived up to the traditional ideals; if they did so, China would be so strong that her troubles would vanish. Others have taken a more moderate view; while they believed that Chinese culture provided the soundest basis for China’s development, they wished to modify it to meet the conditions of the modern world, and to take over such Western techniques as appeared to be advantageous. A third group has insisted that China’s entire traditional pattern of political, social, and economic organization is unsuited to the world of today, and that the whole manner of life and thought must be revolutionized.

Most of the conservatives were men trained in the age-old classical manner, knowing little of the outside world. But some of those who had learned to know the West well, and had gone through a period of admiration for its culture, became disillusioned. An interesting example is Yen Fu (1854–1921). After being educated at the University of Edinburgh, he became a pioneer in translating Western philosophical works into Chinese. His translations of books by T. H. Huxley, John Stuart Mill, Herbert Spencer, Adam Smith, and others played an important part in introducing Occidental thought to China. Yet after the first World War he came to think that China’s was, after all, the better way. He wrote:

Western culture, after this European War, has been corrupted utterly... Formerly, when I heard our scholars of the old school say that there would come a day when the teachings of Confucius would be practiced by all mankind, I thought they were talking nonsense. But now I find that some of the most enlightened men in Europe and America seem to be coming gradually to a like opinion.... It seems to me that in three centuries of progress the peoples of the West have achieved four principles: to be selfish, to kill others, to have little integrity, and to feel little shame. How different are the principles of Confucius and Mencius, as broad and deep as Heaven and Earth, designed to benefit all men everywhere.¹

Confucian principles are undoubtedly a noble reply to gunfire, but they are not an effective one. It was widely realized
were the scholar-officials, versed in the classics and schooled in the Confucian virtues.

The individual's strongest loyalty was to his family, which performed many functions that with us are performed by the state. Other bodies, such as the village or perhaps a guild, might be important to him. But the state was very remote from the ordinary Chinese. In normal times the state did not intervene in the life of the people, but acted more like a referee between groups that might come into conflict. The hand of custom was strong, upon everyone from the emperor down, but in many respects old China was a laissez-faire state.

This was a structure, but it was scarcely an organization. An organization worthy of the name should be tightly knit, yet flexible, able to function in a disciplined manner under varying circumstances. The Chinese empire did not (in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, at any rate) have these characteristics. The emperor was in theory a despot, yet the President of the United States is able to command a degree of obedience to his orders that the emperor of China might sometimes have envied. High officials and generals seldom defied the emperor, but they often failed to carry out his instructions, explaining that they were unable to do so for reasons that were often flimsy. They might be punished if they were sufficiently lacking in prestige — but in that case they usually obeyed the orders.

In an organization power does not depend primarily upon the individual but upon the position he holds. In a disciplined army privates obey sergeants, and colonels obey generals. In a factory the labourer obeys the foreman, and the vice-president obeys the president. In China, however, much depended upon the individual, his friendships, his family connections, his prestige. An officer of the government or of a company could not be discharged, no matter how inefficient he might be, if he were sufficiently well connected.

The pattern of human relationships was much more complex than in the West. We tend to dehumanize people, make them
physicians. It would be hard to overestimate their role in winning acceptance for Western culture.

"Science and democracy" were believed to light the road that would inevitably lead to a new day. Britain was admired for her political institutions and her economic and military strength. A revolutionary society organized by Sun Yat-sen in 1905 took as its goal "liberty, equality, fraternity". In 1912 when the Republic of China was established, Sun declared in accepting the office of president that the Chinese people were "continuing the historic struggle of the French and American peoples for republican institutions".

In the general intoxication with "science and democracy" most of the reformers had little to say, or at least little good, of China's traditional culture. China's own philosophy was not forgotten, but it was little emphasized. Attempts to revive a strong interest in Buddhist thought have attracted only a limited group. Taoism and Moism have been studied, but rather as a matter of scholarly research than of actual philosophical movements.

Although Hu Shih and a few other intellectual leaders have acknowledged "the democratic spirit of classical Confucianism", there has been little attempt to use it as the basis of a modern democratic philosophy. Confucianism has at last been discredited by too many bad associations. Two thousand years ago emperors began to use it (in distorted form) as a cloak for despotism. During the past century conservatives who tried to block all change rallied most frequently under the banner of Confucianism. After the Chinese Republic fell apart in civil war, some of the most notorious warlords posed as particularly pious Confucians. When the Japanese occupied much of China, between 1931 and 1945, they tried to revive the cult of Confucius to make their regime more palatable to the Chinese. It would be hard for any philosophy to rise superior to such misfortunes.

Confucianism continues deeply to influence every Chinese,
States, have been sending to China missionaries, doctors, and teachers, and money for schools, hospitals, famine relief, and general assistance to the government and the people. They have done these things in a spirit of the purest altruism, accompanied by a complacent assurance of their own superiority that could only be infuriating to any normal human being on the receiving end.

All this might have been bearable if there had been any adequate appreciation of the fact that China had, in her culture, something from which the West might learn and by which it might profit, as a *quid pro quo*. But there was little of this. Even some of the most "pro-Chinese" Westerners constantly told the Chinese, like adults speaking to children, that they must "modernize", that is, that they must abandon their traditional ways in government, in law, in religion, and in social and economic practices, and copy ours. Then and only then, they were told, could they be received as partners into the family of nations.

The fact that many Chinese were themselves quite as critical of China's ways did not make this faultfinding by outsiders more palatable. Few of us will accept, from foreigners, the same criticisms of our country that we ourselves make quite readily. No self-respecting people could have been expected to receive, with gratitude, such a combination of charity and disparagement.

The Chinese Communists' "hate America" campaign was a logical result. The Communists interpret every gift, and every generous and helpful act directed toward the Chinese, as part of a gigantic imperialist plot. Schools and hospitals financed by the West are explained as tentacles of the vast octopus of "cultural imperialism", designed to draw the Chinese into the maw of capitalist and imperialist exploitation. Thus, by one ingenious stroke, the Chinese are absolved of any debt of gratitude, and their self-respect is restored and made whole. It is no wonder that many intellectuals accepted this explanation with enthusiasm.
most gallant community the world had ever known. He would have to submit to iron discipline, to work unceasingly, he might lose his life — but how gloriously! This appeal was far more akin to the sermons of Confucius to his disciples, urging them to give up everything to combat the oppression of the people, to work and if necessary to die for the Way, than were any of the sober preachments of Western democracy. It is not very remarkable that it won over enough of the intellectuals to throw the control of China into Communist hands.

For a century thinking Chinese have felt their country to be at a disadvantage, and some of them have even been ready to admit its culture to be inferior to that of the West. With the advent of Chinese Communism this is changed. For many of them believe that the Communist party “represents the most brilliant and progressive side of contemporary human society”, and that “the Chinese Communist Party is one of the best Communist Parties in the world”.18

The West has sent the Chinese missionaries to Christianize them, teachers to educate them, and money to alleviate their distress. But now the Chinese Communists propose to turn the tables. For it is the reactionary capitalist world above all, says Mao Tsê-tung, that constitutes a “world of darkness”; the Communists, he says, will overturn it and transform it “into a world of light that never existed before”.19 To do this, much patience will be required. Nevertheless, one of Mao’s lieutenants declares, even the least promising members of the human race “can in the long course of struggle be . . . converted into highly civilized Communists”.20

In the past, Western nations have repeatedly used force against China. At the cannon’s mouth China has been compelled to sign treaties, permit trade, and admit foreigners she did not want to her borders. Here again, it is promised, the roles will be reversed. In the future it will be the Chinese Communists who will, as a part of the world crusade of Communism, use force against all those, throughout the world, who
object to being “remoulded” into Communists. Mao Tsê-tung says that “they will have to go through a stage of compulsion before they enter into a stage of remoulding of their own accord”.  

Finally, the nations of the West have long regarded China with thinly veiled contempt. Unable even to keep her own house in order, she was regarded as a negligible quantity in world affairs. Occidentals, ignorant of China’s history, have dismissed her with the dictum that “the Chinese can’t fight”. That myth has been exploded on the battle fields of Korea. And speculation over what the Chinese Communists will do next keeps the lights burning late in every major capital of the world. China is no longer negligible.

Even Chinese who are strongly anti-Communist cannot avoid being gratified that their country again wields an influence, in world affairs, such as it has not enjoyed in many, many years. Many Chinese would prefer that this had not come about under Communist auspices, but whatever the auspices they find it hard not to applaud the result. This factor cannot be overlooked if we would understand why the Chinese Communists have won so large a degree of acceptance in so short a time.

What has been the effect of the victory of the Chinese Communists upon the thinking of the Chinese people? It is too early to answer this question with any precision, but some significant facts are quite clear.

If one examines such pronouncements of Mao Tsê-tung as The New Democracy and On People’s Democratic Dictatorship, there is little to indicate that they were written by a Chinese. The framework of thought is Marxist; the very rare illustrations relating to Chinese culture seem almost self-consciously added, to keep the writings from seeming too “foreign”. Considerable portions of these works read like paraphrases into Chinese of standard Communist tracts.
Naturally the Chinese people in general have not moved so rapidly, in their absorption of Communist doctrine, as has Mao Tsê-tung. Yet they have moved with a speed that would be quite astounding to anyone who did not know what has been going on in China during the last several years. All over Communist China "re-education" is the watchword. Many persons spend hours every day, and many millions spend some time daily, in studying the works of Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin, and Mao Tsê-tung. Study groups are conducted by banks, factories, labour unions, and villages. Special schools give indoctrination courses of varying duration. Individuals considered politically unreliable are subjected to intensive indoctrination. It is probable that never before in human history has the attempt been made, on so large a scale, to change the whole pattern of thought of an entire people so quickly.

It is impossible to know to what extent their pattern of thought has actually been changed. There is evidence, however, that in various specific ways changes have been brought about that cannot be dismissed as superficial. A striking example has to do with the attitude of children toward their parents.

We have seen that the importance of the family in China goes back to a time before our knowledge of Chinese history begins. Three thousand years ago the principle was already established that a child’s first loyalty was due its parents; this principle persisted to our own day. In traditional China it was unthinkable that a child should give evidence against his or her parents; to do so was in fact a legal offence.

An important technique of Chinese Communist propaganda is the "mass trial", a public spectacle in which one or more persons charged with being "enemies of the people" are denounced by a succession of accusers. In some of these trials the high point of drama has been reached, it is reported, when a child of the accused demonstrates loyalty to Communism by denouncing his or her parent. Undoubtedly, there are many Chinese
philosophy” are part of China's “semi-feudal culture” which must be overthrown. “The struggle between the old and new cultures,” he wrote, “is to the death.”

This does not mean, however, that Mao and the Communists are trying to impose on China a cultural pattern that is wholly Marxist or Russian. Mao has explicitly disavowed this, saying: “In the past China has suffered greatly by accepting foreign ideas simply because they were foreign. Chinese Communists should remember this in applying Marxism in China. We must effect a genuine synthesis between the universal truth of Marxism and the concrete practice of the Chinese revolution. Only after we have found our own national form of Marxism will it prove useful.”

In developing her new culture Communist China will, Mao has said, accept some materials “even from the culture that existed in capitalist countries during the period of the Enlightenment”. But everything will be subjected to a careful process of discrimination. Mao proposes to apply the same scrutiny to China's own traditional culture.

China's culture should have its own form, the national form. . . . The long feudal period* in China's history created the brilliant culture of previous ages. To make clear the process by which this traditional culture developed, to discard its feudal residue, and to absorb its democratic essence, are necessary steps for developing our new national culture and heightening our national self-confidence. This assimilation, however, must never be uncritical. We must carefully discriminate between those completely rotten aspects of the old culture that were linked with the feudal ruling class, and the excellent popular culture, which was more or less democratic and revolutionary in character.

China's entire intellectual tradition is intimately linked with what the Communists call the “feudal ruling class”. If the

*The Chinese Communists consider China to have been “feudal” (or, during the last hundred years, “semi-feudal”) until they themselves came to power. Most historians consider feudalism in China to have come to an end before the beginning of the Christian Era, although there was some recrudescence of feudal phenomena in certain later periods. Obviously, this difference arises partially out of different definitions of “feudalism”.
only as a champion of the rights of the common people but also as a fomenter of armed rebellion.\textsuperscript{34} Kuo's views concerning Confucius were quoted in a volume of the \textit{Large Soviet Encyclopedi}a published in Moscow in 1935.\textsuperscript{35} Thus it is by no means impossible that the idol of old China may come to be hailed as a forerunner, in the revolutionary tradition, of Marx, Lenin, Stalin, and Mao Tsê-tung, a hero of the new China.
CHAPTER XIII

In retrospect

No one will ever again think exactly as did Confucius, or Chuang Tzŭ, or Chu Hsi, or even as the Chinese of 1900 did.* Neither, for that matter, can anyone living today agree with all of the ideas of Plato. Yet Plato’s dialogues continue to be important, and have much to say that is helpful and useful in our modern world. So does much of Chinese philosophy.

When anti-Christian Chinese charged that missionaries gouged out the eyes of Chinese children, we could smile and shrug our shoulders. But when Yen Fu writes that Western progress has culminated in four achievements, “to be selfish, to kill others, to have no integrity and little sense of shame”, there is a certain bite in his words. Not because we agree that he is right. Not only our Christian principles but a great host of self-sacrificing actions attest that he is wrong. And yet, when we look about us, we cannot escape the uneasy feeling that our principles do not always find complete fulfilment in our lives. Perhaps a little of the difficulty may lie in our philosophy.

Chinese, who look upon our culture with the surgical eye of the outsider, find it to be characterized especially by the spirit of aggressiveness and competition. Undoubtedly, these are qualities that ought to be included, in moderation, in the makeup of every nation and every individual. But when they are excessive they lead to quarrelsomeness in individuals and sabre-rattling by nations.

The aggressive and competitive tendency shows itself in one

*H. Arthur Steiner wrote in 1951: “The two years of shock treatment [the Chinese Communists] have administered to the traditional institutions of Chinese society have rendered virtually impossible a reconstitution of the pre-1949 forms of Chinese life” (Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences, 277.vii).
denounced as the besetting vice of the Chinese people, which has made it impossible for them to progress and to compete in the modern world; perhaps it has. But if it has, it is not because contentment is bad in itself but because it has been carried to an extreme, and not governed by that sense of moderation and balance that has lain at the very heart of China's traditional philosophy.

Balance, poise, is the hallmark of the Chinese who has been reared in the tradition of his nation's culture. This is true whether he is a scholar who studied the classics in the traditional manner, or a farmer or coolie who grew to manhood in a part of China untouched by the storms of "Westernization". It shows itself in a quiet assurance that has none of the assertiveness that goes with what we call "pride", and an affability that is quite imperturbable. It is an enviable quality.

Where does it come from? Not just from moral maxims; this is not merely a way of thought but a way of life. And that way of life comes in part from the practice of *li*, which Confucius taught twenty-five hundred years ago and the Chinese have continued to cultivate to our own century.

*Li* is (in part) ceremony. Most of us in the modern West have little use for ceremony: we think it is mostly foolishness. Undoubtedly it can be overdone, as Confucius himself recognized. But ceremony of a common-sense variety is simply a means of imparting rhythm to life. When we play tennis or golf we recognize that rhythm is essential, but we live most of our lives at a jerky pace. The result is to injure our digestions, our nervous systems, and even our productivity. The traditional Chinese habit is to live in a more ordered way.

Of course, ceremony sometimes involves inconvenience. I used to wonder why it was that in imperial China court was always held at dawn — a horrible hour to get people out of bed. And I thought it still stranger that, even in the time of Confucius, when matters of the gravest importance were to be discussed, those taking part in the conference were supposed to sit
up the whole night before; this seemed nothing but a primitive religious ritual. Then I had the opportunity to attend a sacrifice at the temple of Confucius in Peking.

It was held at dawn, and I had to get out of my bed at two A.M. — how willingly you can imagine. For most of the long ride to the temple I felt very sorry for myself. Gradually, however, the impressiveness of the situation and the magnificence of my surroundings took me out of myself. The sky was a deep, luminous blue that was quite unbelievable. The temples and the pine trees had indeed passed before my eyes on other occasions, but my senses were so sharpened by the dawn that I now realized that I had never before really seen, much less appreciated, them. After many years I can still see the details of that ceremony much more clearly than I see the room about me. And I now understand why the Chinese held court at dawn. If it had been my business to deliberate upon affairs of state, I would have done a far better job of it that morning than I could ever do over a luncheon table, or drowsing in mid-afternoon.

It is not necessary, however, to get up in the middle of the night in order to profit by the Chinese idea that one should approach each task in the proper frame of mind for it. I was taught that during the second World War, while working in a government office in Washington, D.C. In another office in the same building was a Chinese scholar, a young man educated in the classical tradition who has an excellent knowledge of Chinese painting. To relieve the tedium of my work I was doing some studying in the evenings, and had encountered problems relating to Chinese art that were over my head. I therefore asked my Chinese friend if he would come to my apartment one evening and give me some help. He kindly agreed. Since we were working in the same building, I suggested that we meet when our work was over, go to a restaurant for dinner, and then go on to my place.

"No," he said, "I thank you, but I think that would not be the best plan. We are going to discuss art. Let us go our separate
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